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PREFACE 

TRESE chapters owe their origin to an invitation 
to lecture at the Institut du Hawes Etudes Inter
nationalu at Geneva in the summer of 1935. 
When the lectures had been delivered, it occurred 
to me that it might be worth while revising them 
for a wider public: and in the process of revision, 
while the outline has been preserved, something 
like a new book has emerged. I should like to take 
this opportunity of thanking Professor Rappard 
and the authorities of the Instilw for their invita
tion and their. hospitality. Parts of some of the 
chapters of the revised version have been pub
lished in a modified form in the Quarterly Re
view of tAe Amstmlamsrk Bank, Lloycl8 Bank 
Monthly Retw, EkcmomisttJ and The Banker. I 
am indebted to the editors of these jouma1s for 
the opportunity of thus securing discussion of 
certain of the views here presented. 

The book is essentially an essay in what may 
be called Political Economy, as distinct from 
Economics in the stricter sense of the word. It 
depends upon the technical apparatus of analytical 
Economics; but it applies this apparatus to the 

vii 
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examination of schemes for the realization of aims 
whose formulation lies outside Economics; and it 
does not abstain from appeal to the probabili
ties of political practice when such an appeal has 
seemed relevant. At the same time it makes no 
attempt to discuss the minutiae of contemporary 
policy. I am not at all unwilling to do this. But 
the conditions which policy has to take account 
of change almost from day to day; and it seemed 
better to reserve their discussion for other places. 
The aim here has been to show the implications 
of different types of principle, not to prepare a 
programme of immediate action. 

In attempting such a task I am under no 
illusions concerning the risks I am running. It 
is impossible, in an essay of this length in which 
every sentence necessarily involves a world of 
associations, to state explicitly all the assump
tions on which it rests, or to discuss in detail all 
the reasons determining the choice of particular 
perspectives. I have tried very hard to be clear. 
But I do not hope altogether to have eliminated 
the possibility of misapprehension. I would 
plead, however, that before a verdict is passed 
upon anyone section the argument should be 
read as a whole: the reasoning throughout is 
interconnected and full explanation of the earlier 
propositions is in some cases deliberately post
poned in order to emphasize their connection 
with propositions which come later. In par-
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ticular I would ask that readers who are dis
quieted by the critical tone of some of the 
earlier chapters should reserve judgment until 
they have read Chapters IX and XI, where I 
think I have something more positive to say. 
I would like at least to persuade my friends of 
the Left, who with me believe in reason and per
suasion, that, although we may di1Ier profoundly 
about means, we are at least at one in aiming at 
a common goal. 

I have to thank various friends at the School 
of Economics and elsewhere who have helped me 
with information and criticism. I am indebted 
to Dr. Benham and Mr. Paish for advice on cer
tain technical matters and to Mr. Paul Wilson 
for a most timely admonition. But in particular, 
my thanks are due to Professor Arnold Plant, 
who, in friendly disputation ever since we were 
students together, has taught me more about 
the various matters here discussed than I could 
easily acknowledge in detail. He is of course, 
in no way to be held responsible for any of my 
probably many blunders. 

TB. 1.01(001'1 ScaOOL 01' Eco1'l0JlJC8 
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LIONEL ROBBINS 
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CHAPTER I 

THE OBJECT OF THE ESSAY 

1. THE object of this essay is to discuss from 
an international point of view the economic sig
nificance of various types of planning. 

But this statement, accurate enough as a label, 
does not really make sufficiently explicit the 
ground which it is intended to cover. .. Plan
ning" is the grand panaces of our age. But un
fortunately its meaning is highly ambiguous. In 
popular discussion it stands for almost any policy 
which it is wished to present as desirable. Indeed 
there can be no doubt that it is this very ambiguity 
which lends it attractive force. Men do not cherish 
vague emotions about precise concepts. When 
the average citizen, be he Nazi or Communist or 
Summer School Liberal, warms to the statement 
that "What the world needs is planning", what 
he really feels is that the world needs that which is 
satisfactory. - It is in fact almost certain that the 
more of a plan he is actually confronted with, the 
less general will be his emotion, the less likely his 
agreement with the other members of the crowd. 

s 
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Now, strictly speaking, all economic life in
volves planning. Economic activity is activity 
involving the disposal of scarce goods; and the 
disposal of goods, in so far as it is in any way 
purposive, necessarily involves some kind of 
plan. The consumer spending his income, the 
producer arranging his output, the investor de
ciding how much to save and in what lines to 
invest it, are all planning. To plan is to act 

. with purpose, to choose; and choice is the essence 
of economic activity.1 . 

It is clear then that, no matter what the social 
system, we all plan in greater or less degree. But 
it is clear too that as soon as there is more than one 
individual planning, the different plans may not 
harmonize. If my plan and your plan involve 
using the same instruments, it may well be that, 
in the absence of co-ordination and authority, the 
one plan may be frustrated by the other. .My 
plan may be realized by robbing you, yours by 
robbing me. The result of our separate planning 
may be disorder and chaos. To avoid this, to 

. secure that social relations involve a greater 
realization of individual plans rather than their 
mutual frustration, a co-ordinating apparatus, a 
social order, a social"plan is necessary. It is in 
this sense that the term plan figures in contem
porary discussions of policy. 

1 I may perhaps be permitted to refer in this connection to my 
Nature and Sign_jicanu 0/ ECOMtllU: 8cie1aa, where these matters 
are treated in 80me detail 
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But, this recognized, we are yet not very far 
advanced. For, on the necessity for some co
ordination, some limitation of the freedom of the· 
individual, there is really very little disagreement. 
The liberal who believes that, given a suitable 
framework of law and order, spontaneous arrange
ments between private citizens will conduce to 
the public good, and the communist who believes 
that"llothing but central control of all productive 
activities will achieve the same end, are at least in 
agreement on this, that .there ,must be some co
ordinating authority with coercive power: their 
difIerences relate to the extent to which individual 
initiative may be left free. Even the anarchist 
who believes that no authority is necessary, that, 
provided there is no central apparatus of coercion, 
no arbitrary force will disturb the smooth conduct 
of mutually satisfactory private relations, even 
he believes in an order of a sort. It may be true 
that the logical conclusion of certain contempor
ary practices is the ultimate breakin'g off of all 
social relations. But this conclusion is seldom de
fended. Outspoken defence of the dissolution of 
the social bond, of the reversion to that state of 
nature where the life of man is solitary, poor, 
nasty, brutish and snort, is a rare thing in human 
history. 

It follows therefore that the question to plan 
or not to plan, so frequently posed nowadays, is 
essentially a red herring. It has not been seriously 
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suggested that there should be no plan, no order 
in society. The issue is not between a plan and 
no plan, it is between different kinds of plan. To 
appropriate for one method of co-ordination a 
title which applies to all, may be excellent pro
paganda. But it is not conducive to a reason
able decision of the essential problem: which is 
the best method to choose. It may be that the 
liberal l plan of decentralizing much of the re
sponsibility for the organization of production 
through the complex institutions of a system of 
private property is destined to be superseded by a 
plan which brings responsibility to the centre. But, 
if this is so, it will be the supersession of one plan 
by another, not the supersession of no plan by 
planning. We do not rise to the level of the mo
mentous decisions with which we are confronted 
if we flatter ourselves with the belief that it is 
just a choice between deliberately willing order or 
chaos. 

Nevertheless, we may freely recognize that 
the use of the term planning in recent discus
sion has had a more limited significance. The 
plans which have been urged on our attention have 
all had this characteristic in common, that they 

1 It should be clearly understood that the use of the term liberal 
throughout this essay has no necessary reference to the programme 
of any particular political party in Great Britain. It refera solely 
to a certain social philoeophy. There can be little doubt that Mr. 
Lloyd George's agricultural plans would have been more antipathetio 
to the founders of European liberalism than many of the plans of the 
most radical socialist. 
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have involved much more limitation of individual 
planning than was contemplated under the plana 
favoured in the liberal epoch. Individual plan. 
rung of consumption is not often called in question 
directly. But individual planning of production 
to meet the demands of consumers. this. in one 
way or another. is to be extensively curtailed. or 
indeed completely superseded. "Planning". in 
the modem jargon. involves governmental control 
of production in some form or other. It was the 
aim of the liberal plan to create a framework 
within which private plans might be harmonized. 
It is the aim of modem" planning" to supersede 
private plans by publio--or at any rate to relegate 
them to a very subordinate position. 

2. It is the object of this essay to discuss some 
of these plans and to contrast them with others 
which are yet conceivable. But it is proposed to 
discuss them from a special point of view, which 
must be made explicit here at the outset. Recent 
discussion of economic planning has tended to 
concentrate upon one of two aspects. Either it 
has been concerned with discussion of the effects 
of the planning of particular industries-the 
planning of British coal or the planning of agri. 
culture, for instance. Or it has discussed the 
general question of the practicability of a society 
completely planned from the centre-the problem 
of the economics of a closed socialist (or com· 
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munist) community. Both these enquiries are 
important. But, even together, they sufier from 
a certain lack of actuality. Discussion of plans 
for particular industries is obviously incomplete. 
If pushed to its logical conclusion it must involve 
discussion of general planning: as we shall see 
later on, the " planning" of particular industries 
almost inevitably tends to spread. On the other 
hand, the problems which arise when it actually 
does spread are hardly exhausted by abstract 
discussion of the problems of pure collectivism. 
For, in the world we live in, planning is done 
by states; and the authority of each difIerent 
state is not co-extensive with the total sphere 
of world economic activity. National planning 
takes place in an international milieu. We leave 
out of the picture some of its most important 
problems if we omit its international implications 
and discuss merely what happens when" the" 
state does this or " the" government does that. 
Moreover, even if we assume, as it is useful for 
certain purposes to assume, that the present 
anarchy of interstate relations is removed and one 
state only exists, we yet do not do justice to the 
nature of the problem unless we keep continually 
in mind a state of the extent and complexity of 
the world as it actually is, with its present distri
bution and variety of resources, its vast popula
tion and the varying density of this population in 
difIerent places. The problem of collectivism is 
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in this sense a practical one. It is clear that a small 
community, a patriarchal family or a small tribe, 
can be run on collectivist lines with no breakdown 

.of the mechanism of economic calculation. The 
problem with which the twentieth century is con
fronted is whether a similar solution is possible 
for a community of world dimensions. 

For all these reasons it seems worth while 
examining the significance of difIerent kinds of 
planning from a specifically international point of 
view-a point of view at once more general than 
discussion of the particular effects of isolated 
acts of national planning and less abstract 
than discussion of the economics of the closed 
socialist community. It is this which is the inten
tion of this essay. The argument will fall into 
three main parts. In the first will be discussed 
the tendencies and the significance of indepen
dent national planning. In the second will be dis
cussed various proposals for international controls 
of particular sections of the economic field, inter
national agreements regarding trade, international 
regulations of particular lines of production, 
international regulation of conditions of labour. 
Finally, in the third, an attempt will be made to 
discuss the problems of complete international 
planning on both socialist and liberal lines. 
Throughout these sections the standpoint adopted 
is international. The various plans examined 
are judged according to their effects on the 
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welfare of humanity as a whole. It is assumed 
that the citizens of different states may be 
regarded as members of one general world com
munity. The criterion of rational planning is 
assumed to be conformity to the requirements 
of an international order. In a concluding 
chapter, an attempt is made to decide in what 
sense there may be conflict between these re
quirements and the interests of the different 
national groups. Naturally nowhere will the 
treatment pretend to exhaustiveness. The aim 
throughout is to see the main problems in their 
proper proportions, not to examine them in all 
their detail. 



PART I 

INDEPENDENT NATIONAL PLANNING 



CHAPTER II 

THE NATURE OJ!' NATIONAL PLANNING 

1. OUR first task, according to the programme 
just outlined, is to examine the international 
significance of independent national planning
using planning in this context to mean collective 
control or supersession of private activities of 
production and exchange. .' 

In a sense, therefore, o'I1r first task is a survey 
of the contemporary world position. Current 
discussion often suggests that the adoption of 
national planning in the sense just indicated is 
still an open question, But this is not so. Our 
age is an age of independent national planning. 
The degree of completeness of di1Ierent systems 
varies greatly, from the totalitarian planning of 
Soviet Russia on the one hand, to the exchange 
controls and marketing boards of the outlying 
raw material producing areas on the other. The 
object, too, varies greatly. In some cases the 
plans are designed quite deliberately to supplant 
the institutions of the free market. In others they 
are the more or less haphazard resultant of desper--

13 
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ate attempts to meet the exigencies of what is 
believed to be a transitory emergency. The fact 

. remains, however, that at the present day control 
by the different national authorities of the main 
processes of economic activity is rapidly becoming 
the rule rather than the exception. This process 
has been greatly accelerated in the recent depres
sion. In many ways the most .conspicuous feature 
of the upswing which has taken place since the 
low point of 1931-32 has been the extent to which 
recovery in different parts of the world has been 
national rather than international-the product 
of local policy rather than of general revival. At 
the present time there is not one trade cycle but 
many, each no doubt in the last resort still in
fluenced by external conditions, but, in origin and 
degree of development, each different from the 
others. The real question is, not whether national 
planning should be adopted, but rather what 
happens now that it is a dominant feature of the 
international situation. 

2. The most obvious instrument of national 
• planning in the sphere of international business is 
the tariff. It has the longest history and the 
most general usage. Whether in fact the tariff 

• systems of the mercantilist era had the coherence 
of plans may be debated. But there is no ques
tion that they were defended as such by con
temporary writers: and it is significant that the 
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nineteenth-century historians, such as Schmoller 
or Cunningham, who were the intellectual leaders 
of the attack on international liberalism, based 
their apology for the revival of mercantilist prac
tices on the ground that the essence of mercantil
ism was national planning. At the present time 
such practices are general. Since the abandon
ment of free trade by Great Britain, there is no 
example of an important Power which does not 
have recourse to tarifIs as a means of regulating 
its relations with the outside world. We all have 
U scientifio " tariffs now. 

The objects of such regulations are, however, 
various. In the heyday of mercantilism, chief 
emphasis was laid upon the accumulation of 
treasure. If it could be sO' arranged that year by 
year the nation contracted less obligations to pay 
money abroad than were contracted with it, then, 
it was thought, there would result an inflow of the 
precious metals, with highly beneficial effects all 
round. "The ordinary means . . . to encrease 
our wealth and treasure is by Forraign Trade 
wherein wee must ever observe this rule, to sell 
more to strangers yearly than wee consume of theirs 
in value," said Thomas Mun, whose book, we are 
told, was the Bible of Mercantilism. Much scorn 
has been poured on this policy by nineteenth
century writers, on the ground that it mistook 
money for wealth, a store of the precious metals 
for general well-being. But this is altogether too 
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simple. Whether we like this policy or not, we 
must give its educated apologists credit for rather 
more intelligence than this. And indeed it seems 
clear that, in the last analysis, their concern with 
the precious metals and the balance of trade was 
not at all dissimilar from that of many recent 
writers on these subjects. They were anxious to 
secure the benefits of local inflation. If the 
balance of payments were favourable, if " wee 
sold more to strangers than wee consumed of 
theirs in value", there would be an inflow of the 
precious metals, the circulation would increase, 
trade would become brisk and the nation would be 
prosperous. Our terminology is more sophisti
cated nowadays. But there is really no essential 
difference here from the arguments with which 
English economists broke down the resistance to 
tariffs in 1931-save that the mercantilists do not 
appear to have urged that turning the balance of 
trade in our favour would bring great benefits to 
other nations. 

In the years between the publication of The 
Wealtk of N atUms and the Proposals for a Revenue 
Tariff, however, these arguments were not held in 
great esteem by competent authorities. The con
tradictions implicit in the spectacle of a world in 
which the government of each nation attempted 
by means of tariffs to turn the balance of trade in 
its favour, had more weight with the economists 
of those times than considerations of the momen-
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tary advantages which might be snatched from 
8llch a policy. It was realized that the infla
tionary stimulus of the imposition of a tariff 
depended essentially upon the refusal of other 
nations to pursue a like course. It was realized 
too that such a stimulus was soon spent and 
that, in order that it might continue, a continu
ous rise in the tariff was essential. Hence the de
Cenee oC tariffs as a means of securing a Cavour
able balance of trade was left to the lesser lights 
of political journalism; and those apologists Cor 
tariffs who wished to be taken seriously byedu- ./'" 
cated people had recourse to other arguments.'/ 

The first and the most considerable of all these 
arguments was the celebrated "inCant industry . 
argument" which sprang from the work of Hamil
tonandList. It was held by these writers that while 
complete freedom of trade'was the appropriate 
commercial policy for "developed" nations, it 
was desirable at a certain stage that the growth 
of manufacturing industry should be promoted by 
protective duties. Once the inCant was mature 
the duty should 'be discarded. But during the 
process of growth, it was said, protection was in 
the general interest. Throughout the nineteenth 
century this argument was made the pretext Cor a 
vast structure ofpolicy. In the United States, in 
Germany, in those of the British Colonies which 
achieved tariff autonomy. the alleged necessity 
Cor building up national industry was made the 

Q 
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pretext for high protective duties-duties, it 
should be said, which, contrary to the Listian 
prescription, it was found necessary to maintain 
long after the infants had grown to gigantic pro
portions. Since the war, with the carving out of 

. new nations by the treaties, new areas have been 
found to be deficient in manufacturing industries. 
In the secession states of Central Europe and in the 
Irish Free State, a virtual exclusion of competing 
foreign products has been necessary to bring the 
somewhat recalcitrant local infants to birth. No 
doubt were the principality of Wales or the duchy 
of Cornwall to obtain the much-prized powers of 
self-determination, similar arguments would be 
invoked in support of similar policies. 

The protection of domestic manufacture, how
ever, leaves large sections of the community un
privileged. As the nineteenth century wore on, 
as the development of mechanical transport 
brought food products from areas where land was 
very cheap to areas where it was still very dear, 
it began to be felt, especially by the landlords of 
the latter areas, that a new field for national 
planning lay open. In the nineties, particularly 
in France and Germany, there arose a school of 
thought, of which Adolf Wagner was the out
standing representative, which held that it was in 
the interests of the state that indUstrialization 
should not be allowed to go "too far". List 
held that it was uneconomic to have" too little" 
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manufacture, Wagner that it was uneconomic to 
have" too much". Being unwilling to urge the 
invalidity of the arguments for industrial protec
tion, he therefore urged the erection of protective 
duties on agricultural imports, on the ground that 
by such a policy a "due balance" would be 
secured between the various branches of the 
national economy. This argument has enjoyed 
great popularity. The idea of a balance between 
industry and agriculture, although, as we shall 
see, lacking much in precision, has afforded a basis 
on which the most exacting claims of the agri
cultural and industrial interests appear to be 
reconcilable without concession to the "extrem
ism .. of free trade. If in doubt, raise all tariffs. 
In the years since the war; when the application 
of scientific technique to various branches of 
agriculture has greatly diminished the labour 
necessary to produce a given output, the alleged 
necessity of maintaining a certain proportionate 
distribution of effort between agriculture and 
industry has led to the erection of obstacles to 
the diminution of agricultural prices whose dimen
sions are truly remarkable. To maintain the" due 
balance" between the interests of agriculture and 
industry in Qermany, the unfortunate consumers 
are compelled to pay for the elementary neces
sities of life' prices, in some cases fifty, in some 
cases a hundred and in some cases two or even 
three hundred per cent higher than the prices 
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outside the boundary. The detached observer
if such still exists in that miserable country-may 
easily conceive the benefits of such a balance to 
the pockets of the landlords and the peasantry. 
But he may· well wonder whether, to the unfor
tunate industrial worker, the spectacle of so many 
extra hectares of land under cultivation is a sub
stantial compensation- for the other goods and 
services which he might have procured had the 
price of food been lower. 

The argument for tarifIs, as instruments for 
promoting "due balance" within the national 
economy, has long transcended the original dreams 
of agricultural enthusiasts. The fostering of the 
manufacture of crude steel, the production of 
dolls' eyes, the consumption of home-grown rhu
barb, have all been found to be capable of defence 
by the same elastic argument. There is one group 
of industries, however, to which tarifis, as such, are 
obviously not applicable, the industries catering 
predominantly for export. A protective tariff 
can do nothing to sustain exports which are 
unable to compete on foreign markets. It can do 
nothing to guard against competition abroad. 

In such circumstaIi"ces, however, the type of 
planning we are considering is not helpless. It 
cannot charge duties on imports into jCYreign mar
kets. But it can subsidize the domestic industry 
which competes with these imports. The bounty on 
export is the complement of the duty on import. 
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Within limita such a policy is often adopted. 
The interventionist states, unwilling to see their 
shipowners too much embarrassed by their own 
and other people's tari.ff.s, have not infrequently 
subsidized shipping. Special railway rates have 
been offered to exporters using state railways; 
and in many other ways concealed subsidies have 
been paid to exporters. But clearly the practical 
limit to this sort ~f thing is much lower than the' 
limit to protective duties. For the subsidy costa 
money; and the extent to which the average 
voter is willing to see the taxes he pays devoted 
to subsidizing particular industries is very much 
less than the extent to which he is willing to forgo 
the advantages of cheap purchases from abroad. 
Perhaps this is short-sighted. My real income is 
depleted as much it I pay ten pounds a year more 
fOf bacon because I am forced to buy bacon from 
home producers, as if I hand over an extra ten 
pounds a year to the income-tax authorities to be 
given to the owners of tramp steamers. But the 
fact is that I am much more likely to squeal at the 
higher tax than at the higher price, and this seta 
a limit to policy. The export subsidy only plays 
a large role when it can be indirectly granted by 
difierential exchange depreciation. This instru
ment is of very recent invention. At the present 
time it is chie1ly used in Germany. It must await 
the next depression before it is more widely 
adopted. 
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3. It follows from all this that we must not 
• underestimate the extent to which tariffs and 
subsidies may be conceived as instruments of 
national planning. To English radicals, brought 
up in the tradition of regarding all tariffs as con
spiracies against the public weal, such a view 
must seem highly paradoxical. But it is not so. 
It is quite true that the various tariff systems 
have frequently, indeed usually, been perverted 
by sinister interest. But we simplify matters 
unduly if we suppose that all the plans which 
have been thus perverted, have had necessarily a 
sinister origin. However much we may disagree 
with their views, we do not get things in proper 
perspective if we are not willing to assume that 
the leading apologists for tariffs have been 
honest men, sincerely anxious for the public good. 
Nor is the accusation of class bias any more 
admissible. It is true that, in Great Britain, 
support of tariffs has usually come from the Right. 
But elsewher~even in English-speaking countries, 
the bias has often been reversed. In Australia, to 
take a conspicuous example, the protection of 
manufacturing industry has been nowhere sup
ported more strongly than by Labour. In India 
the leading progressives are for the most part 
Listian protectionists. We shall not get correct 
views on this very difficult subject if we are not 
willing to shake off ancient prejudice sufficiently 
to enable us to see protectionism (including sub-
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sidies) as a leading species of the genus national 
plan. 

It must be admitted, however, that it is a very 
mild form of planning. The ta.rifi imposes certain 
obstacles to trade. But within this framework of 
obstacles the disposition of capital and labour is still 
uncontrolled from the centre. The organization of 
production is still free. Provided that the duty is 
paid, even the goods which are taxed may come in. 
Itis as though the national area imposing the tariff 
had moved further away from other areas: or 
that the cost of moving goods between areas had 
been enhanced by greater inefficiency of transport 
in respect of the commodities protected. Natur
ally this means a difierent.distribution ofproduc
tive resources. It is just in this that the planning 
consists. It is more profitable to produce the 
commodities protected or subsidized, less profit
able to put money into other forms of production. 
But, given the new conditions, production is still 
guided by the market. Private enterprise is not 
superseded. The sphere within which it plans is 
limited still further than under free trade. Cer
tain opportunities of profit, certain economies in 
the use of the factors of production, are ruled out. 
But a considerable degree of private planning still . 
persists. 

It follows, therefore, that planning by tariffs is 
not likely to be acceptable to the advocates of· 
complete planning from the centre. Within the 
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limits prescribed by the tariff system, it leaves the 
organization of production under private direc
tion; and it is the main contention of the advo
cates of central planning that " individualistic" 
organization of production is inefficient. Against 
this belief the protectionist must necessarily argue 
at a disadvantage. He has admitted that private 
enterprise by itself will not guide productive re
sources into what he regards as the "best" 
channels. How then can he argue that, within 
the limits prescribed by the tariff, its operations 
will necessarily be efficient t To the dogmatic 
believer in the essential inefficiency of any pro
duction which is not planned from the centre, the 
kind of planning involved by the tariff will seem a 
very poor half-way house. 

Moreover, even from the point of view of 
the protectionist, such measures are not always 
very effective instruments. The object of the 
tariff or the subsidy is to prevent the propor
tion of factors .'of production devoted to cer
tain kinds of industry falling below a certain 
figure by reason of the competition of cheap 
imports-to prevent the " extinction of agricul
ture ", "the annihilation of the iron and steel 
trades", etc. etc. etc. In quiet times of slow 
change it may be reasonably effective for this 
purpose. But if technique is changing rapidly, or 
if there occur large dislocations on account of 
other people's tariffs, it may well happen that it 
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breaks down. To prevent the industry which it 
is desired to protect from being " ruined by a flood 
of cheap imports", a tariff may be completely 
ineffective. To stop the cheap imports in such 
circumstances, not tariff.s but prohibitions are 
necessary. It is in this way that import quotas 
have sometimes been born. This is indeed the 
official apology for the quotas on agricultural 
imports now in vogue in continental Europe.1 
Similarly with subsidies to export. If markets are 
severely disorganized, the magnitude of subsidy 
necessary becomes an intolerable burden. 

For all these reasons, in the modem world there . 
is a tendency to go beyond tariff.s and subsidies in 
the planning of production. Particular branches 
of industry are nationalized just because it is 
thought they should be planned. The Tolume of 
different types of imports is subject to quantita
tive control on the ground that. tariff.s would be 
inadequate. The business of export is centralized 
in the hope of favourably affecting the value of 
sales. 

Moreover each tendency reinforces the other. 
It is clearly conceivable that there should exist 
control schemes without import quotas or import 
quotas without control of domestic production. 
But such arrangements are not likely to happen. 
There is a strong probability that, whichever way 

I For • good _un' 01 the geneaia 01 the FrencJa import quota 
lyatem _ Haight. Frttte11-porl QIIoIaI. 
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the start is made, and whatever motive is opera
tive, one type of control will involve the others. 
Thus it is possible to conceive nationalized in
dustry which is left free to face foreign competi
tion. But it is not likely that we shall see such 
an experiment. Suppose that it were decided to 
nationalize the Lancashire cotton industry. It is 
conceivable that it might be decided to continue 
to permit free (or lightly taxed) imports of cotton 
goods from abroad. But it is much more prob
able that the controlling authority would be given 
the monopoly of the domestic market. It would 
surely be thought unwise that so bold an experi
ment in socialism should be jeopardized by the 
"wanton" import of cheap goods from Japan. 

In exactly the same way, if the thing starts by 
the quantitative control of imports, it is highly 
probable that it will lead to control of domestic 
industry. It will lead to control of the mechanism 
of import. The allotment of licences to hitherto 
competing importers is administratively so diffi
cult and involves so many anomalies that there 
is a strong incentive to go the whole hog and set 
up some sort of collective buying apparatus-an 
import board-to deal with matters as a whole. 
It will·lead, too, to control of the production of 
the commodity protected. H the aim is to restore 
prosperity to a particular branch of industry, 
it would be "fatal" to allow the market to be 
depressed by the entry of new capital to the 
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industry. We see this tendency operative in 
the British experiments in agricultural planning. 
In the Hop Scheme, which is logically the most 
advanced and coherent, it has been found neces
sary to supplement arrangements for collective 
marketing and (informal) control of imports by 
licensing of production. Indeed the ideas of 
planning domestic production and quantitative . 
control of import and export are necessarily 
intimately connected. They are complementary 
halves of a common policy of planning. The 
British Ministry of Agriculture has been strongly 
criticized for the view expressed in the Report 
on the Reorganization of Pig Marketing that the 
merits of quotas as inst1:uments of long-term 
planning have as yet been inadequately appreci
ated: and if we have regard to the havoc which 
has been worked in recent times by the growth 
of such regulations, such criticism may seem to 
be justified. But from the point of view of 
men who were determined to bring about the 
socialization of British agriculture, the proposi
tion was completely consistent. State control 
of domestic industry and quantitative control of' 
import and export are almost inseparably con
nected. 

Now this type of planning, even mote than 
planning by tarifis and subsidies, has a tendency 
to spread. We all know that if one industry is 
given the protection of a tarifi, many others will 
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clamour for like favours. It is possible, however, 
that a strong government may resist this pressure. 
The tarifi is part of a plan, they may urge. To 
erect others would tend to nullify its effects. 
Austerities of this sort are certainly rare in history. 
But they are not completely inipracticable. 

But with the morefuII-blood'~d type of planning 
we are now discussing, things are different. The 
quantitative control of foreign trade or domestic 
production seems to involve a sort of principle of 
multiplication. To control effectively in one line 
it is necessary to extend control in others. During 
the war it was found that if the state assumed 
control in one small section of industry, it was 
rapidly compelled, in ord~ to give effect to its 
policy, to control all branches of industry re
motely connected with it. In exactly the same 
way, in peace-time, if the government assumes 
control of one branch of agriculture and agricul
tural imports, it is not long before the repercus
~ions of this policy bring into being a situation in 
which it is necessary to control other branches. H 
the import of milk products is restricted, then 
inte:rrui.l production of milk for manufacturing pur
poses increases. If this is not to break the market 
it is necessary to control production-that is to 
say, to limit the amount of capital and lab~ur 
that may be devoted to this branch of farming. 
But if this is done, then the capital and labour 
which is outside the charmed circle will cry also 
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for loaves and fishes. And this pressure is much 
more difficult to resist than more pressure for a 
tarifI. For in the case of the tarifi it can be said: 
U For reasons of state we have encouraged this 
branch of industry. 'We see no reasons to en
courage yours. . Your misfortunes are due to 
general causes which we thiD.k'it would be unwise 
to attempt to control." But in the case of the 
quota-plus-domestic-licence system, this kind of 
argument will not do. For the misfortunes of 
the complainants are due to domestic policy. The 
prohibition of investments in the planned area 
means that those excluded have to be content 
with a lower return outside. The Minister may 
turn the deputation from tqe door. But it will be 
very hard for him to do so. Planning o~ this sort 
is a quicksand. You may intend to step ever 80 

lightly. But you are almost certain to be drawn 
in completely. The thorough carrying-out olthe 
planning of particular industries sooner or .later 
involves the planning of most of the others. 

4. At the present day this process has gone 
far. The extension of government control both of 
domestic production and of foreign trade proceeds 
apace. In the sphere of foreign trade it proceeds 
much more by the limitation of imports than by 
the control of exports. The one is so much more 
simple than the other. Moreover it is what 
domestio producers demand. But since the im-
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ports of one area are the exports of another, it is 
possible greatly to exaggerate the freedom of the 
export trade from some form of government con
trol. There are still large areas of economic 
activity where state planning of the kind we are 
discussing is not operative directly. But they 
are very much less than they were five years ago; 
and their size is still diminishing. 

But the tendency to national planning does 
not stop short at the control of established lines 
of industry. The creation of new industry is 
also to be regulated. One of the main aims of 

• national planning, in the contemporary sense of 
the word, is the regulation of long-term invest
ment, especially of foreign investment. 

Now some control of individual investment is 
not a new thing. In Great Britain, up to the out
break of the Great War, it was rare. But in 
continental Europe, foreign investment, at least, 
was often subjected to a considerable degree 
of regulation. International financial operations 
were made subservient to the obscure devices of 
balance-of-power diplomacy.1 The savings 01 the 
French peasants cemented the Franco-Russian 
alliance. The making of treaties and the grant
ing of loans were often complementary operations. 

But the kind of control now contemplated 

1 Marxian readers should note the seqUellce. So far as investment 
in Europe was concemed. finance followed politice, not politice 
finance. See Feis, Europe 1M World'. &,,16, passim. 
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is quite di1Jerent. The pre-war control had a 
limited political 'Objective. The post-war control 
has wide-sweeping economic aims. It seeks to 
control not merely isolated investments but the 
whole mechanism oflong-term lending. Nor can 
it be conceived to stop at that. Sooner or later it 
involves nothing less than the complete national
ization of the whole mechanism of lending and 
borrowing. Not merely the long-term, but even 
the short-term market, must also eventually be 
planned. 

We can see this very clearly if we examine 
the tendencies operative. The roots of the move
ments are twofold. On the one hand, it springs 
from the general distrust qJ the workings of the 
free market: free capital, it is thought, should go 
where the national authorities decide, not where 
expectations of profitability lead it. On the other 
hand, it is the outcome of the increasing participa
tion by states in particular lines of industry. H 
a state has invested resources in a particular in
dustry it is most improbable that it will allow 
competition from within its own borders. Invest
ment in that line is therefore prohibited, save by 
permit. H the British Government has guaran
teed investment in a Cunarder, it prohibits the 
acquisition of Red Star liners for a competitive 
enterprise. H this sort of thing becomes general, 
the field of free investment becomes limited. The 
rate of return on new investment tends to fall. A 
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demand arises that the state itself shall provide 
new openings for capital. Thus, both negatively 
and positively, the part played by the state in the 
control of long-term investment tends to increase. 

But this is not all. The control of long-term 
investment cannot be made effective so long as 
only new issues are controlled. The regulation 
must be much more far-reaching. Let us suppose 
that a national investment board is set up with 
the object of controlling new issues. For reasons 
into which we need not enquire, it decides to pro
hibit the flotation of a certain foreign loan. What 
happens 1 In the absence of further control, the 
issue is likely to be made in another centre. Then 
when the commissions have been made by foreign 
houses, it will be sold to the citizens of the state 
where new investment is controlled, t>ia the 
mechanism of the stock markets. Unless the 
control is to be ineffective, it must be extended. 
The stock exchange list, that is to say the market 
in old securities, must also be controlled. 

But this also will not be effective unless the 
control goes further still. H I cannot buy the 
security I want, either on the market for new 
issues or on the stock exchange at home, I transfer 
my money abroad and buy it on a foreign'stock 
exchange. It follows, therefore, that foreign 
transfer too must be controlled. It must be 
made impossible for me to acquire a balance 
abroad if I propose to use it for ends which defeat 
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the purpose of the National InvestmentAuthority. 
If therefore it is not to be merely nominal, the 
control of new investment leads, not merely to the 
control of the purchase of old securities, but also 
to control of the foreign exchanges. The British 
Government, which has.recently been dabbling in 
the control of investment, not so much with any 
deliberately industrial plan in mind as with a view 
to manipulating the market for its own conversion 
operations, has been lucky. The risks of the posi
tion elsewhere have imposed so great a check 
on foreign investment of any kind that only 
the mildest of regulations has been necessary to 
secure its limited objective. But let prosperity 
return elsewhere, say by means of a thorough
going boom on Wall Street,-and it will need more 
than polite restraints on new issues to prevent 
money rates from hardening. 

5. This tendency to the plaiming of the capital 
market is very powerfully reinforced by other 
tendencies in the sphere of monetary policy. 

The provision of a satisfactory money is a 
matter which has usually involved some degree of 
planning from the centre. Arrangements are of 
course conceivable whereby, as in China under the 
silver standard, the commodity used as money is 
supplied by private enterprise and tested by the 
scrutiny of users. But the use of money by 
weight rather than by tale is an obvious inoon-

. D 
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venience; and even in a system of purely metallic 
coinage it has usually been thought desirable that 
the state should play some part by regulating the 
nature and the quality of the unit. As the credit 
system developed, regulation by the national 
authority has been thought to be more and more 
essential. 

But, speaking broadly, it may be said that, up 
to the war, the trend of development was more 
and more in the direction of an international 
money. We must except from this statement 
certain developments in the sphere of banking 
policy which we shall have occasion to discuss 
later.l But in the main the trend was inter
national. One by one the different states brought 
their currency arrangements into the framework 
of the international gold standard. They de
liberately planned an international money. 

Since the war all this has changed. Partly as 
a result of the financial difficulties of the ex
belligerents, partly as a result of a desire for 
autonomy as regards the price level, partly in 
response to a demand for public expenditure to 
create employment, many of the chief Powers have 
ceased even the pretence of adjusting their policies 
to the exigencies of the international plan. They 
have expanded when the balance of payments was 
against them. They have refrained from con
tracting when prices and costs within their area 

1 See Chapter X. para. 8. below. 
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were out of international equilibrium. They have 
resorted to exchange manipulation to produce 
revival from depression. 

It is obvious that all this is quite incompatible 
with the maintenance of an international money 
-other than bar gold privately hoarded. The 
attempt to work the gold standard on these 
nationalistic lines broke down quite definitely in 
1931. Since then, although there are still some· 
who pretend that it is -possible to have both 
the benefits of an international and a national. 
money at once, the most enlightened advocates 
of national monetary autonomy perceive that 
it involves inevitably the abandonment of the 
regime of fixed exchanges.-

It involves much more than this. It involves 
central control of the foreign exchange market. 
The movements of a completely free exchange are 
verj disconcerting. They provide, even for day
to-day business, a medium of exchange which is 
highly unstable. It follows therefore that, even 
if actual control of individual transactions is not 
immediately resorted to, attempts will be made to 
introduce a limited stability by extensive buying 
and selling by exchange equalization funds and . 
the like. It is highly improbable that the evening 
out, even of day-to-day fluctuations, will be left to 
a free market. 

But such devices are only effective within 
limits. An exchange equalization fund can only 
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produce stability within the limits of its own 
resources. If the tide sets strongly in one direc
tion there comes a point at which it must give up 
the fight. It is no accident that in those areas 
where there has been real danger of a flight of 
capital, exchange dealing by the central authority 
has been found quite inadequate to produce the 
stability desired. Here again we should be care
ful of regarding recent British experience as 
typical. The extraordinary prudence of the Bank 
of England, together with the extraordinary 
risks of capital investment outside Great Britain, 
have brought it about that the operations 
of the Exchange Equalization Fund have been 
reasonably effective. Given different conditions 
elsewhere and a central bank of less conservative 
habits, it is almost certain they would have broken 
down. A government, bent on an expansionist 
policy regardless of external conditions, but un
willing to see an indefinite depreciation of the 
external value of its money, would be compelled 
to r~sort to thoroughgoing control of the ex
changes. Not the loose and informal discipline 

• of the London money market but the highly 
efficient controls of Dr. Schacht are the model for 
the planned state of the future. 

6. There is a further feature of national plan
ningwhich has hitherto almost completely escaped 
notice, although, if we take the secular view, 
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it is probably the most important. It involves 
the complete control of migration.1 National 
planning involves not merely the suspension of 
laissez faire as regards movements of trade and 
investment. It involves also the suspension of 
laissez passer as regards the movements of men. 

The reason for this is obvious. Even before 
the war, with certain developments of the social 
services, it was becoming clear that, if a state 
or a local government authority provided for the 
inhabitants of the area concerned a substantially 
higher level of uncharged benefits than were pro
vided elsewhere, steps would have to be taken 
to prevent immigration. It would be resented if 
the taxable capacity of Great Britain were to 
be exhausted for the benefit of immigrants from 
Central Europe. 

What was true of pre-war social reform 
naturally applies a fortiori to post-war planning. 
Only the citizen of a planned economy is entitled 
to work or maintenance. If national planning 
raises the standard of life, it is important that the 
increase should not be absorbed by immigration. 
If it lowers it, then immigration would only make 

I It did DO' escape the DOtice of Edwin Cannan, who dnoted one 
of the moe' original of hi. pre-war _yw to the subject: .. The 
Incompatibility of Socialism and Nationalism n, Tie ECOtIOIItic 
0vIl00k, pp. 281.291. Canuan w .. ~mperamen~ly an optimist 
and hoped for the growth of in~matioDal sentimeD' to remo" the 
obstaclee to which he drew at~tion. Bu' i' would DO' he &00 
much to say that the ealiont featuree of the ~war Nuitication 
of Europe are O\1tlined in t.hia ahon _yo 
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things worse. Even if market principles of re
muneration still obtain, the argument for restric

. tion is all-powerful. In the planned-economy the 
labour market is protected. 

For such reasons the victims of continental 
terrorism, unless possessed of influence, of capital, 
or of special technical qualifications not possessed 
by local labour, must be shipped back to "the 
country of origin ". 



CHAPTER III 

THE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF 

NATIONAL PLANNING 

1. IT is not difficult to see that the immediate . 
effect on the world at large of the introduction of 
such measures as we have been discussing may be 
very gravely disturbing. The history of the last 
few years provides us with abundant examples. 
The multiplication of tariffs and quotas. the con
trol of capital movements. the manipulation of the 
foreign exchanges. have had highly deflationary 
consequences. Indeed. it is no exaggeration to 
attribute both the severity of the depression and 
the somewhat precarious nature of the recovery 
which has followed to the existence of influences 
of this sort. I The dislocation in the established . 
channels of trade which has been brought about 
by the recovery policies of the various states 
has been such that it would have been a miracle 
if it had been otherwise. 

I 10 .. receot work 00 poet-war ecoDomio hiatory. Tic Oreal 
[)qwfMima, I have attempted to domooatrate thia in eoJDe detail 
See especially chapa. jy aDd 'ri. 

39 
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It would be possible to dwell at some length on 
all this. But at this stage it is not desirable to do 
so. For it is the purpose of our enquiry to in
vestigate principles rather than particular cases. 
And although there are profound reasons for 
believing that the present troubles of the world 
are symptomatic of a state of affairs that may be
come permanent if present tendencies persist, yet 
it is desirable to examine these tendencies un
impeded by consideration of what may be merely 
transitional difficulties. Let us therefore attempt 
to examine the consequences of such policies 
without at first enquiring too closely whether 
they can even be introduced on a thorough-going 
scale without leading to grave difficulty. We may 
conduct our enquiry most appropriately under 
the groupings developed in the last chapter. We 
may examine the international consequences of 
the national planning of the movement of goods, 
of capital and of men. In this chapter we shall 
be concerned with the effects of such planning 
on the general distribution of resources - the 
"set-up ", as it were, of the world apparatus of 
production. We shall be asking to what extent 
the operation of national controls of this kind is 
likely to lead to what, from the international 
point of view, is to be regarded as a rational 
dispositio~ of productive power. How far does 
it lead to the application of effort at the points 
of maximum return ~ Having done this, we shall 
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then be free, in the next chapter, to examine some 
of the more dynamic tendencies of such a system. 

2. Le~ us tum first to the planning of trade 
and let us f4'st examine the international sig
nificance of tariffs. We can then pass by an easy 
transition to more rigorous forms of planning. I 

If we review things in the large, it should be 
fairly clear that the effect of national protection 
is a diminution of international trade. We may 
admit thE! possibility that, owing to the imposition 
of tariffs on one class of commodity, markets else
where for other commodities may become so con
gested that new international outlets are sought. 
We may admit, too, that it is conceivable that the· 
threat of the imposition of tariffs by one nation 
may lead to the lowering of tariffs by others
although, at this time of day, the suggestion that 
this sort of thing usually happens is not really 
very plausible. But speaking broadly there can be 
no doubt that tariffs, like obstacles to navigation, 
tend to dimjnjsh trade. 

I It will be obaened that the a~ent of the following eect.iODil 

surveys ground already ooYel'8d very often by the eluaica1 die
ell88ion of free trade and prokoc:tion. Bu' it llUn'8ya it from a 
different point of Tiew. The clasaieal argument oonoentratee on the 
advantage or disadvantage of prokoc:tive dutiee \0 the inhabitants 
of partieular -. There will be 80methiDg \0 be a&id about tIUa 
in the last chapter of the -y. Bu' in tIUa chapter the argu
ment is directed \0 eetablisbing the i~ aignificance of euch 
restrictions. Unl_ this is borne in mind. certain differen~ be
tween the p_t and the cluaica1 discll88iOD are likely \0 be 
miaunderatood. 
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Now it is just as well that we should have clear 
ideas of the concrete significance for the world of 
today of a substantial diminution of international 
commerce. It means the decline of shipping. 
When Mr. Keynes, the other day, urged that 
" goods should be homespun wherever it is reason
ably and conveniently possible" 1, he was urging 
that the ports of the world should be allowed to 
decay and that ships and international railways 
should be devoted chiefly to carrying passengers. 
It means, therefore, the decline as centres of inter
national trade of such cities as London, Liverpool, 
Amsterdam, Hamburg, Shanghai, Alexandria. 
The lively bustle of the great entre pots must cease 
" wherever it is reasonably or conveniently poss
ible ". It means, too, the decline of all those 
industries which have specialized in producing for 
export, the agriculture of the New World, the 
manufactures of the Old. The Lancashire cotton 
industry must henceforward look chiefly to home 
markets. British engineering must no longer 
seek a market in foreign parts. For a very long 
time to come, national planning in this sense 
means, not merely the protection of home industry, 
it must also mean the creation of depressed areas. 
The limitation of imports necessarily means the 
limitation of exports. It may not always be true, 
as the popular free-trade argument has sometimes 
suggested, that the limitation of imports into a 

1 .. National Self-Sufliciency ", Yak BeNlD, vol. xxii. p. 755. 
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particular area necessarily means an exactly com- . 
mensurate limitation of exports from that area. 
But it certainly does mean a commensurate limita
tion of exports from other areas. For the imports 
of one area are the exports of other areas and if 
all areas limit imports, they limit exports also. 
The" depressed areas" are largely a by-product. 
of economio nationalism. 

But this oonsideration is not decisive unless 
international trade is to be regarded as an end in 
itself. And clearly it is not this: it is merely 
a means to an end, the satisfaction of demand. 
The function of international trade is not to 
maintain the export trades regardless of the 
demand for their products: -it is to satisfy demand 
more adequately. If it could be shown that the 
contraction of international trade was conducive 
to more effective satisfaction of demand, more 
effective use of the productive resources of man
kind, then, despite the agonies of the transition, 
it might be regarded as a change to be welcomed. 

But this is not so. A contraction of inter
national trade which is due, not to spontaneous 
changes in the direction of demand, but to the 
imposition of obstacles, must mean that the 
factors of production are used less efficiently, that 
demand in general is satisfied less adequately, than 
otherwise would be the case. For the restriction 
of trade means the restriction of the international
division of labour. And the restriction of the 
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international division of labour means that the 
cost of production is greater, the variety of pro
ducts is less, than circumstances other than the 
obstacles necessitate. It means that the wrong 
goods are produced in the wrong places and that 
demand which could have been met goes unsatis
fied. There may be those who gain from such a 
restriction as there are those who gain from earth
quakes and shipwrecks. But their gain is an 
increased share of a volume of production which 
is less than might otherwise have been the case. 
And if earthquakes and shipwrecks become 
general, the probability of eventual individual 
gain becomes small. Who can seriously believe 
that the world at large is richer as a result of 
the various national restrictions which have led 
to the present contraction of international trade? 

It is important to be clear on this point. It is 
sometimes thought that the advantages of inter
national trade and the division of labour which it 
makes possible, are confined to the exchange of 
those products which it is impossible to produce 
" at home". The different nations should pro
duce all that they can within their own borders, 
it is said. Bu~ beyond that, there is an advantage 
in procuring by way of exchange, commodities 
which, for geological or climatic reasons, it is 
impossible to produce at home. It is thought 
to be highly enlightened to urge the national 
authorities that protection can go "too far". 
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The import of pepper is advantageous; only the 
import of pigs is a mistake. 

But this is a misapprehension. The advan
tages of division oflabour do not consist merely in 
permitting us to obtain by way of exchange only 
those things which we cannot produce for our
selves. They consist rather in permitting us to 
obtain by way of exchange everything save those' 
commodities which we are best at producing. The 
advantages of international division of labour are 
essentially that it permits the inhabitants of each 
area to concentrate the application of their re
sources on those lines of production in which they 
are most efficient, getting what else they want for 
their own consumption by JNay of exchange with 
abroad. If each produces what he can best con
tribute to the common pool, the common pool is 
a maximum relative to the opportunities avail
able. Costs are lower, prices are less, than other- . 
wise would be the case.1 

This rule is completely general. It applies quite 
clearly to the case where the inhabitants of dif
ferent areas have differences of absolute efficiency 
at different kinds of production. It is obviously 
sensible for the inhabitants of Sheffield to con
centrate on the production of high-grade steel and 

I It ia of OOW'IMI true that in certain oircUlll8taDCM c- Chapter 
XI) the imposition of a tariff may turn the terms of Vade in l&Your 
of a partioular area. But if it does eo, the &erma 01 Vade are iJNO 
Judo turned against the reat of the world. From the- interuatiooal 
point of view the case lalla into the oategories of the general theol7 
of monopoly. 
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to abstain from attempting to force bananas in 
glass-houses, and for the inhabitants of tropical 
areas to concentrate on the production of bananas 
and to leave high-grade steel products to centres 
more favourably situated. But our rule applies 
no less to the case where the advantages of 
absolute efficiency are all on one side. It might 
well be the case that the fertility of certain sites 
in the City of London was greater than the 
fertility of lands in East Anglia. But neverthe
less it would not be sensible to use them for grow
ing wheat. It is better that they should be used 
for the purposes for which their efficiency is 
greatest, leaving the wheat to be grown elsewhere. 
To employ resources in any but their most valu
able use involves waste; that is to say, it involves 
satisfying less demand in price terms than would 
otherwise be possible. 

Now it is just this diversion of resources from 
their most productive uses which is the effect 
of protective tariffs. If, under competitive con
ditions and reasonably full employment, the 
cost of producing an article in a certain area 
is greater than the price it fetches in the world 
market, it follows that there are other lines 
of production in that area which offer more 
valuable results. The fact that costs are above 
prices means that the prices of other products 
which can be produced in that area permit a 
higher remuneration of the factors of production 
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than the prices of this product would warrant. If 
the price of wheat is such as to make growing 
wheat on urban sites an unremunerative enter
prise, that is because the other uses to which the 
site can be put command a higher value in the 
market. It wages are too high for certain lines 
of domestic agriculture to be profitable, that 
means, under competitive conditions, that the 
labour in question can produce a higher value 
elsewhere. If a protective duty is imposed which 
so raises the prices of imports 1 competing with 
a certain line of business that business in that 
line becomes profitable, it follows that the factors 
of production there are devoted to producing 
something which, in the absence of the duty, 
would be less valuable, in preference to something 
which would be more valuable. It is this which 
is meant when it is said that protection involves 
discrimination against export. It brings it about 
that relatively more resources are employed pro
ducing directly for home consumption, relatively 
less producing for home consumption indirectly, 
by producing for export things to exchange for 
commodities produced abroad. It is thus that 
the internat~onal division of labour is diminished. 

3. We can see this very vividly if we consider 
the results of the agrarian policy of Europe. As 
we have seen already, in recent years, the govern

I Or preTellta them from falling. 
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ments of Europe have erected higher and higher 
obstacles to the importation of agricultural pro
ducts. Since the middle of the twenties, tariffs on 
agricultural imports have in Bome cases increased 
by several hundreds per cent. In Germany and 
Italy in particular, the duties have not only been 
such as to preserve from competition existing 
supplies, they have even called into being an 
additional volume of production. 

The effect of all this on the immediate prosper
ity of the world has been disastrous. The areas 
which have specialized on supplying these ex
cluded products have been plunged into depression. 
Faced with severe exchange difficulties, they them
selves have resorted to tariffs. Themanufacturers 
of Europe have sufIered accordingly. Even the 
payment of interest on debt in some cases has been 
suspended. The movement of new capital has 
diroinishedalmost to zero. No one who has perused 
the relentless analysis by which Sir Frederick Leith 
Ross has established these facts can doubt the 
harmfulness of the impact effects of recent agrarian 
protectionism. l 

But putting all this on one side as appertaining 
to the difficulties of the" transition ", it must 
surely be obvious that the long-run effect must be 
to produce consequences which, from the inter-

1 See Annex I to the Memorandum of the Economic Committee 
of the League of Nations, COMideralWM 03 tIae Pruem Erolul;.m 0/ 
Agricultural Proled;.mlam. 
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national point of view. cannot be regarded as other 
than irrational. Even if the tremendous changes 
involved in reversing the trend of half a cen
tury could be carried through overnight, and the 
mobile resources of the world redistributed with
out friction in the lines of production appropriate 
to the new obstacles, it would surely be a mistake 
to do so. From the international point of view, 
there can be no justification for the production 
at high costs in Europe of agricultural products 
which could be produced at low costs in Australia 
and the Argentine, nor for the production in 
Australia and the Argentine at high cost of 
manufactures which could be produced at low 
costs in Europe. The thin~ is ridiculous. If it 
were not for the division of the surface of the 
earth into separate national areas it would not be 
thought of. Even in the most favourable con
ditions, the only possible gainers would be the 
owners of land and fixed resources in the protected 
industries. And if, as an indirect efiect of these 
measures, protectionism abroad is increased, it 
is doubtful whether even these will benefit. 

All this would probably be admitted by a 
majority of informed opinion nowadays. The 
evils of agrarian protectionism have become so 
conspicuous that their existence is not open to 
serious question. Today the intelligent apologists 
of such measures do so on avowedly -political 
grounds, the desirability of safeguarding food 

J: 
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supplies in time of war, the undesirability of 
falling fo..iI of the rural electorate, the difficulty of 
breaking down the monopolistic obstacles which 
the rural labourer displaced by foreign competi
tion might encounter in his search for employment. 
And so on. Mr. Walter Elliot and the landlords 
of East Prussia. may continue to declaim the 
rustic argument that anything which puts money 
into the pockets of agriculturists is good for the 
world as a whole. But intellectually their posi
tion becomes less and less defensible. 

But while the results of agricultural protection 
. would be fairly generally judged to be bad, there 

is much more division of opinion about the pro
tection of manufactures. It is often urged that 

• the technique of manufacturing industry at the 
present day renders international division of 
labour much less advantageous than in the past. 

, You can make almost anything anywhere nowa
days, it is said. It does not much matter where 
your plant is located. 

This sounds impressive. But it is really rather 
shallow. It may be true that it is physically 
possible to produce almost anything anywhere. 
But it does not follow at all that it is economical 
to do so. It is all a matter of costs. As we have 
seen, the advantage of international division of 
labour is not that it permits you to get from else
where only those products which you cannot 
produce at home, but rather that it permits you 
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to get from elsewhere all products in whose manu
facture your costs of production are not lower 
than. anywhere else. So long as the costs of pro
duction are different for different commodities 
in different areas, so long will it be advantageous • 
for the inhabitants of each area to specialize in 
producing the things in which their costs of pro
duction are least and to procure the rest from 
elsewhere. Now these cost differences depend 
in the last resort on differences of the relative 
scarcities in different parts of the world of the 
different factors of production-depend, that 
is to say, on the existence of differences of 
efficiency wages, differences of rents, differences 
of raw material costs, traIUlport charges and the 
like. There is really no presumption that such 
differences have ceased to exist with the coming 
of modem technical methods. Nor is there any 
presumption that the use of such methods 
renders any less essential nice attention to such 
matters. On the contrary, indeed, it is the first 
essential of the successful conduct of any kind 
of productive enterprise. Thread is produced 
on spindles (CC manufacture") and butter is 
produced in chums (" agriculture "). But there 
is not one shade of difference between the two 
types of production as regards the relevance of 
costs and prices as indices of their most efficient 
location. 

We can see this even more clearly if, for a 
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moment, we assume the contrary. If it really be 
true, as is asserted by the apologists for industrial 
protection, that the technique of modem manu
facture makes the location of particular industries 
a matter of economic indifference, then it would 
follow immediately that there should be no real 
difficulty in establishing a manufacturing industry 
anywhere without the aid of a tariff. If it is 
really true that you can produce anything any
where as economically as anywhere else, then it 
may well be asked why all this bother about pro
tection 1 If the cost of production in anyone 
part of the world is just as low as anywhere else, 
there should be no need of protective duties to 
make possible the existence of any type of industry 
deemed desirable. 

But of course it is not so. In the absence of 
tariffs, the distribution of manufacturing industry 
between different areas would be very radically 
different. This is not a matter of conjecture. It is 
a proposition to which the most elementary facts 
of modem industry bear witness. How many of 
the branch factories which have been set up in 
different areas by the great international patent
holding companies to escape local tariffs would 
have come into being at all in the absence of 
such obstacles 1 Clearly very few. It needs a 
high tariff to bring them at all. And it needs 
a high tariff, too, to keep them prosperous once 
they have been established. 
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Confronted with facts of this sort, the advocate 
of industrial protection usually retreats upon the 
argument for large markets. Unless the market 
is secured by tariffs, it is said, the benefits of large
scale production can never fully be realized. The 
tarift eliminates the insecurity which is inimical 
to the development of large business. It is, as it 
were, the instrument of rationalization. 

This is really the weakest position of all. To 
say at the present day that the multiplication of 
tariffs is conducive to the existence of wide and 
secure markets is so absurd a misreading of the 
facts that it scarcely seems necessary to spend 
time refuting it. It is of course conceivable 
that particular manufactunng units might run 
at less cost if a market were assured to them by 
a tariff, though we usually hear more of such 
arguments before the tariff is granted than when 
it has come into operation. But to concentrate 
upon this possibility to the neglect of the vir
tual certainties of a situation where there exist 
tariff-making powers on the part of a multiplicity 
of governments is surely to lose all perspec
tive. For every case where the existence of 
tariffs has permitted such economies, there could 
be established many more where it prevents 
them coming into existence. Can it really be 
supposed that the economies of American mass 
production would be anything like so great if each 
of the forty-eight states of the Union were sur-
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rounded by a tarifI 1 Is it very sensible even to 
argue that these economies would be lost if the 
federal tarifI itself were to be lowered 1 

The fact is that, from the international point of 
view, planning by tarifIs must necessarily be un
satisfactory, if only by reason of the complete 
unsuitability of the different areas of adminis
tration. It does not need much reflection to 
perceive that the nature of the existing tarifI 
systems of the world is entirely contingent upon 
the accidental arrangement of the divisions over 
which the various sovereign states have authority. 
If the German Empire had not happened to 
include large manufacturing districts whose 
inhabitants could be made to pay the high 
prices necessary for the maintenance of the 
incomes of East Prussian landowners, there would 
have been no purpose in the erection of barriers 
to agricultural imports in that area-just as 
there would be very little purpose in the erection 
of barriers to the importation of coal into Great 
Britain. Some of the areas are large, such as 
Soviet Russia and the United States. Some are 
small, such as Belgium, New Zealand and the 
republics of Central America. But one and all 
have this common characteristic, that as units for 
the organization of production they have no rela
tion to anything which is relevant to this purpose. 
They have been determined by wars, royal mar
riages, accidental geographical discovery and the 
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haggling of politicians at conference tables-by 
almost anything, in short, but consideration of 
their suitability for the administration of economic 
resources. Whatever may be the validity of the 
arguments by which the desirability for this or 
that nation of fostering this or that industry may 
be established-and, as the classical free-trade 
argument has shown, most of these arguments are 
pretty fragile-from the international point of 
view the whole thing is absurd. 'It is conceivable, 
that a world authority with perfect knowledge 
might in certain cases have occasion to interfere 
with the free working of private enterprise. But 
whether this, is so or not, it is certain that the 
lines on which it would intervene would differ 
completely from the lines on which tariffs are 
planned by national governments. Rational 
world planning would attempt to extend the 
international division of labour. National plan
ning by tarifIs has the efiect of restricting it .. 

4. "What is true of planning by tariffs is true a 
fortiori of quantitative regulation-of quotas and 
licence systems. They involve a diminution of 
international trade, a wasteful utilization of world 
resources. And, as we have seen in recent years, 
they involve a dislocation of the mechanism of 
international exchange which is much more 
serious than that caused by any but the highest 
tarifIs. " 
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For, although the tariff is an impediment to 
trade, it need not be a prohibitive impediment. 
It imposes a toll upon incoming goods which 
makes it unprofitable to import them until the 
domestic price has reached a certain limit. But 
beyond that, if the tariff is not changed, the goods 
are admitted. If there are new changes in the 
conditions of supply and demand the volume of 

. trade is automatically adopted. It is as though 
the obstacles to navigation were increased by the 
deposit of more rocks in the estuary. But pro
vided it is worth while taking the extra trouble, 
the ships may still come in. 

With the ql!.ota, however, it is different. So 
long as the quota is not changed, the volume of 
trade is definitely limited. No matter how great 
the willingness of the foreign producer to bear 
extra burdens, no matter how tempting the rise of 
prices in the home market, the volume of goods 
allowed to come in is fixed. The conditions of 
supply and demand may alter radically, but unless 
the quota is changed, no change in foreign im
portation is possible. It is as though the channels 
of navigation were closed by dams once a certain 
number of ships had gone through. 

But cannot the quota be shifted! Quite 
obviously it can and often is. But the shifts are 
a cumbersome business and, as we shall see later 
on, they are productive of much friction and dis
location. Moreover, the probabilities are against 
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the shifts being made in what, from the inter
national point of view, can be called the equili
brium direction. A quota is not likely to be en
larged if a .change in productive conditions else
where makes it possible for the foreigner to offer 
his goods on cheaper terms. It will be enlarged 
only if domestic production fails so badly that 
the consumers will not stand the conditions of 
shortage or if trade negotiations make it necessary 
to enlarge particular quotas as part of a general 
bargain.1 The British Pig Reorganization Com
mission, whose report is the locus classicru of the 
theory of quotas as instruments of long-term 
planning, definitely recommended that the total 
amount of bacon permitted to consumers should 
be fixed at the consumption of certain base years 
and that the import quota should lluctuate with 
lluctuations of domestic production. From the 
international point of view it is difficult to imagine 
a much more pernicious arrangement. 

It follows, then, that a distribution of the 
productive forces of the world which, from the 
international point of view, can be regarded as 
satisfactory, is not likely to be fostered by quotas. 
The prospects are not improved if we imagine 
quantitative regulation of this sort to be sup
planted by thoroughgoing state purchase. It is 

1 The connection between quotas and bilateral trade agreemente 
win be mol'll fully di80ua.d iD Pan II. which deaJa with pIaIJ8 
iDvolviDg more than one governmen\. See Chapter V. eection J. 
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true that if we suppose the import boards of a 
small state to be operating freely in a world 
otherwise given over to relatively free markets, we 
can conceive a certain elasticity of opportunity 
not available under the quota system. But such 
a conception cannot be generalized. If many 
countries set up import and export monopolie8, 
then the competitive market disappears and, as 
we shall see later on, completely new problems 
emerge. In any case the tendency to protection 
is not likely to be reversed by such bodies. The 
advocates of the policy of import boards for 
the purchase of agricultural products for Great 
Britain have often urged their proposals on the 
ground that they would make possible a revival 
of British agriculture.1 It is not easy to believe 
that an import monopoly would be permitted to 
behave so as to" jeopardize" domestic industry. 
On the contrary, it is probable that the tendency 
to support the stoJ,us quo and to resist desir
able change would be even stronger than under 
tariffs. 

So far as imports are concerned, then, resort 
to more thoroughgoing fol'Jll8 of planning seems 
to offer no hope of escape from the toils of 
economic nationalism. The international division 
of labour is likely to be impaired even more than 

1 See for instance.Aft .AltematiVll to TariJl. (Political Quarterly. 
vol. II. pp. 186--203). the late Mr E. F. Wise. A comment on these 
proposals by the present author is to be found in the same volume. 
pp. 2~223. 
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it is under tariffs. Nor is the position likely to be 
improved by the granting of subsidies to export 
or by the creation of export monopolies which, by 
charging high prices to consumers at home, are 
enabled to raise much greater concealed subsidies 
for dumping abroad than could ever be procured 
from the Exchequer. On the contrary indeed. 
Quite apart from the increased rigidity and re
sistance to change which such a system almost 
necessarily introduces, the division of labour is 
likely to be still further distorted. There will be 
still more of the wrong industries in the wrong 
places. 

For the fact is that neither export nor pro
duction for the home market are activities to be 
desired for their own sake. It is this elementary 
principle which the advocates of these types of 
planning seem incapable of grasping. It is one 
of the cardinal fallacies of contemporary policy 
that, wishing to provide the greatest income 
for the greatest number, it seeks to achieve this 
end by making the maintenance (or the increase) 
of particular lines of industry the chief objective 
of polioy. But the greatest income, the greatest 
satisfaction of demand, is not to be secured by 
safeguarding or fostering industries which do 
not pay. No industry is sacrosanct as such. 
Only that policy maximizes the social income 
which leads to the continuous application of 
resources at the points of greatest productivity. 
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If under competitive conditions it does not pay 
to produce a commodity either for export or 
for home consumption, thaJ; is proof that this 
criterion is not satisfied. It is a proof that some 
at least of the factors of production can produce 
a more valuable product elsewhere. 'To main
tain, by tariffs, by quotas, by subsidies, or by 
discriminating price-charging, industries menaced 
by foreign competition, either in domestic or in 
foreign markets, is a doubtful benefit, even from 
the national point of view. From the inter
national point of view it can only be conceived 
as adding to the general confusion. ' 

5. It is sometimes thought that these difficulties 
arise only because the different national plans 
are not sufficiently comprehensive. It is admitted 
that, when the state attempts to control the 
development of isolated parts of the national in
dustry, its plans tend to be afiected with sectional
ism. But, if it assumes control of the entire field, 
it is said, this deficiency will be eliminated. It 
will then plan the system as a whole, shifting re
sources from one point to another as changes in 
the general conditions of supply and demand 
make it desirable to do so. While there is partial 
planning, the position is worse than it would be 
with no planning at all. But once planning has 
become general, this is all changed. The dis
tribution of resources is even more in accordance 
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with the requirements of a rational international 
division of labour than it would be under a sys
tem of economic fre~dom. 

If this were true, it would greatly clarify the 
issue. The only case for partial planning would 
be that it so aggravated the difficulties of the 
situation that it made complete national planning 
inevitable. But unfortunately the whole argu
ment depends on a series of most improbable 
assumptions. And unless these assumptions are 
justified, there is reason to believe that the dis
advantages of complete national planning are 
likely to be even greater than the disadvantages 
of less ambitious forms of control. 

Let us look for a moment at the political 
mechanics of the system. The argument clearly 
assumes that the different national authorities 
have both the will and the power continually to 
adapt their arrangements to the requirements of 
the international division of labour. Now, what
ever may be the case as regards their will, it is 
really very unlikely that they will have the 
power-at any rate so long as democratic con
ditions prevail. Under democratic conditions 
the members of the different industrial groups 
will feel that, in the last analysis, it is their 
representatives who determine the conditions of 
their employment. It is most unlikely that they 
will submit to be moved from place to place and 
from occupation to occupation if there seems an 
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opportunity of preventing it by political action. 
We know by experience how difficult it is to in
duce people to change their occupation if there 
appears to be the remotest chance of their obtain
ing state support if they stay where they are. 
Under democratic conditions, even the shifting 
of a government dockyard encounters the most 
formidable resistance. If government control of 
industry becomes general, it is very difficult to 
believe that the probability of sectional resist
ance to change will not exert at least as power
ful an influence on national planning as the de
sirability of employing resources at the point of 
maximum return. Indeed, so great are likely to 
be the obstacles presented even to what adapta
tion is thought to be absolutely essential, that a 
strong tendency to the supersession of demo
cratic by dictatorial forms of organization is not 
at all improbable. It is no accident that, in 
the areas in which progress towards complete 
national planning is furthest' advanced, political 
arrangements are least democratic. 

But dictatorship too has its limits. The 
authorities of a totalitarian state will not wish 
to inconvenience their subjects by making them 
shift very often. They will not wish to multiply 
" unnecessary" causes of friction. For this 
reason they will be subject to strong tempta
tion so to arrange their productive organization 
as to minimise outside contacts, even at the cost 
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of substantial sacrifice of real income. They 
will try to get all possible causes of change under 
their own control. This is clearly not the way 
to the most productive international division 
of labour. It is the way to the maximum of 
autarky compatible with the potentialities of 
the natural resources of the national areas con~ 
ceOled. 

But let us ignore these political probabilities. 
Let us suppose that the planning authorities 
have a completely free hand to do what they like 
with the national resources. Even so, the assump~ 
tion that they would dispose of these resources in 
such a way as to promote what, from the inter~ 
national point of view, would be the optimal forms 
of international co~operation, rests upon very 
weak foundations. 

For the fact is that if production is con~ 
trolled by extensive quasi-monopolistic units of 
this kind, the disposition of resources which 
seems most conducive to the advantage of the 
members of these units is not necessarily a 
distribution of resources which is in any sense 
optimal from the point of view of society as a 
whole. If a small state sets up trading monopolies 
in a world of otherwise competitive markets, it is 
improbable that its operations will very greatly 
affect the course of the markets in which it deals. 
If it follows the movements of the markets, it will 
be conforming to the requirements of the inter-
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national optimum. The policy which maximizes 
its takings will contribute also to the maximiza
tion of world production, measured in price terms. 
But if it forms a large element in any of these 
markets, then contradictions arise. The interests 
of the group may be opposed to the interests of 
the rest of the world. The group may gain by 
restriction, the rest only by plenty. And if this 
method of organization becomes. general, then 
further disharmonies are probable. T~ world 
market is frozen into a series of geographical 
monopoli~s: and its nature is completely trans
formed. There is no longer any reason to believe 
in the emergence of internationally harmonious 
arrangements. There is no price which is de
terminate apart from considerations of strategy. 

; The result of the process of exchange is deter
: mined by a sort of political negotiation. There 
is no presumption at all that it conduces to 
anything which, from the international point 
of view, can be called a rational utilisation of 
resources. For the presumption that regulation 
of production according to the dictates· of the 
market will be conducive to general harmony, 
is justified only when the units which deal are 
relatively small. There is no presumpti~n what
ever that the different national states form units 
which satisfy this criterion. 

! But, it may be asked, would not the organiza
tion of the different national areas on socialistic 
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'lin,es be merely a prelude to. their amalgamation 
into a system of world socialism 1 Is not this 
perhaps another of those disagreeable transitions 
through which it is necessary to pass before reach
ing Plore satisfactory arrangements 1 It is this 
hope which inspires many soc~ts who urge local 
nationalization while still rendering lip-service to 
th~ international ideaL 

It is not o~ intention at this stage to investi
gate th~ 12robl.em whether socialism on completely 
international lines would be a satisfactory solu
tion of the problem of rational '~temational plane, 
ning. Tha~ will come up for extensive. discussion 
later on. 1 But it is certainly germane to our present 
enquiry to observe that tEe organizati~n of the 
world on national socialist lines is not necessarily 
a step in that direction. Indeed, it is almost cer
tain to make the achievement of international 
socialism much more difficult than ever before. 

For international socialism, whatever else it 
is, is essentially a state of affairs in which the 
resources of the different parts of the world 
are the property of the world as a whole. It is 
clearly. incompatible with this that the resources· 
in the different national areas should be owned by 
the national states. "But, once the instruments of 
production have been nationalized, the obstacles 
to their internationalization are likely to be most 
formidable. For the value of the instruments 

I See Pan III. Chapter VIII. below. 
I' 
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of production in the different national areas 
varies greatly; and the real income per head, 
calculated on the assumption of collective owner
ship of these resources, varies greatly also." Some 
areas, such as Great Britain and the United 
States, are relatively rich. Others, such as Italy 
and Japan, are relatively poor. Let us suppose 
that complete socialization takes place within 
such areas and that the average incomes thus 
calculated become actual. Is there any reason to 
suppose that the citizens of the wealthier areas 
will be prepared to share the sources of their 
incomes with the citizens of the poorer t It is 
surely most improbable. It is difficult enough 
to get the inhabitants of local government areas 
where the value of rateable property is high to 
merge their rights of taxation with those of the 
inhabitants of areas where the value of rateable 
property is low. When it is a matter of pooling 
the total resources of different national units, 
the obstacles are likely to be so great as to be 
totally insurmountable-at any rate by peaceful 
methods. From the international point of view, 
national socialism involves the creation of forms 
of inequality which are likely to be more per
manent and more productive of extensive friction 
than anything which arises in a regime of free 
enterprise and diffused ownership. There is no 
vested interest more intractable than the vested 
interests of national groups. 
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It is surprising that this has not been more 
widely recognized. For it has long been gener
ally acknowledged that collective ownership of 
the instruments of production used in particnlar 
industries by the people who happen to work in 
these industries, is incompatible with the exist
ence of a socialist order of society and is likely to 
impair its achievement. The incompatibility of 
socialism and industrial syndicalism is an ancient 
platitude.' But collective ownership of the 
instruments of production used in particular 
areas by the people who happen to live in those 
areas is on a.. precisely similar footing. .. The 
mines for the miners" and "Papua for the 
Papuans" are analyticallY similar slogans. "In
dustrial syndicalism and national socialism are 
highly symmetrical concepts. They are each 
incompatible with the realization of the inter
national socialist ideal. " 

The contradiction has not altogether escaped 
notice. "Even national socialism, in most 
countries, is still remote," says Mr. Bertrand 
Russell, "but if once established it will make 
the next step more difficult, not less. Under 
capitalism, oil magnates are objects of envy, and 
a socialistic agitation against them is politically 
feasible. But when, as in Russia, the oil be
longs to the national state, the whole nation is 

I Witness the celebrated Fabian gibe. "n. sewers for the sewage 
men t" 
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interested in preventing its transfer to the world 
state. It will, therefore, be necessary to establish 
a fum military control by the international force 
before such a transfer can be effected. We are 
thus driven to the conclusion that international
ism must be established first in the military 
sphere, and only at a later stage extended to 
economic ma~ters." 1 -

Thus, whatever its merits from the national 
point of view, from the international point of 
view national socialism is a step in a backward 
direction. 

6. We can see this even more clearly if we 
turn to the effects of independent national plan
ning on the international distribution of new 
capital. 

Under conditions of free investment, capital 
I flows to the point of maximum return, account 
being taken of variations of risk. This means 
that capital tends to flow from· areas where it is 
relatively plentiful to areas where it is relatively 
scarce. Now the different parts of the world are 
in very different stages of economic development. 
There is reason to suppose that, for a very long 
time to come, given peace, stable government and 
freedom of investment, capital would flow from 
those parts which are relatively rich to those parts 
which are relatively poor, with benefits to all 

1 lfAicA Wllg to Peau, pp. 176-]77. 
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concerned. From the economic point of view the 
world is still relatively undeveloped; and the 
prospects of increased wealth all round, which 
would follow better exploitation of its. resources, 
are great. 

But under national planning this process of 
develoEment must inevitably be limited. This is 
not merely a matter of the immense obstacle to 
international investment which is offered by that 
form of national planning which involves insta
bility of exchanges; it is also the effect of planning 
as regards long-term investment. So long as the ' 
governments of areas where capital is relatively 
scarce are unwilling to see domestic resources 
controlled by foreign owners; so long as the 
authorities of the areas where capital is relatively 
plentiful impose hindrances on its movement else
where-and; as we have seen, as national plan
ning grows, this must come more and more to be 
the case-so long must this relative impoverish
ment of the world continue. There must be 
stagnation and ultra-cheap money in the centres 
which would have exported capital, financial 
stress and a chronic scarcity of capital in the 
centres which would have imported it. Moreover 
for a long time-and this is a point which especi
ally concerns Great Britain-the great export 
trades of the capital exporting centres, which 
have been geared up, so to speak, to meet the 
demands created by a large export of capital, 
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must remain depressed. Not merely the business 
of acceptance and new issue, but the whole 
business of export must suffer from the stoppage 
of free capital movement. 

It may be said that all this is hasty generaliza
tion from the difficulties of the moment, and that 
"when things get better" -it ~ never stated 
quite how-even under the regime of separate 
national planning, we shall see a revival of orderly 
international borrowing and lending. 

It is to be feared that the wish is father to 
the thought. For the probabilities are all in the 
other direction. The existence of national con-

• troIs of the business of investment is likely to 
make the movement of capital not more, but very 
much less, than would otherwise be the case. 
When a set of investors in one country lends to 
another set of borrowers elsewhere, that is an 
affair of private business, in which the interven
tion of governments is the exception rather than 
the rule. But when the investment board of one 
country lends to the investment board of another, 
this is ipso facto a matter of high diplomacy in
volving political risks and considerations quite 
unconnected with the relative scarcity of capital 
in the areas concerned. It is really not to be ex
pected that, under such a regime, the movement 
of capital for purely "productive" purposes 
would be on anything like the scale which might 
be expected in a regime of free private invest-
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ment, or in anything like the same direction. 
The Russian credits are sometimes invoked as a 
demonstration that,even under national socialism, 
some borrowing takes place. But the example is 
very unconvincing. If the Revolution had taken 
a different form and there had been scope for free 
investment in Russia, can there really be any 
doubt that the volume of foreign investment 
in those parts since the war would have been 
incomparably greater 1 A world of separate 
national planning must be a world in which 
the undeveloped areas are developed much less 
rapidly and at much greater cost than would be 
the case in a world of international co-operation. 
And the centres which in tlie past have grown up 
to organize the business of international invest
ment must be doomed either to decline or to a 
very radical transformation of their business. 

7. As with the movement of capital so with 
the movement of people. In a world of free 
migration there would be a tendency for labour 
to move from the areas where productivity was 
relatively low to the areas where productivity was 
relatively high. In so far as it was desired to 
make world production a maximum, this would 
obviously be rational. In a world state, it would 
be absurd to apply much labour at points of low 
productivity in some parts and little labour at 
points of high productivity in others. We need 
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not enquire here whether, in such a state, from 
every point of view, complete freedom of migration 
would be desirable. There will be more to say 
about that later on. But obviously the present 
state of affairs, with congestion in some parts 
and vast unoccupied spaces in others, would be 
regarded as quite ridiculous. 

In a world of national planning, as we have 
seen, migration is likely to be reduced to a 
minimum. The shifting of humanity, which, if it 
has never been completely free, has at least been 
almost continuous since the beginning of history, 
will be suspended or greatly retarded. With the 
present distribution of labour this will mean a con
siderable sacrifice. :Moreover, if present tendencies 
of net survival rates continue, the distribution 
will become more and more anomalous. The low 
reproduction-rate areas, which, broadly speaking, 
are more richly endowed with natural and arti
ficial resources, will become less populated. The 
high reproduction-rate areas will become even 
more overcrowded. Indeed, taking a long view 
it is fairly certain that such a situation could 
not persist. Sooner or later the more fertile 
peoples, or at least the more vigorous among 
them, would burst the barriers which hemmed 
them in and enter into what they regarded as their 
rightful domain. But this would be a very dif
ferent business from the gradual redistribution 
which would take place in the absence of national 
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barriers; and much more than the obstacles to 
migration might easily be destroyed in the pro-
cess. • 

This brings us to matters which may more 
conveniently be treated in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

NATIONAL PLANNING AND INTERNATIONAL 

STABILITY 

1. IT was one of the conclusions of the last chap
ter that independent national planning tends to 
a diminution of international trade. However 
much it may be attempted to offset this tendency 
by resort to export subsidies and dumping, there 
seems strong reason to sUPP9se that independent 
attempts to plan economic activities within 
national areas must lead to a diminution of 
economic relations between national areas. Con
sciously or not, national planning has a strong 
autarkistic bias. 

If this tendency were to be carried to its 
logical conclusion, the analysis ofthe last chapter 
would be sufficient to enable us to judge its 
implications. The benefits of international co
operation would be sacrificed. Division of labour, 
the economies of mass production, would be 
limited to national areas. It would be as though 
there had been a fragmentation of the planet 
along the lines of division of the political maps. 

74 
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The inhabitants of each fragment would be 
deprived of resort to outside supplies. The co
existence of other inhabited fragments would be 
irrelevant from the economic point of view. The 
world as a whole would be poorer than it might be 
with international co-operation. 

Such extreme developments are not likely. 
The apparatus of modem life is so dependent on 
supplies of raw materials, unequally distributed 
between the difierent national areas, that it is 
most improbable that the inhabitants of the 
majority of such areas would be content with 
the very drastic alterations of their habits which 
abstention from the consumption of all com
modities containing imported ingredients would 
involve. Even the Russians, with their vast 
variety of resources and their determination to 
have everything possible under central control, 
are anxious to import certain classes of com
modities. Moreover, the countries which are 
especially dependent on the export of such 
materials would certainly make strong efforts to 
secure outlets, even at some sacrifice of protection 
for domestic manufacture. The net effect of the 
very drastic economic nationalism which seems 
to lie ahead is likely to be a severe curtailment, 
rather than a total cessation, of international 
business. There will still be some foreign trade. 

Now to judge such a state of affairs, it is not 
sufficient to analyse its relation to an ideal inter-
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national division of labour. It is necessary also 
to ascertain how it would work as a going system. 
We have to enquire concerning the nature of the 
international connections remaining, how they 
would change, how these changes would affect 
internal economic conditions, how they would 
affect international political relations. It is 
sometimes claimed that, although national plan
ning involves a sacrifice of the wealth which 

• would accrue from a greater international division 
of labour, yet the gain in stability which is in
volved by the greater control of the local states 
over economic conditions within their jurisdic
tion is such as to make the sacrifice worth while. 
This claim must be seriously examined. 

2. Let us commence by examining inter
national markets under conditions of widespread 
national planning. It is quite possible, of course, 
that different national areas may attempt to 
enter into specially intimate relations with other 
areas in order to mitigate some of the disadvan
tages of complete isolation. In fact, we shall see, 
as the argument proceeds, that this is a very 
probable development. For the moment, how
ever, since we are attempting to see the con
sequences of completely independent planning, 
let us leave this possibility out of account. Let 
us assume that the different national authorities 
set up import and export boards to deal in the 
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various commodities in which they are interested ; 
and let us assume that these different boards are 
not tied by long-term contracts to the boards of 
other areas. 

Such arrangements, as we have seen, are 
obviously far from constituting a system of 
competitive markets. There are no middlemen. 
The units which deal are few and they are large. 
Indeed the object of national planning in this 
sphere is avowedly the elimination offree markets 
with their U wasteful" competition and their 
" parasitical" middlemen. There will be dealing. 
But it will be skies apart from the dealing of pre
interventionist days. As we have seen, it will 
be the dealing, not of a- system of economic 
freedom, but the dealing of a system of geo
graphical syndicalism. 

Now we have seen already that this involves 
much greater obstacles to what, from the inter
national point of view, is to be regarded as a 
satisfactory distribution of resources. But it 
means too a much greater instability of prices. 
So long as the difIerent trading bodies remain 
free-and this is the assumption we are making 
-the fluctuation of prices is likely to be wider 
and more discontinuous than in markets which 
are more competitive. This is abundantly bome 
out by actual experience. It is well known 
that when the market for any particular com
modity is dominated by a few large concerns, 
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then, unless there are agreements between them, 
the fluctuations are large and discontinuous. 
Moreover, it must be remembered that the actions 
of the various boards are likely to be much more 
the instruments of political strategy, much less 
dictated by considerations of profit, than the 
actions of private dealers. A ~hange in internal 
policy, the alteration of a ministry, a decision to 
carry through this or that spectacular move to 
satisfy or impress public opinion - these are 
matters which would influence world prices under 
independent national planning much more than 
under free capitalism. The whole history of 
government dealing proves this. The dealings 
of the Federal Farm Board are apt examples of 
tendencies which national planning might well 
make general. . 

Such conditions would involve certain sacri
fices. Under competitive conditions the world 
market acts as a sort of damping mechanism. The 
disturbing effects of local gluts and shortages are 
absorbed ancJ. spread over a much wider area. IT 
home production fails, then additional supplies 
can be procured from abroad without a great rise 
of prices. IT home production is unexpectedly 
bountiful, then it can be unloaded without much 
fall. "The probability of world glut or world 
shortage is obviously much less than the proba
bility of glut or shortage in particular areas. 

Now the syndicalization of the market would 
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impair this very mechanism. The fact that the 
units of dealing were so large would indeed tend 
to bring into playa directly contrary tendency. 
The various boards would tend to market 
manceuvres which might easily cause oscillations 
rather than tend to damp them down. Consider 
for instance the effects of an unexpectedly plentiful 
harvest in one particular area. It would obviously 
be impossible for the export board of that area to 
market it an in the usual time without some cut 
in price. But it is under no compulsion to do 
so. It may accumulate stocks and wait. If it is 
lucky, the tum of the market may save it. But 
if not, then the stocks accumulate more and more, 
prices are depressed still further and the disturb
ance all round.. will be greater than if dealing had 
been continuous. The experience afthe Canadian 
wheat pool affords abundant examples of such 
disturbances. 

Such instability of the market will present 
certain new problems for the organization of 
production. The organizers of dom~tic industry , 
concerned with the foreign market will be unable 
to plan ahead with anything like the certainty 
which they will desire. Their plans will be 
liable to be disorganized by sudden and dis
continuous changes. The relative profitability of 
different lines of production will lluctuate more 
than under competitive capitalism. 

For all these reasons there is a very strong 
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probability that the state of affairs we have been 
assuming, a state of completely free dealing 
between the various trading bodies, will be the 
exception rather than the rule. "Faced with the 
chaos of syndicalistic dealing, the different states 

. will each seek to enter into special arrangements 
with others with whom they are able to strike 
advantageous bargains. Free dealing will give 
way to bilat~ral agreements." Again this is not a 
purely speculative conjecture. Under capitalism, 
when, owing to the prevalence of monopoly, there 
is great uncertainty with regard to supplies and 
markets, there is a tendency to similar arrange
ments, businesses seeking to assure their supplies 
by amalgamation with other businesses at different 
stages of production. The difference is that, under 
capitalism, such arrangements are less likely to 
be lasting. In the absence of special technical 
conditions involving special technical advantage 
in vertical integration, the advantages of buying 
in the cheapest and selling in ~he dearest market 
continually tend to the disruption of permanent 
arrangements of this kind. . 

3. But let us defer such considerations until 
the second part of this essay where we shall be 
considering deliberate interstate planning in a 
more systematic manner. Let us for the present 
retain the assumption of independent national 
planning and let us extend our examination of its 
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implications to the wider effects of change in the 
fundamental conditions of production. 

It follows from what has been sai4 already that 
it is improbable that the various national systems 
will be especially adaptable to change. The tariff 
is an instrument of resistance quite as much as 
an instrument of construction. And experience 
does not suggest that, when the state has sunk 
capital in particular lines of enterprise, it will 
show any remarkable alacrity in writing it off as 
a loss if conditions change to its disadvantage. 
The whole literature_ of contemporary planning 
abounds in complaints that, under a free system, 
plant must be abandoned before it is physically 
worn out, that railways must be left unused 
although they are still capable of providing trans
port, and so on. One of the advantages of 
planning, it is claimed, is that it will eliminate all 
this. The rate of physical depreciation will set· 
the pace of change. Moreover, under democracy 
at any rate, there are notorious obstacles to rapid 
adaptation of government arrangements. It is 
not easy to close down an army barracks if the 
local M.P. is an influential person. To change 
the locati<?n of whole branches of manufacturing 
industry might be politically very difficult. 

But none the less, it is not possible to think 
change out of the picture. Quite apart from the 
temporary fluctuations of harvests and animal 
husbandry, there will be changes in population. 

G 
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changes in availability. of mineral resources, 
changes in capital supply, changes in technical 
knowledge, changes in consumers' demand. In 
a world in which these changes take place at a 
different pace in different places, their incidence 
on the different national systems is bound to be 
such as to call for adaptation. 

Let us try to trace the probable effects of some 
of these changes. Let us suppose, for instance, a 
technical discovery making it possible for the 
inhabitants of a certain area to produce certain 
commodities much more cheaply than heretofore 
and much more cheaply than their competitors 
in other countries - an agricultural invention 
making possible the production of wheat on soils 
which had hitherto no productive uses might be 
a case in point. 

Under a free system, the cheaper commodities 
would at once be accepted in the general world 
market. The increase in supply would lead to a 
fall in prices. The real incomes of consumers 
would rise. Those enterprises elsewhere, whose 
costs of production were such that they could 
only continue on a profitable basis at a higher 
price, would contract, and the mobile resources 
employed here would be devoted to other types 
of production for which previously they could 
not be spared. If the change were such as 
substantially to alter relative rates of re
muneration in the different national areas, there 
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would be some migration frpm the area where 
relative rates had fallen to the area where 
relative rates had risen. In the end, all the 
members of the world community would have 
their real incomes increased to the extent that 
the new invention made possible-save the owners 
of fixed resources in the high cost areas, who 
might sufier a permanent fall. This is not an 
imaginary picture. . Broadly speaking, it is an 
outline of the main effects of the opening-up 
of new areas of agricultural production in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. 

Under independent national planning, how
ever, the effects would be radically different. It 
is possible of course that, subject to the difficulties 
of the imperfect world market which we have 
noticed above, the various states would accept 
the cheap imports and attempt to adjust their 
organization to something like the free-trade 
optimum. But how improbable this is! What 
vast resistances such a change would encounter! 
U Never must we allow (British, American, Ger
man) agriculture to be exterminated by cheap 
foreign imports", it would be said. U These 
products of cheap soils must not injure the value 
of state property." U The interest of the con
sumer must not be allowed to impair the proper 
balance of our national system." Such pleas 
sound very familiar. They are the standard 
cliches of the political propaganda of our day. 
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Is it really at all plausible to argue that under 
a system in which there was still more planning 
it would all be different t Surely it is probable 
that the cheaper imports would be excluded, 
or at best that they would only be admitted in 
very limited doses. 

But if this were so, it would mean that the 
realized, as distinct from the potential, benefits of 
the new knowledge would be greatly curtailed. If 
the exclusion were complete, then they would be 
confined entirely to the area in which the changes 
originated. And within this area the benefit 
would not be as great as under free conditions. 
For, shut out from the foreign markets, the 
inhabitants of that area would have to use the 
resources set free by the increase of productivity 
in producing other products at costs higher than 
need have been the case if they could have pro
cured them from elsewhere by exchange. It would 
not be profitable for them to produce so much of 
the commodity whose cost of production had been 
cheapened. Again this is not a fanciful picture. 
It is a broad recapitulation of the effects of in
creases of agricultural productivity under the 
economic nationalism of the post-war period. 

But this is not all. So far we have considered 
the effects of change in one area, in conditions in 
which the results of policy were merely such as to 
deprive all other areas of its benefits. The nations 
who exclude cheaper food in order to preserve 
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the 8tatUS quo in domestic agriculture are not 
necessarily absolutely poorer than before; they 
are merely not so much richer as they might have 
been had they accepted the fruits of increased 
productivity elsewhere. But the incidence of 
change is not always thus. And the efIects of 
national planning may not be merely a curtail
ment of the benefits of technical progress: they 
may be an inability to escape from the otherwise 
transitional difficulties which that progress may 
occasion. 

Let us consider the genesis of such a situation. 
Let us suppose an invention which results in a 
curtailment of demand for the staple article of 
export of a single state or small group of states. 
Suppose for example a change in methods of pro
ducing paper which while reducing the cost of 
production (and thus potentially benefiting world 
consumers) involves a considerable diminution in 
the demand for certain kinds of soft-wood timber. 
Or suppose some chemical discovery superseding 
the demand for some natural fertilizer, hitherto 
the main export of a small state. 

In any case there would be transitional diffi
culties. The incidence of change is, by hypothesis, 
in expart markets. It cannot be avoided by 
tarifIs or such-like obstacles. In any case there 
would be some lowering of the value of land in the 
areas afIected. Unless some of the population 
were willing to migrate, the equilibrium rate of 
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wages would tend to be lowered too. Wages 
-in the last analysis real wages-would have 
to fall or there would be increased unemploy
ment. 

In a world of economic freedom, however, 
things would not end at this point. If migration 
were free, there would be emigration to areas 
where the value of the product of labour was 
higher. This would go on until the tendency to a 
fall in the rate of wages was arrested. There 
would be a redistribution of world population 
corresponding to the new conditions of supply and 
demand. Even if migration were not free, it 
would be possible for the inhabitants of the 

-affected area to turn to other forms of production 
. made profitable by the fall in the value of the 

local factors of production. It might well be that 
a slight fall of wages would attract capital from 
elsewhere to take advantage of the new conditions 
of production. And in this way, though all the 
ill effects of the change of demand might not be 
avoided, at least some of them would be. The 
producers originally affected would at least be 
better off than if they had been confined to their 
original occupation. 

But in a world of economic nationalism how 
much harder would be the transition. There would 
be no outlet by way of migration: as we have 
seen, national planning precludes free migration. 
And the outlets for the new form of production to 
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which the inhabitants of the affected areas might 
turn their hands would be limited greatly by the 
protectionism of national planning elsewhere. 
The U ruinous" competition of producers in the 
impoverished area would be resisted. In the few 
markets to which they succeeded in gaining 
access the lowering of price necessary to unload 
the increased supplies would be much greater 
than would be the case if the area of sale were 
less circumscribed. If the original falling-off of 
demand were very great, it might well be that 
the impoverishment of the inhabitants of the 
affected area would be catastrophic. 

The picture is alarming. But it is not wholly 
imaginarY. If we reflect on the recent history of 
the world it is not difficult to find examples. The 
causes of the increase of Japanese competition in 
recent years are many and complex. But one at 
least of these causes was the falling-off of demand 
for Japanese silk in American markets which 
followed the collapse of 1929. And one cause 
at least for the great severity of Japanese com
petition in the countries to which the Japanese 
goods have access is the very considerable ob
stacles which have been erected to the importa
tion of such goods elsewhere. No doubt there is 
more in it than this. But the example is con
ducive to reflection; and, as we shall see later, 
it has a further moral which is even more dis 
turbing. 
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Now of course the larger the state and the 
wider the range of the natural resources within its 
boundaries, the smaller the probability of big 
changes in real incomes due to changes of this 
nature. Assuming that there is still free migra
tion within their borders, national units of 
the size of the United States of America would 
not have much to fear on this score. The ex
port market in one product might be hit. But 
there should be a sufficient range of alternative 
demands at home to prevent a serious absolute 
lowering of the average real income. It is the 
smaller countries and the countries more de
pendent on export which have most to fear from 
change in a world of national planning. 

But none the less it is a mistake to think of the 
kind of difficulty now under discussion as arising 
only in connection with changes, such as changes 
in demand for, say, English coal or Cuban sugar. 
The case is really more far-reaching than that. 
The absence of facilities for migration may be 
the cause of considerable difficulties, even when 
it is a question, not of competing exports in 
foreign markets, but of competing imports in the 
home market. For in some cases it may be 
much easier for the labour displaced by cheap 
imports to be reabsorbed by migration to 
other national areas than by switching over to 
other forms of production at home. H migration 
is blocked by national planning, and if, as is 
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notoriously the case in present conditions, the 
degree of national planning at home is such as to 
present stifI barriers to internal migration, the 
incidence of change on the producers affected 
may be prolonged and severe. 

Again an example is not far to seek. In the 
nineteenth century, as the New World was opened 
up by the steamship and the railway, and as its 
agricultural products came in competition with 
the agricultural products of Europe, it was often 
easier, under the conditions then prevailing, for 
European agricultural labourers to migrate to 
similar occupations abroad, rather than to change 
their occupations completely within the national 
area in which they were then living. Great areas 
of the New World were populated in this way; 
and the social difficulties of the Old World were 
greatly eased in consequence. In the post-war 
period, with its almost universal obstacles to 
migration, this way of readjustment has been 
closed. At the same time, within the national 
areas, the increase of monopolistio obstacles 
fostered by national policy has made the internal 
system much more rigid. The 'result is that the 
acceleration of agricultural productivity elsewhere 
has produced in many cases a situation of great 
hardship for the agricultural producers of Europe. 
The various governments, unwilling to take steps 
to increase domestic mobility but distracted 
by the prospect of agrarian discontent, resort to 
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tarifIs and quotas, with the results we have 
alreadyexamined.1 Thus the absence offreedom 
to migrate reinforces protectionist tendencies and 
produces a situation which will aggravate the 
political and economic instability of the world 
for many years to come. If there had been 
more freedom of migration in the post-war period, 
very many of our most insistent problems would 
have been eased. 

4. If the analysis of the preceding sections is 
. correct, it seems as if the policy of independent 
national planning were likely to lose the substance 
for the shadow, even in regard to stability. If 
the policy is generally adopted-and it is the most 
astounding naivete to argue as if it could be 
restricted only to one's own national area-then 
instability is increased. It is not a question of 
bartering the prospects of greater wealth for 
greater security; security goes as well. 

All this relates only to the economic con
sequences of independent national planning. 
Even more important and even more disturbing 
are its probable political consequences. There is 
reason to believe it is likely considerably to 
enhance international political friction. The idea 
that the peace of the world is likely to be safer if 

1 It is interesting to ot-rve that the Blowing-up of migration 
into the United States produced a flow of capital to Europe which 
otherwise would not have been likely to have ariaen on anything 
like the same acaIe. 
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we .. try to keep ourselves to ourselves" is not 
merely a pathetic fallacy, it is a highly dangerous 
delusion. 

We have already had occasion to note how 
national planning tends to what may be called
to borrow a very ugly word from a people who 
have carried this thing further than most-the 
politicalization (Politizierung) of international 
economic relations. The lending and borrowing 
of capital, in so far as it takes place at all, is a 
matter of high diplomacy. If experience of the 
past is any guide, it is likely to be much more 
dictated by consideration of political advantage 
than by calculations of economic gain: and the 
arrangement (or refusal) of such transactions is 
itself likely to be accompanied by much political 
friction. Even the everyday business of trade 
becomes a matter of international politics. Instead 
of the consignment of sardines from Utopia to 
Ruritania being a transaction between Utopian 
and Ruritanian merchants subject to the sanctions 
and penalties of the laws of their respective 
countries, it is a transaction between the repre
sentatives of sovereign states, subject only to the 
nebulous precepts of a sanctionless international 
law. The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
deliver and receive Sardines I Obviously, if any
thing goes wrong, it is much more likely to lead to 
political friction than when private merchants are 
the parties involved. 
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Moreover, the very fact that dealing is under
taken by such large trading units as the agents 
of political states must introduce market com
plications which themselves are likely to lead 
to friction. The policies of the different boards 
themselves affect the course of the market. The 
prices fixed must depend on the actions of 
national representatives. This may very easily 
lead to suspicions and enmities which would not 
exist in a non-political market. 

Again, actual examples are not difficult to 
discover. It is not possible to deny the political 
tension which was caused by the Russian in
cursions into the timber market. Dumping in 
general, which is made possible by state policy 
in regard to tariffs, is a notorious cause of inter
national unfriendliness. The British Rubber Re
striction went far to imperil our good relations 
with the United States of America. It does not 
need much imagination to conceive the resent
ment which would be caused in the southern 
states of the Union, if a British Cotton Import 
Board were depressing the price of cotton. It is 
only those who are blind because they do not 
want to see who can really deny that an increase 
of interstate trading involves a multiplication of 
opportunities for interstate friction. 

5. But the "politicalization " of trade is not 
the only, or indeed the chief, political danger of 
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independent national planning. The main danger 
is the worsening of relations between states of 
unequal resources and populations-the" haves" 
and" have-nots" of popular discussion-which 
it almost certainly involves. 

It is a commonplace of elementary economics 
that 80 long as trade and migration are free, from 
the economic point of view, the area of political 
jurisdiction is a matter of secondary importance. 
So long as political administration involves no 
discrimination against the foreigner, the fact 
of territorial possession involves no major gain, 
its absence no important disadvantage. This is 
by no means to deny all economic functions to 
governmental bodies: as we shall see later on, 
under pure liberalism as under pure collectivism 
they have most important and indispensable 
functions. Nor is it to deny the existence of a 
very real problem of the regional division of 
political administration: on a certain plane the 
problem of the most appropriate division of local 
government authorities has considerable economic 
significance. But speaking broadly, in a world 
perspective. it is true to say that. so long as 
trade and movement are free. the fact of terri
torial possession is a matter of secondary im
portance to the real incomes of the inhabitants 
of particular areas. We can imagine important 
disputes about rates or expenditure on drainage 
between the electors of difierent county councils. 
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But in the main the adult inhabitant of, shall we 
say, the county of Buckinghamshire cannot feel 
seriously aggrieved that the county of Oxford
shire is not " possessed" by his county council. 
To identify wide territorial jurisdiction with high 
wealth per head for the economic subjects is 
to commit the fundamental error of confusing 
territorial jurisdiction with property rights. It 
is true that this is very often done. It is one of 
the standard propagandist weapons of political 
nationalism. But it is an error nevertheless. If 
I am free to trade with people who live else
where, if I may invest money in enterprises in 
that region, if I may pack up my goods and 
chattels and transfer myself and my family to 
that locality and receive equal treatment under 
the law, then the fact that it is "owned" by 
another nation is a matter of minor importance 
so far as my real income is concerned. I may 
attach mystical significance to membership of a 
certain political community. I may believe that 
it is important that men of the same "blood" 
or political tradition should enjoy a common 
government. But so long as governmental divi
sions do not involve interference with the free 
movement of men, of capital or goods, these are 
" political" rather than "economic" matters. 

But, once the principles of independent 
national planning hold sway, the position is 
changed completely. Once national areas are 
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treated as if they were the private property of 
the. state, their markets preserved for its citizens 
only, their resources open to development only 
by national labour and national capital, then 
territorial possession does matter very much 
indeed. 1£ the depressed area of South Wales 
were a separate national area and if the citizens 
of that area were deprived of the opportunity of 
seeking work in more prosperous parts of Great 
Britain, the fact that the state of South Wales 
was so limited in area would be a very grave 
disadvantage. It would be a stiII greater dis
advantage if, by reason of a desire to help, let 
us say, some depressed coalfield within the 
English frontier, they were prevented from selling 
any coal to English consumers. In such circum
stances the absence of wider territorial possessions 
matters very much indeed. The claim for a 
place in the SUD ceases to be empty bombast. It 
becomes the fateful expression of an urgent and 
insistent need. 

Now this is a very serious matter-and the 
more fortunate a nation in its actual possessions, 
the more probable the eventual menace to its 
security. H it can justly be said by the leaders 
of a hungry people, II Your poverty is the result 
of their policy. Your deprivation is the result of 
their possession "-then there is grave risk of war. 
There is real danger of a combination of the 
II have-nots" to plunder the II haves". It is 
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often said that in modem times the origins of 
war have been chiefly economic. But this is not 
true. Examination of the facts does not bear it 
out. The idea of the leaders of national states 
being goaded on to war by grasping capitalists 
has scant counterpart in the recent past.1 It has 
happened occasionally; but in the majority of 
cases the causation of war has been exactly the 
reverse. Timid capitalists have been goaded 
into foreign investment to further the policy of 
diplomatic manreuvre. But in the near future the 
idea of the less fortunate peoples being provoked 
to predatory war by the exclusiveness of the 
more fortunate is likely to be a grim and terrible 
reality. 'In a liberal world the theory that the 
main causes of war are economic is a malignant 
invention. Independent national planning creates 
the conditions which make it true. r

, 

1 Professor Staley's War aM 1M PrilXlk InllUlor mould be con· 
sulted by those who have any doubts on this subject. ThiI masterly 
and ~spassionate study has not yet reoeived the attention it deserves. 
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CHAPTER V 

TRADE AGREEMENTS AND REGIONAL GROUPING 

1. IN the last three chapters we have been dis
cussing the implications of independent national 
planning. We have traced the genesis of the 
various kinds of national planning now in vogue. 
'We have seen that they involve at once a shrink
age of international division of labour and an' 
increase of international instability. We have 
seen also that they involve an increase of the 
danger of war.' 

These tendencies are very actual. At the 
present day they are becoming obvious even to 
wide circles of the lay public. Trade has de-

o ·creased. Conditions are more unstable. The 
shadow of war dominates everything. It is not 
unnatural, therefore, that, in such circumstances, 
men's minds should turn to the possibilities of wider . 
kinds of planning, to the possibilities of interstate 
arrangements which should eliminate the dangers 
of planning on a purely national scale. It is to 
projects of this sort that we must now turn our 
attention. In this part of the essay we shall 

99 
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examine projects for international plans of a 
limited or partial character; in the next, inter
national planning on a more comprehensive scale. 

2. The simplest form of interstate planning is 
the bila~eJ"al trade agreement. In return for con
cessions as regards its own trade, each party to 
the agreement grants concessions to the other. 
Denmark agrees to take more British goods if 
Britain agrees not to exclude so many Danish 
goods. "Buy from those who buy from you " is 
the principle oftheir policy. In recent years very 
many such agreements have been negotiated. 

Now bilateralism is not new. It is perhaps an 
exaggeration to say that it was a settled principle 
of policy in the early mercantilistic era. The 
"balance of bargains" system has had a more 
coherent existence in the minds of economic 
historians than in the pamphlets of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries.1 But the idea that to 
secure a satisfactory gen~~l balance of trade it 
was necessary to watch the balance with particular 
countries did influence both the thought and the 
practice of those times. The balance of trade 
with India was the subject of extensive con
troversy. At a later stage the balance of trade 
with France gave rise to some misgiving. From 
time to time, both dealings in foreign money and 

1 See Viner. .. English Theories of Foreign Trade before Adam 
Smith," Jmsrnal oJ Political Ecorwm1/. voL 38, pp. 259-260. 
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the actual movements of goods were regulated 
with a view to bilateral balancing. 

But as trade developed and insight into its 
ramifications became more general, such concern 
with particular balances became more and more 
exceptional. It was realized that triangular or 
multilateral trade was as natural for countries as 
for persons, and that many of the commercial 
developments which were thought to be most 
profitable would not have come into being if trade 
were regulated on strictly bilateral lines.· By 
the middle of the nineteenth century, it had 
become customary to enter into agreements 
whereby any reduction in obstacles to trade made 
to one government were automatically extended 
to all the others. The" most-favoured-nation· 
clause u, as such provisions were entitled, was the 
direct antithesis of the principle of bilateralism. 
And even up to the outbreak of the Great De
pression, in spite of the prevalence of projects 
for preference systems and regional groupings, 
no frontal attack was made on the principles of 
multilateral trade. 

Such a. state of a.fiairs, however, was incom-

1 See, for instance, Adam Smith's trenchant comment on doctrines. 
whereby .. The meaking arta of nnderllng tradesmen are _ted 
into political muima for the conduc' of • great empire; for i& ia 
the moat. nnderllng tradesmen only who make i& • rule to employ 
chiefly their OWll cuatomere. A great trader p~ hi. goods 
always where they are oheapest and beet, without regard to any 
little interest of this kind." TAe WeoUl 0/ N CllioIU (Cannan's Edition). 
.01." p. ~7. . 
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patible with the development of the tendencies 
which we have already examined. The resort to 
quantitative regulation of trade involves almost 
inevitably a reversion to bilateralism. The allot
ment of quotas involves separate bargaining with 
the different sources of imports. The destruction 
of the world markets makes resort to special 
agreements regarding" indispensable" supplies 
a strong probability.! Moreover, the various 
monetary controls, which have been so con
spicuous a feature of recent crisis policy, make 
bilateral arrangements regarding trade almost 
indispensable. Arrangements to clear debts to a 
particular country against debts from that country 
involve stringent measures to bring the trade 
relationships concerned into some sort of equili
brium, if the clearing is not to break down. In 
the scramble for markets which has followed the 
spread of the now almost universal restrictionism, 
absence of discrimination between different cus
tomers has not seemed an important object of 
policy. 

3. It is easy to understand all this as a desper
ate expedient of economic nationalism in diffi
culties. But it is not easy to regard it as a stage 
in the development of rational world planning. 
It is certainly less impracticable than complete 
isolationism. But, as compared with looser types 

I See above, Chapter IV, para. 3. 
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of independent national planning, its advantages 
are not so obvious. It is probably easier to work. 
But it is doubtful whether it involves less disturb
ance to the international division of labour. And 
there are certain contradictions in the very idea of 
bilateralism which independent national planning 
need not necessarily involve. 

If the world were divided into two national 
areas, it is obvious that, in equilibrium, payments 
out and payments in must exactly equal each 
other. If the inhabitants of one area were in
debted to the inhabitants of the other area, there 
would not be equality between imports and 
exports, in the narrow sense of services currently 
rendered. The creditor country would have an 
excess of imports and the debtor country an 
excess of exports. But current claims and debts 
must completely cancel out. Indeed, we must 
take it as axiomatic that, in equilibrium, the pay
ments between any group of individuals and the 
rest of the world must exactly balance. If it 
were not so, there would not be equilibrium. 

But as soon as we assume that the world is 
divided into more than two areas, then, so long 
as trade is free, it does not in the least follow that 
there must be equality in this sense between 
the debts and claims of the inhabitants of any 
two groups taken separately. Indeed it is obvious 
that, if it were so, it would be a sheer fluke, a 
statistical accident for the silly season. It is 
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indeed necessary that purchases from aU groups 
taken together should balance sales to aU groups 
taken together, if indebtedness is not to increase 
or capital to run down. If this does not happen 
there are forces tending to bring it about. But 
it is not in the least necessary that purchases 
from each group should balance sales to each 
group. There is no force operative which would 
tend to bring it about. It would be improbable 
if there were only three groups; and the greater 
the number of groups the more improbable it 
becomes. If a single individual told us that his 
sales to his several tradespeople exactly balanced 
their respective sales to him, we should scarcely 

• credit his story. If trade were naturally bilateral, 
then money would be unnecessary. 

It follows, therefore, that if attempts are 
• made to force international trade into bilateral 

channels, much potential wealth must be sacrificed. 
International bilateralism is essentially a return 
to international barter: And just as a return 
to barter in general would restrict the general 
division of labour to those limits within which 
individual producers could find a direct coinci
dence of individual wants, so a return to barter 
in international transactions must restrict inter
national division of labour to those limits which 
are set by the coincidence of international wants. 
The accident of the political subdivision of the 
world would impose completely arbitrary restric-
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tions on what, from the international point of view, 
would be the most economlcal use of resources. 

We can see this very clearly if we consider 
the effects of change in such a system. Let us 
suppose that at the outset the statistical fluke 
contemplated above had actually happened; that 
is to say that the general conditions of supply 
and demand were such that, not only did the 
payments between each area and all other areas 
together exactly balance, but that the payments 
between each area and each of the others taken 
separately also balanced exactly. In other words, 
let us suppose that the international division of 
labour which made costs a minimum also hap
pened to be that which produced equality of 
bilateral balances. 

Now let us suppose some simple change in 
the conditions of production. Let us suppose, 
for instance, the discovery of rare mineral re
sources in, let us say, Liberia. In order that 
bilateral balancing might continue, it would be 
necessary that the expansion of demand for this 
product in each country should be accompanied 
by an exactly parallel expansion of demand for 
the products of these countries in Liberia. If it 
were not so, then the U equilibrium " would be 
ruptured. And if it were attempted to maintain 
it by trade restrictions, then some, at least, Clf 
the benefits of the new discovery would be lost. 

Suppose, for instance, there were an extensive 
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demand for this product in Great Britain. It is 
not at all certain that there would arise a corre
sponding demand in Liberia for British products. 
But under free conditions this would not matter. 
The Liberians might spend the proceeds of sales 
to inhabitants of Great Britain on products 
from elsewhere. But the people from whom 
they bought might be willing to buy British 
products. Or if they were not, then the people 
from whom they bought . . . and so on. It 
is not certain that equilibrium would be re
established without some readjustments of prices 
and costs at difierent points in the circle. But 
in principle there need be no more difficulty than 
when the lawyer buys more from the fruiterer 
without first having ascertained that that trades
man is likely to increase his demand for litigation. 

But under bilateralism, these easy arrange
ments would be excluded. If the Liberian 
demand did not expand pari passu with the 
British, then the British import of Liberian 
products would be restricted. Thus the Liberian 
production would be prevented from expanding 
so far as would otherwise be profitable. And 
the British consumer would go unsatisfied. And 
the people elsewhere who would willingly have 
taken more British products but whose own 
products were more acceptable to Liberia, would 
be out of it altogether. 

Now, no doubt, quantitatively considered, a 
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single set of losses of this kind may not be very 
great in relation to the sum-total of trade. But 
the cumulative effect of permanent prevention of 
other than bilateral expansion may be very great 
indeed. It every time that there occur changes 
"in the general conditions of supply and demand, 
these changes are only allowed to work within 
the Procrustean limits of bilateral trade agree
ments, the retardation of the speed of economic 
development will be very considerable and the 
sacrifice of potential wealth will be great. Over 
short periods, indeed, it is probable that the 
optimal distribution of trade between different 
countries does not vary a great deal. But over 
longer periods it may be completely transformed. 
At any moment the magnitude .of desirable 
change may be so small that to prevent it may 
seem a very minor evil. But, in the long run, it is 
just these small changes which amount to those 
big changes which we recognize as economic 
progress. The world would be a very much 
poorer place today if bilateralism had been the 
rule during the century that has just passed. 
And there does not seem any very convincing 
reason for believing that it will not be very much 
poorer than it might be, if bilateralism is to be 
the rule in the century that is to come. It is 
really very weak to argue that whereas the 
world was not ripe for bilateralism then, it is 
ripe for bilateralism now. For the world can 
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only be ripe for bilateralism when it has been de
cided that production at high cost is more sensible 
than production at low cost; that is to say, when 
it has been decided that less wealth is to be pre
ferred to more. Bilateralism is the negation of 
the main principle of productive economy. 

4. The case against bilateralism is not limited 
to these rather statical conclusions. If the net 
effect of bilateralism were merely to arrest the 
speed of economic progress, then although the 
world as a whole is still very poor, it might be 
urged that the loss in potential wealth would be 
outweighed by a gain in stability of conditions. 
Better a limited division of labour and certainty, 
it might be said, than an unlimited division and 
uncertainty. 

Unfortunately there is no reason to believe in 
the probability of such compensating adv/lontages. 
If hitherto there had been no international trade, 
if the planning of international trade merely 
involved the setting of 1i.mlts to trade relations 
which were yet to grow, then it is not inconceiv
able that the effects of bilateral restriction: might 
exhaust themselves in a limitation of wealth yet 
to be achieved. There would not be complete 
fragmentation of the planet as under thorough
going autarky. The international division of 
labour would exist. But it would be limited to 
the possibilities of direct barter. 
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But it is not so. As things are, bilateralism 
must be imposed on a world many parts of which 
have already become specialized to trade which 
is not bilateral. The entre pot trade, the business 
of the great ports and commercial centres, depends 
upon trade relations which are essentially multi
lateral. If trade is to become bilateral these 
centres must decline. The industrial capital 
which has been invested in developments de
pendent on the possibility of triangular trade 
must be written off, and the labour which has 
become specialized in these centres and occupa
tions must turn elsewhere for a living. The 
magnitude of the difficulties in centres such as 
Liverpool, Amsterdam, Hamburg, which .must 
follow the suppression of multilateral trade is not 
easy to exaggerate. 

But this is not all. There is no reason to 
believe that, even with these sacrifices, a world 
moving towards bilateralism would settle down 
into equilibrium. Bilateralism destroys the world 
market. It piakes what trade is permitted a pure 
business of horse trading. And since, bilateralism 
or no ~ilatera.lism, the conditions of production 
and demand are continually changing, there is no 
reason to suppose that this business can reach any 
sort of stable conclusion. The trade connections 
of one country with another may be ruthlessly set 
aside overnight in order that the second country 
may be in a better position to bargain with a 
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third. The execution of bargains which have 
been made involves the imposition of controls 
which themselves react on the volume of trade 
and in turn necessitate further bargains. So far 
from establishing a tendency towards greater 
stability and equilibrium, bilateralism seems to 
tend towards cumulative instatility. 

These conclusions are not "merely" theo
retical. It is possible, indeed, that they may be 
reached by elementary reflections on the very 
nature of trade. It is not necessary to throw 
spanners into complex machinery to show that 
such a habit is productive of frictions. But in fact 
they are abundantly verified by experience. The 
spanners have actually been thrown and parts of 
the machine are jamming before our eyes. "The 
decline in triangular transactions is one of the 
most conspicuous features of the present depres
sion of international trade. The causes of this 
decline are various. In part it is due to the 
cessation of international capital movements. 
But in part it is due also to policy., The British 
tariff which has impeded imports from continental 
Europe has impeded the mechanism whereby the 
raw-material producing centres were able in
directly to liquidate their indebtedness to Great 
Britain. The trade agreements of Mr. Runciman, 
the clearing agreements of Dr. Schacht, the 
multitudinous clearing agreements for South-east 
Europe and South America have all tended in the 
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same direction. And the persistence of currency 
instability, and the cessation of international 
capital movements which accompanies it, has 
prevented any mitigation of the stress which 
brought these policies into operation. I Few things 
are more certain than that while this state of 
affairs persists, int~rnational trade must stagnate, 
existing international investments must be in 
danger, and the whole movement of internal 
recovery which has taken place within certain of 
the national systems since 1933, must be regarded 
as liable to sudden reversal. 

5. It is sometimes urged that the way out of 
all this chaos is to be provided by agreements, not 
between governments, but between local groups 
of producers. International agreements between 
national groups of producera with regard to the 
area of sales are to supplant the network of tariffs, 
quotas and licence systems in which trade is at 
present entangled. The attempts which have 
been made hitherto to liberate trade by negotiating 
tariff reductions have been misconceived, it is said. 
It is not possible to remove tariff barriers until 
trade conditions are stabilized. First let there be 
international cartels with full power to settle area 

1 For more detailed treabnent of this pan of the Bubject reference 
should be made to the lUlIlual WorI4 E_ic 8-, of the League 
of N.tion.. Mr. Folke H11gerdt'. TM.4pproacA 10 BilokraliMlt-.4 
eAo.'1I tM 81ndurt 0/ World T""" (Index, August 1935). should 
also be OODBulted. 
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quotas. The reduction of tariffs will then be a 
matter of comparative simplicity. This is not a 
proposal which springs from academic economists. 
It is a proposal which has had the support of 
statesmen and the heavy industries. No less a 
figure than M. Herriot has been at pains to 
write a book bearing the optimistic title, The 
United States of Europe, in which he elaborates 
such a project.1 The late M. Loucheur lent it the 
significance of his support and his influence. 

Now there can be no objection on principle 
to industrial arrangements that overlap national 
boundaries. In a world not ridden with eco
nomic nationalism, nothing would be less remark
able than that advantages of propinquity and 
productive convenience should lead to the forma
tion of companies, and arrangements between 
companies, that were international in nature. 
It has often been the hope of international 
liberals as of international socialists that a 
growing internationalization of economic life 
would lead to a diminution of national political 
animosities. Given a wise international plan
ning, the hope is still not irrational. 

All this should go without saying. But it is 
a far cry from the recognition of the desirability 

• of internationalized business to the belief that 
the international sales agreement as such is con-

1 Tie u .. itetl Slalu 0/ Europe, by Eduard Herriot: Engliah 
tnnslatioD by R. J. Dingle. 
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ducive to this end. There are indeed reasons 
for believing exactly the contrary .. 

In the first place, we must recognize that 
many of the existing international sales agree
ments are themselves dependent on the existence 
of tariffs and quotas. In the absence of such 
obstacles, they would themselves cease to operate. 
The authorities of the various states, convinced 
that it is their business to secure as large a 
volume as possible of sales for their local in
dustrialists, place the apparatus of restraint of 
trade at the disposa.l of the tra.de associations. 
The quotas actually secured are the result of a 
process of bargaining in which the erection of 
restrictions, or the threat of restriction, plays 
a very essential part. One has only to recollect 
the collaboration between the British Board 
of Trade and the British Iron and Steel Trades 
Federation in the recent negotiation with the 
Steel Cartel to see how the mechanism works. 
In the absence of state assistance the British 
quota would have been much smaller. Speaking 
generally, it may be asserted that the area quota 
type of agreement, as it exists in continental 
Europe today, would be a comparatively rare 
phenomenon if it were not for the active support 
of the different states. In the absence of tariffs. 
it would not be to the interest of IOw-cost pro
ducers to make agreements with their high-cost 
competitors. 

J 
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But let lIB ignore these practical difficulties 
and let us examine the proposal in the light of 
more general considerations. Let us suppose 
that, with the support of their respective govern-

. ments, the high-cost and low-cost producers of 
the difierent national areas have met together 
and agreed upon a parcelling-out of the difierent 
markets in such a way as to obviate the neces
sity of any additional protection from tariffs or 
quotas. Is this a result conducive to a rational 
disposition of resources 1 Is this a result which 
achieves that division of labour between the 
inhabitants of the difierent national areas which 
would come about in the absence of restrictions 1 

Surely not. The effect of tariffs, as we have 
already seen, is to prevent the optimal adjust
ment. By raising the prices of imported goods, 
they make it possible for high-cost producers to 
remain in business. They make it possible, that 
is to say, for resources to be applied in lines of 
business which are less productive than the other 
lines of business which would outbid them if it 
were not for the existence of the tariff. They 
impede that international division of labour which 
would bring resources to the point of highest 
return. 

But in what respect are the arrangements con
templated substantially dif£erent from this 1 The 
tariffs are to be rendered unnecessary. The high
cost production is to be protected another way. 
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But, so far as the disposition of reS'ources among 
different lines of production is concerned, the 
effect is the same. "The tariffs prevent the low
cost producers undercutting the others. The 
agreements do likewise:' We may well ask, what 
is the benefit from the repeal of tariffs which is to 
follow the establishment of such a system! To 
prevent the suspicion that prices are artificially 
high any longer t The gain is a pure optical 
delusion. The form of restrictionism has changed. 
But the substance is unaltered. 

The fact is, of course, that it is not the function 
of a rational organization of production to procure 
to each area its cc proper share" of each and every 
line of industry which governments or entre
preneurs would wish to have domiciled there. 
The object of rational planning must be to see that 
the local factors of production are applied at the 
points of maximum productivity. And this im
plies that all but the industries at which the local 
factors are most· efficient are not domiciled in 
the area. To a certain primitive outlook, highly 
prevalent in our own day, there is a certain 
intrinsic value in the presence within the local 
government area of difIerent typical kinds of 
industry~n iron and steel industry, a textile 
industry, a chemical industry, a sugar-beet 
industry. • . . It is thought to be in some sense 
a national humiliation not to produce pig-iron 
within the borders. But the danger of war apart 
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-which may justify many departures from 
maximum productivity-if these industries do not 
happen to be the industries at which the local 
factors of production are most efficient, such an 
outlook is pure mysticism-and a rather infantile 
mysticism at that. There is no economic advan
tage in having iron and steel industries if iron and 
steel can be procured more cheaply from abroad. 
The logical conclusion of the attitude, which 
would have each area allotted its " proper share" 
of the different possible industries, would be 
complete suspension of international division of 
labour-national autarky by international agree
ment! A tranquil condition for the "United 
States of Europe ".1 

6. It is sometimes thought that all the diffi
culties we are discussing spring essentially from 
certain accidental limitations of the existing 
national areas. It is agreed that, given the 

1 Nevertheleea if we were offered the choice between a world 
parcelled out into national salee areaa by interuational cartel ~ 
menta with no taritfa, and a world split up into national marketa by 
high protection, it is probable tba' we should chooee the former. 
We have seen already that the choice is not offered. In real life, if 
not in the speeches of delegatee to world economic oonferences, the 
cartela depend on the taritfa. Still if we were offered the choice, 
the cartela would have it every time. But why 2 No' becauae there 
is any important analytical dilference between a market protected 
by dutiee and a market protected by agreements. But simply 
becaUBe, in the abeence of taritfa, we could be pretty sure that the 
salee quota agreementa would break down. Taritfa tend to stick. 
Monopoliee tend to break.. Sooner or later the 10woC08t produoen 
would find the situation intolerable, and the labour of the world 
would oome to be more rationally divided. 
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present multiplicity of national areas, the neces
sity of foreign trade must involve the most in
tolerable complications if internal planning of the 
kind we have been discussing is adopted. But it 
is urged that these complications could be elimin
ated by a suitable regrouping of national areas. H 
only the difIerent areas could be regrouped into 
suitable economic units,it is said, the international 
complications would fade into insignificance. 

Now there can be no doubt that, from the 
economic point of view, the present multjplicity of 
national areas is an unmitigated nuisance. So long 
as each sovereign state claims the right to control 
both the movement of goods and people, the 
multiplicity of states constitutes in the modern 
world an impediment to rational economic arrange
ments no less conspicuous than the mass of local 
restrictions and octrois in the middle ages. H 
some good fairy overnight could reduce the num
ber of national boundaries by .half and endow 
the inhabitants of the new area with sufficient 
common sense to co-operate sufficiently with their 
neighbours to maintain at least a minimum of law 
and order, who can doubt that it would be a most 
inestimable benefit' Who can doubt the value 
from the economic point of view ot the arrange
ments which have prevented the forty-eight states 
of the great American Federation from falling into 
the intolerable confusion of the states of the 
European mainland 1 Who can doubt the value 
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of the formation of the German Zollverein or the 
union of the states of South Mrica 1 If indepen
dent national planning could take place within 
areas not so grotesquely unsuited to the conduct 
of economic policy of any sort as the majority of 
national areas at the present time, then, to that 
extent, the logical contradictions which must 
accompany it would be considerably diminished. 

But they would not be eliminated. Let us 
ignore all practical difficulties of delimiting such 
areas. Let us suppose that, despite the unequal 
endowment of difierent parts of the earth's sur
face with raw materials and facilities of produc
tion, it were found possible to carve out areas 
which, within limits, could achieve self-suffici
ency without complete surrender of the habits 
and customs appropriate to modem knowledge. 
Nevertheless, so long as there were difierences of 
costs of producing difierent commodities in the 

• difierent areas so constituted, so long would there 
be advantage in dividing labour between them, 
so long would there be a loss of potential wealth 
if the division of labour were restricted. Either 
there would be no cost differences, in which case 
there would be no necessity for inter-regional re
strictions: or there would be cost difierences, in 
which case restriction would be a disadvantage. 

Now of course it is possible to contend that, 
compared with the great technical advantage of 
planned production, sacrifices of this sort would 
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be a matter of secondary importance. And it is 
quite possible to conceive bf a world in which the 
distribution of resources was such as to render the 
advantages of co-operation between the different 
parts a comparatively negligible quantity. But 
in fact, given the world as it actually is, this argu
ment is not very convincing. The distribution of 
resources and the distribution of people is so un
equal that, however ingenious the national re
groupings, it does not seem possible to arrive at 
arrangements which render inter-area division of 
labour a matter of small importance .. It is not out 
of the question to conceive of regroupings within 
which self-sufficiency is possible. But it is not 
possible to think of regroupings within which the 
practice of self-sufficiency would not involve the 
most substantial sacrifices. ' The world as a whole 
is still poor. Can it afford such sacrifices for the 
aesthetio pleasures of autarkies not even based 
upon existing national prejudices t 

The fact is, of course, that the idea of regional 
regrouping as it is usually propounded nowadays 
depends upon what is essentially a wrong concep
tion of the purpose of international co-operation. 
According to this conception, the purpose of inter
national division of labour is to enable the in
habitants of different areas to procure from 
abroad the materials and products which they 
cannot produce for themselves. And the obstacles 
to regional regrouping are conceived to consist 
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essentially in the difficulty of discovering areas so 
self-sufficient that this necessity no longer exists. 
If there could be created areas, like the celebrated 
island of the Swiss Family Robinson, in which all 
the flowers and fauna of temperate, tropical and 
even arctic regions-to say nothing of mineral 
resoUrces-existed side by side, then from this 
point of view everything would be perfect. 

But, as we have seen already, this conception 
is essentially fallacious. The purpose of inter
national division of labour is not merely to make 
possible the import of things which cannot be 
produced on the spot; it is rather to permit the 
resources on the spot to be devoted wholly to 
the production of the things they are best fitted 
to produce, the remainder being procured from 
elsewhere. The wider the market the greater 
the specialization possible, the greater therefore 
the real incomes of all parties to the exchange. 
The conception of international trade as the 
pis alZer, as the dismal necessity, impairing the 
delights of an otherwise perfect self-sufficiency, 
is essentially the conception of an age which 
has not understood wherein the advantages 
of international trade consist. It is a sort of 
economic narcissism. Plausible enough as a pro
paganda for the interests menaced by competing 
imports, it can only be regarded as evidence of 
ignorance or of unsolved spiritual conflicts on the 
part of those who have nothing to lose. 
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It follows, therefore, that the gain from regional 
regrouping or wider units of any kind is not a gain 
of greater self-sufficiency, but a gain of the aboli
tion of so much self-sufficiency on the part of the 
areas which are thus amalgamated. It is not in 
the fact that the tariff area of the Am~rican 
Federation constitutes an area which could be 
self-sufficient that the gain of Union consists. It 
is in the fact that the forty-eight states which 
constitute the Union are each not compelled by 
internal limitation of markets to a greater degree 
of self-sufficiency than the natural conditions of 
production warrant. It is not the possible self
sufficiency of the area as a whole, but the absence 
of self-sufficiency on the part of the constituent 
states, which is the advantage of the Union. 

It follows, too, that any gain in productive 
efficiency which is secured by the abolition of 
U internal" obstacles is a gain which has its 
cost if it is secured only by the erection of 
obstacles around the area. hFrom the inter
national point of view, the tariff union is not an 
advantage in itself. It is an advantage only in so 
far as, on balance, it conduces to more extensive 
division of labour. & It is to be justified only by 
arguments which would justify still more its 
extension to all areas capable of entering into 
trade relationships. The only possible vindica
tion of the retention of old restrictions or the 
erection of new ones is the argument that, in their 
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absence, the tendency to restrict would be still 
more rampageous. No doubt if we could coax the 
rest of the world into free trade by a high tariff 
union against the produce of the Eskimos that 
would be, on balance, an international gain. But 
it would be inferior to an arrangement whereby 
the Eskimos were included. The only completely 
innocuous tariff union would be directed against 
the inaccessible produce of the moon. 

In practice this belief that it is possible to 
fight restrictionism by restriction is likely to 
prove a most dangerous delusion. Hope deferred 
maketh the heart sick. To the well-meaning 
internationalist anxious to stem the flood of 
irrationality which is threatening to overwhelm 
us, it is tempting to believe that by acquiescing in 
the idea of a little restriction he may hope to trick 
the interests into the abolition of much. And no 
doubt there are conceivable cases where the evils 
of high protectionism by small states are very 
obvious-Central Europe is perhaps a case in 
point-in which it should not be out of the ques
tion to secure some" concession" all round in the 
interests of a less irrational arrangement. But in 
the main it is not so. You cannot make omelettes 
without breaking eggs. And you cannot abolish 
tariff barriers anywhere without injuring some 
interests.1 In the absence of a firm public 

1 It is perhaps worth noting that the moat compicuous eJ:ample 01 
a tariff union which, from the international point of view, must be 
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opinion persuaded ofthe undesirability ofrestric
tions as such, the likelihood is either that the 
interests will block" the whole thing, or that they 
will make it a pretext for the erection of new and 
even more iniquitous limitations. The economist 
can never beat the interests if he starts by playing 
their game. It is not that he is less intelligent. 
But he has less technical knowledge; and by 
agreeing to restrictionism at all he surrenders 
the issue on which he has logical superiority. 
To dissipate the restrictionist fallacies which at 
present befog public opinion may well seem to be 
a policy which promises less speedy results than 
some compromise with the opposition. But, in 
the long run, it is the one policy which has the 
ghost of a chance of success. 

7. All this has the most intimate bearing on 
one of the most discussed of contemporary prob
lems, the problem of the cc unsatisfied" nations. 
It is often urged by the spokesmen of these nations 
that the absence of colonial possessions is a grave 
economio disadvantage. It deprives them of 
access to raw materials, of opportunities for 
investment and migration, of a sufficient supply 
of foreign exchange. And the men of goodwill 

judged to ha,.. t-n an unquali6ed IUceeea, lIle German Zoll,..rein, 
... aa not brougM about by restrictionisl meuuree. The duti. 
impoeed by lIle union _re not intended to be highly protecti,.., bUl 
nther to uJl'guard lIle revenu. of lIle constituent statea, and 
arrangement. were made for lIleir progreeai,.. reductiOll, 
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among the satisfied, acquiescing in the justice 
of these accusations, urge likewise that, in the 
interests of international peace and justice, it is 
incumbent on their governments to hand over 
large tracts of territory to those who were not so 
fortunate in the race for colonial possessions. 

Now there is a problem here. Indeed, it is one 
of the most urgent problems of our day. But, as 
stated above, it rests upon misconception. It is 
not true that the absence of territorial possessions 
is a bar to the purchase of raw materials. The 
most important raw material of British industry 
during the nineteenth century-raw cotton-was 
purchased outside the Empire; and there is no 
reason whatever to suppose that anybody was a 
penny the worse for that. Whether cotton is pur
chased in Carolina or the Sudan, it has to be paid 
for. Provided that contracts are enforceable in 
both places, it is a matter of indifference whether 
or not they are coloured the same on the map. It 
is not true that it is necessary to own a country 
in order that investment may be made in it. 
The largest proportion of British external invest
ment during the nineteenth century went to the 
United States of America. It is not true that an 
Empire is needed in order that migration may be 
possible. For many years more emigrants from 
Great Britain went to the United States than 
to any part of the Empire. Nor is it true that 
the absence of possessions abroad as such is any 
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impediment to the possession of foreign exchange. 
A debt to Canada is the same as a debt to the 
Argentine; the one is no more difficult to liquid
ate than the other. All these arguments, the 
stock counters of contemporary discussion, in
volve crude fallacy. They do not touch the root 
of the matter at all • 

• For the root of the matter is not possession but 
exclusion. If the Colonial Empires are reserved 
areas for trade and investment and migration, 
then the inhabitants of the areas which have not 
similar reserved areas have a very substantial 
grievance.' If they are not permitted to sell their 
goods to these areas save on inferior terms, they 
do not so readily acquire the power to purchase 
their raw materials; they cannot divide labour so 
extensively. If they are not permitted to invest 
there, their capital has to be invested at an 
inferior margin. If they are debarred from immi
gration, they have to suffer the ills of relative 
over-population. These are real grievances which, 
if realized, may provoke men to the shedding 
of blood. If they were not wrapped up in the 
fallacies of the policies of autarky and power, 
they would carry overwhelming conviction to all 
disinterested minds. When Dr. Schacht says that, 
because his country does not own more territory, 
he is short of foreign exchange, he is using the 
language of fallacy. But if he says that dis
crimination against German goods, in territories 
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which are not possessed by Germany, tends to 
turn the terms of trade against Germany and so 
makes the foreign exchange position and the pur
chase of raw materials more difficult, he is stating 
a fact which no candid person can deny. 

It is obvious that such considerations have the 
most profound significance for the future policy 
of the British Empire. So long as Great Britain 
adhered to the policy of the " open door", it was 
no empty claim that those parts of the Empire 
which were administered from at home were ad
ministered as if in trust for the world as a whole 
-we had no responsibility for the protectionism 
of the Dominions. So long as foreign goods were 
admitted free and foreign investment and foreign 
settlement not discriminated against, the English
man was not economically better off than the 
foreigner because his country had wide posses
sions.1 The myopic apostles of continental re
action who never understood the principles of 
classical liberalism, their minds befuddled with 
the leaden clangour of another imperial idea, may 
have denied this. But their accusations do not 
hold water. The administration of the free-trade 
Empire is not one of those episodes of history of 
which Englishmen need be ashamed. No foreigner 
was poorer because of the width of our territories, 

1 The advantages of government employment to the middle 
clasaea were probably never financially greater than the e:a:pe~ of 
defence and administration. 
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80 long as these principles were adhered to. H he 
said he was, he can only have been hoping that 
if his government possessed them it would ad
minister them on different principles. 

But with the passing of free trade and with the 
coming of the Ottawa system all this has changed .. 
We have joined with the protectionist parts of the 
Empire to exclude the products of the foreigner. 
We have imposed limitations on the import into 
the poorer parts of the Empire of cheap goods 
from Japan. We can no longer claim that the 
peoples of the nations without colonies are no' 
worse off because of our policy. It is just these 
peoples who have been hit. We have erected a 
fence round the Empire. The factors of produc
tion elsewhere must now work at inferior margins. 
In this we are no worse than the other protec
tionist Powers. It is not to be believed that if the 
Empire as a whole were handed over to Germany 
or Japan it would be administered on free-trade 
lines; it is indeed the victory in Great Britain of 
the retrograde German ideology of exploitation 
and power which has been responsible for the ruin 
of the splendid principles of internationalism and 
freedom.! We are not worse than the unsatisfied. 
But perhapll we are more vulnerable. 

I It would be very lI&8y to ahow the direct German inspiration 
of the Engliah Tarill Reform movement. The idll&8 of Ashley, 
Cunningham and many others were of obvioaa German origin. The 
spiritual home of modern British Imperia1ia:m is the shelf which 
holds the verbose prooaediuga of the YemA Jar Sacialpolili1. The 
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It is the tragedy of such a situation that, short 
. of a complete reversal of policy, there is no way 

out. There is no ultimate solution by a mere 
redistribution of territory. U we were to make 
the most stupendous effort of altruism and were to 
hand over to the unsatisfied Powers large blocks 
of the Empire, the problem would still exist. If 
there were to be a war and we were to be defeated 
and shorn of all our possessions, the grievance 
would merely have shifted its habitation. There 
is no conceiYable repartition ofthe earth's surface 
which would be permanently satisfactory. 

'What is neroed is not repartition but the lower
ing of all those barriers to trade and investment 
and migration which afford a real pretext for 
the argument that the accident or history which 
gave the governments of some areas less of the 
territories of this world was also an accident which 
doomed the inhabitants of these areas to a posi
tion or avoidable economic inferiority. Until that 
is done, the danger of war will persist. 

ehanp ill British I-.J l\J&y cl l~ w~ __ -. the .... 
embe.rrusmetlta cl Gena&. Political ~ • ...-c troa &M 
iIlll __ cl ~ Gena&. acldaft wtw- line __ ci."*<l to ... 

cl.JiD« the work cl the.A ~.,"',iI Ia~ _.uen.l for 
lL &Ddal 



CHAPTER VI 

INTERNATIONAL PLANNING OJ' PARTICULAR 

LINES OJ' INDUSTRY 

1. IN the last chapter we have been considering 
interstate planning of particular channels of trade. 
We have examined the significance of bilateralism 
and international sales quotas and the implica
tions of proposals for regional regrouping. We 
have glanced at the bearing of all this on recent 
discussions of the colonial problem. We must now 
consider another type of policy-the international 
planning of particular lines of industry. Ad .. 
mitted that the attempt to plan trade by geo
graphical units, or arrangements between geo
graphical units, is likely to lead to difficulty, may 
we not hope for a solution by planning, not on 
geographical, but on industrial lines! May we 
not achieve international economy by organizing 
each industry on an international basis ! 

It is to the discussion of this question that the 
present chapter is devoted. It should be bome 
in mind throughout that we shall be discussing. 
only the planning of particular lines of production 

128 Jt 
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in isolation. The planning of international pro
duction as a whole is a problem we shall discuss 
later. 

2. International control of particular lines of 
• production is a comparatively recent develop

ment of industrial organization. In certain 
branches of manufacturing industry, international 
sales quota arrangements of the type we discussed 
in the last chapter were beginning to make their 
appearance even before the war. In certain lines 
of production the organization of production into 
national groups had made considerable progress, 
especially in areas of high protection. But, 
speaking broadly, before the war the formation 
of international organizations attempting to 
regulate international production was a very 
exceptional occurrence. Agreements between 
governments giving statutory sanction to such 
arrangements were almost completely unheard of. 
ec Twenty-five years ago", says Mr. Rowe, " any
one who prophesied that the world supply of most 
of the important primary products would be sub
ject to artificial control, as a result of agreements 
between the producers or their governments, 
would not have commanded one minute's atten
tion from economists or business men." I 

The war, however, greatly altered the relation 
of governments to the organization of production. 

I MorlceU aM M .... p. 2. 
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The exigencies of war necessitated (or were 
thought to necessitate) governmental control of 
production; and the obvious administrative con
venience of being able to negotiate concerning 
such controls with representatives of the different 
groups of national producers led governments, not 
merely to encourage, but often to enforce, the 
formation of associations for this purpose. All 
over the world, producers, who hitherto had lived 
in fear and trembling of accusations of mono
polistio combination, suddenly found themselves 
urged to combine to form groups which could 
speak for U the industry" as a whole. This 
happened not merely in manufacturing industry, 
where other tendencies towards greater centraliza
tion were sometimes already in operation, but in 
agricultural and extractive industries where no 
tendency to combination existed, or was even 
likely to exist, in the absence of governmental 
encouragement. 

When the war ceased these organizations per
sisted. And when, as a result of the vast changes 
in the conditions of supply and demand which the 
change over from war conditions necessitated, 
some groups of producers found themselves in 
difficulties, they tended to resort to collective 
action to attempt to remedy the position. They 
formed pools and restriction schemes. They in
voked the assistance of their governments; and 
not infrequently this assistance was forthcoming. 
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The period between the armistice and the coming 
of the Great Depression is marked by the spread 
of national restriction schemes-the trade unions 
of the agricultural and raw material producers. 

These schemes were not very fortunate. For 
the time being indeed they succeeded in maintain
ingprices. But they did not succeed in controlling 
production. Even when production was nation
ally controlled, international competition was 
stimulated. The over-investments of the boom 
period were, in part at least, the result of the 
stimulus of high prices brought about by restric
tion. Vast stocks accumulated in the commodity 
markets, a growing menace to stability. And 
when the boom broke, they collapsed. We do 
not read the lesson of the depression correctly 
if we do not recognize the extent to which its 
severity was enhanced by the collapse of restric
tion schemes. 

It might have been thought that the effect of 
all this would have been to suggest suspicion of 
the general desirability of such agreements. In 
the pre-war industrial structure the collapse of 
a boom did not work such widespread havoc. 
The secular fluctuations of demand for particular 
products were met by a gradual adjustment of 
the competitive mechanism. The less efficient 
units closed down. The capital and labour were 
transferred elsewhere. Hard as this might be in 
individual cases, there can be little doubt that it 
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was conducive to changes which were favourable 
to the vast body of consumers. There was more 
.stability in a system which yielded at once to 
change than in a system which did not yield till it 
snapped. 

But this was not the moral drawn by the 
governments and the producers. They urged that 
there had been, not too much, but too little re
striction, that what was wanted was the erection 
of controls which should be so all-embracing as to 
preclude the rise of outside competitors. Accord
ingly, like the poet who was worsted only to fight 
better, . they proceeded to organize restriction on 
an even vaster scale. 

For this purpose the producers in the different 
national areas were induced to enter international 
agreements, a.llotting to each group a propor
tionate share of an aggregate production fixed by 
the periodio deliberations of a central control. If 
the producers showed any reluctance, the govern
ments themselves intervened. At the present 
time a substantial proportion of the so-called 
primary production of the world is subject to 
national or international controls of this sort. 
And, not merely by the groups of producers 
interested, but also by many who profess to take a 
wider view of the criteria of successful industrial 
organization, they are coming to be regarded as 
essential features of the cc ordered society of the 
future JJ. As in the middle ages under the guild 
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system, the different local economies were organ
izedinto groups of local producers, differentiated 
according to their products, so, in the twentieth 
century, the world economy is to be organized 
into groups of international producers, differenti
ated on a similar basis. International planning 
is to proceed on industrial lines. 

3. But it is just here that difficulty arises. 
Here, as in the case of the restrictions on trade 
which we have discussed already, it is easy enough 
to understand the developments which have 
taken place as the make-shift expedients of 
desperate situations. But it is not easy to 
understand the state of mind of persons, other 
than the producers who benefit, who regard them 
as something which it would be desirable to make 
permanent. 

We may concede immediately that, if restric
tionism of this sort is to be practised, arrange
ments which control the production of all pro
ducers are greatly to be preferred to arrangements 
which control the production of only a part. If 
the price of any commodity is to be maintained at 
a point above the competitive level, it is necessary 
to control the total supply. If this is not done, 
the experiment is doomed to disaster. Outside 
competition grows, over-production is encouraged, 
and sooner or later the market collapses in 
an atmosphere of panic bankruptcy. l\Ir. Walter 
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Elliot and others who have attempted price 
maintenance without control of supply may ques
tion this. But the verdict of history will be 
against them. If restrictionism of this sort is to 
be practised at all, then the new restrictiorusm is 
superior to the old. 

But this raises the fundamental question 
-Is this kind of restrictionism really desirable! 
It is clear that it is a form of planning. It is clear 
that it is a form of planning which may bring' 
financial advantage to those participating in it. 
But is it a form of planning which can be regarded 
as being in the social interest' Are its effects 
likely to be such as to be capable of being regarded 
as part of an international plan calculated to 
benefit, not merely the participating producers, 
but the citizens of the world as a whole! The 
wiseacres of administration, who tend to regard 
any organization which works as a good thing in 
itself, may be greatly impressed by these vast and 
ambitious schemes. But before we can share 
their complacency we must be convinced, not 
merely that the organization works, but also that 
it works for purposes which the citizens of the 
world would approve. 

Now, so far as the sale of goods actually pro
duced is concerned, it may be admitted that re
striction by production quotas has much to com
mend it above the restriction of area of sales, 
discussed in the last chapter. Once the volume 
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to be sold has been determined by the control, the 
amount released for sale is sold in the world 
market at prices which do not discriminate be
tween different geographical groups of consumers. 
Unless governments choose to complicate matters 
by tariffs and quotas, we do not witness the 
phenomenon of differences of prices unjustified 
by differences in costs of transport, etc. On the 
assumption that, in the market, one man is to be 
regarded as being as good as another, and that 
therefore it is not fair that different prices should 
have to be paid by different people for similar 
units of a given world supply, this is obviously 
superior to a regime of divided markets. 

"But as regards the distribution of resources 
between different lines of production and the 
determination of the volume of production in 
general, both forms of restriction are open to the 
same fundamental objection. They both tend to 
stereotype the conditions of production in favour 
of the high-cost producers: They tend, that is to 
say, to make the production of the high-cost pro
ducers greater, and the production of the low-cost 
producers less, than would be dictated by the 
requirements of a rational allocation of resources. 
Moreover, they tend to make production as a 
whole less than it otherwise would be. The 
dilemma is unescapable. Either the quotas are 
the same as they would be without restriction-in 
which case they are unnecessary-or they are 
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difIerent-in which case they are harmful. There 
is no third alternative. 

This drawback would probably be generally 
admitted. That restrictiorusm restricts is not a 
proposition which would be often contested. Nor 
is it really open to question that it restricts in 
the interests of those producers whose costs are 
highest-that is to say. those producers whose 
resources would first be transferred to other lines 
of production in a rational organization of pro
duction. But it is often said that. while it may 
have this U statio" disadvantage, it has the com
pensating U dynamio" advantages that it evens 
out fluctuations through time. It keeps things 
steady. It facilitates more orderly adaptation. 

But this is to misconceive the nature of the 
argument just developed. To demonstrate that 
the produotion quota arrangement favours high
cost production is not merely to demonstrate that 
it involves the U statio" disadvantage that pro
duction is less and takes place at higher average 
cost than need otherwise have been the case; it 
is to demonstrate also that the adaptation of the 
productive apparatus is impeded by the selfsame 
arrangements. To keep high-cost producers alive 
is to prevent U dynamio .. adjustment. The re
striction scheme means. not only that at any 
moment the volume of production is restricted; it 
means also that/rom moment to moment the more 
efficient producers are prevented from displacing 
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the less. If this is not a dynamic disadvantage it 
would be interesting to know what is.1 

It is sometimes said that such restrictions are 
desirable because, if prices are not maintained 
now, then, later on, supplies will be endangered. 
If voluntary restriction is not practised now, then 
involuntary restriction, arising from a shortage of 
productive equipment, will occur in the future. 
What appears to be merely in the interest of the 
producers is in fact in the interest of the con
sumers also. Sentiments of this sort are not 
restricted to the Howiesons and the Hatrys. 

It is not easy, however, to find cases where such 
a shortage has actually happened. There is no 
conspicuous case where scarcity has been brought 
about by the absence of restriction. Indeed, it is 
not very easy to see the causation of such a pro
cess. Presumably if prices are allowed to fall, 
some producers go out of business. But this does 
not mean that their plant necessarily goes out of 
operation. It can be taken over by enterprise 
not encumbered by the old capitalization. It 
will only go out of operation if the cost of working 

1 The operation of the Tm Restriction Scheme is .. good 
example. According to Mr. Rowe, if the consumer of tin could get 
8tability of price he might not mind paying" IittIe more than the 
competitive price. .. But when the well·known chairman of one of 
the biggest tin mining companies in Malay .. II881U'I'l8 him that the 
East could produce at .. profit all the tin required by the World .. , 
£100 per ton, and he is paying £230, the manufacturers and others 
naturally consider that the price of stability is altogether too high 
and that the tin restriction acheme is nothing more nor leu than .. 
grasping monopoly."-Maruu and Men, pp. 166·167. 
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it is greater than the prevailing price. And if 
that is so, then it is rational that it should be 
abandoned. For the cost of working it is de
termined by the prospective prices which the 
necessary resources could get for other kinds of 
production. But if they can get better prices 
elsewhere than in this particular line of business 
it is rational that they should go there. 

We may be assured, then, that, under competi
tion, plant will not be allowed to go derelict unless 
it has definitely a negative value-which would· 
certainly not be the case if the prospective demand 
for its products were such as to justify talk of a 
prospective scarcity. It is urged, however, that 
the scarcity may arise nevertheless, because, if the 
value of existing capital is not preserved, a suffi
cient supply of new capital will not be forth
coming. New investors will not appear, because 
old investments have lost their value. 

This argument is not intrinsically illogical; it 
is quite conceivable that investors might react in 
this way. But there seems no reason to suppose 
that in fact they do so. Hitherto in the history 
of the world the shrinkage of the value of old 
investment on account of the lack of foresight of 
investors in the past does not seem to have had a 
deterrent effect on the conduct of new investors. 
There is no evidence that willingness to put money 
into what is believed to be a good thing has been 
diminished by the fact that in the past some 
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people have lost their money. The conspicuous 
cases of shyness ofthis sort have arisen, not when 
the losses have been the result of private mis
calculation, but when they have been the result of 
arbitrary acts of confiscation or default by govern
ments. Indeed, if this shyness were at all general 
it would be hard to see why the organizers of 
restriction schemes are so anxious to obtain 
governmental sanction to prevent new invest
ment within their own industry. If investors 
were not willing to risk capital in developments in 
which they think they see a profit, the need to 
limit the operation of low-cost producers would 
surely appear less urgent. 

In fact, when we look at the broad effects of 
restrictionism on the scale on which it is at present 
practised, not in one but in many branches of 
industry, the boot seems to be very much on the 
other leg. So far from restrictionism being con
ducive to a free flow of new investment--new 
openings for capital being restricted in order that 
new capital may be forthcoming-it is arguable 
that in fact it works strongly in the other direc
tion. The various restrictions which are imposed 
have the effect of lowering the rate of return on 
new investment. When the field of investment 
is restricted the rate tends to fall. The investor 
who might have put money into developing the 
business of a low-cost producer has to look else
where for an opening. In the long run, no doubt, 
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some opening is forthcoming. But if, as seems 
probable, the rate of return is lower than he 
expects, he is likely to hesitate before committing 
himself. He says, U Things can't be as bad as all 
this. I'll wait and see ilsomething better doesn't 
turn up "-and keeps his money on deposit at the 
bank. This of course tends to lower the velocity 
of circulation: that is to say, it is definitely 
deflationary. 

Thus, in the last analysis, restrictionism, which 
is defended on the mistaken ground that the rise 
of prices which it promotes is good for trade, is 
instrumental in preventing that rise of prices 
which, coming' from spontaneously renewed in· 
vestment, might be regarded as beneficial. It is 
not an accident that the crisis in which resort has 
been made most extensively to this expedient has 
also been the crisis in which recovery has been 
slowest in making its appearance .. , In the short 
run restrictionism is deflationary. In the long 
run, as we have seen, it is conducive to general 
productive inefficiency.' If producers in one line 
of industry practise restrictionism, it is conceiv· 
able that they may make gains which compensate 
them for the obvious risks they run. But if others 
follow suit-then these gains may well be offset by 
a slowing-up of the general rate of progress • 

• :' The disadvantages of international indus· 
trial planning are not limited to the field of prcr 
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duction and distribution. Almost equally with 
the disadvantages of geographical planning, they 
extend to the field of politics. They involve 
corruption. They involve inter-governmental 
friction. They involve a political structure 
which is dangerous to democracy.' 

They do this in various ways. In the first 
place, since the allocation of quotas almost inevit
ably necessitates the intervention of governments, 
there exists an incentive to the political organiza
tion of local bodies of producers. As with tariffs, 
so with restriction; if the local producers do not 
themselves organize so as to be in a position " to 
speak with one voice to the government", the 
government takes steps to call such organizations 
into being. How well we know the trade associa
tions, with their secretaries and their presidents 
and their soi-disant experts, hanging around 
the lobbies of the legislature and waiting in the 
ante-rooms of Ministers, trying to get a bit more 
" for the industry". It is no exaggeration to say 
that, at the present day, these bodies, together 
with the trade unions-with whom they are often 
in a somewhat precarious alliance-are one of 
the dominating influences in politics all over the 
world. This influence is not healthy. It is an 
influence which brings it about that important 
issues are decided not on merit but by the pull 
of vested interests. It is an influence which 
places political independe~ce and dispassionate 
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consideration of the common weal more and 
more at a disadvantage. 

II The member of parliament who supports 
every proposal for strengthening . . . monopoly 
is sure to acquire not only the reputation of 
understanding trade, but great popularity and 
influence with an order of men whose numbers 
and wealth render them of great importance. Hhe 
opposes them on the contrary, and still more if he 
has authority enough to be able to thwart them, 
neither the most acknowledged probity, nor the 
highest rank, nor the greatest public services, can 
protect him from the most infamous abuse and 
detraction, from personal insults, nor, sometimes, 
from real danger arising from the insolent outrage 
offurious and disappointed monopolists." I These 
words were written some time ago. But the 
march of time has not invalidated the diagnosis. 

The damage is not confined to internal politics. 
The negotiations between the governments re
garding the allocation of quotas are themselves 
productive of friction and inefficiency. The 
governments which represent the high-cost pro
ducers want one policy. The governments which 
represent the low-cost producers want another. 
If there is not to be a complete breakdown, there 
must be some quid pro quo elsewhere. Decisions 
on fundamentally separate issues are made inter
dependent as part of a bargaining strategy. The 

I WIClUA orNaliau (Cannu'. Edition), yol. i. p. C38. 
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settlement of disputes between the different parts 
of an industry becomes an important feature of 
international diplomacy. 

But this is not all. The states which represent 
the different groups of producers taken together 
have an interest which is opposed to the interest 
of the states which represent only groups of con
sumers. The restrictive policy of the states of the 
producers may become a grave source of irritation 
in their relations with the states of the consumers. 
The apprehension which was caused in the United 
States of America by the policy of the British 
Rubber Restriction is well known. It does not 
seem likely that the fact that rubber restriction 
has now become internationalized will do very 
much to allay it. Nor does it seem that the 
policy, which is sometimes suggested, of placing a 
" representative of the consumers" on the govern
ing bodies of the restriction schemes is any real 
cure for the difficulty. Possibly small difficulties 
might be smoothed over in this way. But it 
cannot solve the great difficulty that the interests 
of consumers are almost necessarily opposed to 
the interests of particular groups of producers 
when these producers act as a unity. It is a 
difficulty which no amount of polite mechanism is 
eventUally capable of concealing. 

5. But this brings us to the central and funda
mental difficulty of this whole trend of policy-
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the contrac&tion necessarily involved in any 
attempt to plan particular lines of industry in 
isolation. 

Let us suppose that all the incidental diffi
culties that we have discovered so far are resolved. 
Let us suppose, if it is desired, that the control 

I of a particular line of industry is truly inter
nationalized; that the different governments take 
no direct hand in its management; that the 
divers interests of the groups of producers are 
financially amalgamated, so that, if it is thought 
expedient, high-cost units can be bought out and 
closed down; that there is no pressure to main
tain special branches in special areas. Let us sup
pose even that the industry is socialized 
as part of a world state; that the world state 
has undertaken U to put the afiairs of the --
industry in order", the producers being U incap
able of doing it for themselves". 

Even so, it is submitted, the whole principle 
of organization rests upon a total misconception 
of the object to which any policy which seeks the 
good of society as a whole, rather than the good of 
a limited part, should be directed. The object of 
such a policy, whether on liberal or socialist lines" 
must be to maintain the application of the different 
resources of society at the point at which they are 
most productive. Now such an object cannot be 
conceived in terms of the prosperity of particu
lar industries. At every moment, it is true, the 

L 
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actual distribution of factors can be exhibited, for 
statistical purposes, as a series of groups labelled 
" industries". But it is of the essence of the 
conception of an optimal adjustment to changing 
needs that the contents and size of these groups 
should be continually shifting. Indeed, there is 
no reason to suppose that the classification itself 
will remain appropriate for any length of time. 
For the technical processes which give sanction 
to the classification are not processes which have 
value as such. They have value only in relation 
to demand: and if demand changes, the economic 
status of the technical processes changes also. 
The economic optimum is not to be attained by 
maintaining an "iron industry", a "cotton 
industry", a "boot and shoe industry", a " trans
port industry" and so on. It is to be attained by 
using the factors of production in those processes 
in which they are most productive of the essen
tially changing pattern of commodities which 
the citizens of the world demand. As conditions 
change, its attainment must necessarily involve 
the expansion or initiation of some" industries ", 
the contraction and even elimination of others. U 
the statistical classification" the industry" 
is given, as it were, an economic status, if institu
tions are created which bring it about that" it " 
acts as a unity, if the maintenance of" its " pro
sperity is the be-all and end-all of policy, then not 
only is the end of rational policy misconceived, it 
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is likely also to be frustrated. If the controllers 
of each factor of production acting separately
acting U atomistically ", as is sometimes said by 
those who advocate U more organic" conceptions
strive continually for the highest return, there is 
harmony between its interest and the interests 
of society. U Atomistic" units do not gain by 
restriction of their own output. But if groups of 
factors with powers of exclusion and restriction 
do likewise, there is no necessary harmony at all. 
The interest of the industrial group as such is 
often in flagrant contradiction with the interests 
of society. The group may gain by restriction; 
society only by plenty. It does not matter much 
whether the group is a group of capitalists or peas
ant proprietors, professional men or trade union
ists. If they are given the power of exclusion, 
on occasion they tend to use it. Nor are things 
grea.tly changed if .. the industry" is a 
state or an interstate body. So long as it acts as 
a unit and policy is directed to its maintenance 
and improvement, so long is there danger that the 
ends of rational planning may be frustrated . 
.. The" industry, equally with .. the" nation, is 
an inappropriate instrument for the rational 
organUation of resources. 

These fears are not purely speculative. They 
are realized whenever and wherever such institu
tions come into being. They are abundantlyexem
plified in the effects of the industrial organization 
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of medieval Europe, the guild system, which was 
essentially a system of monopolies of producers 
operating under governmental supervision.' And 
in our own day, with the decline of competition 
and the revival of similar institutions, the same 
contradictions come to light. 

Let us take, for example, the case of agricul
ture. It would probably be generally agreed that 
in a world of advancing agricultural technique 
the optimal distribution of resources would show 
an ever-diminishing proportion directed to the 
production of the cruder kinds of food. If an 
isolated producer were to discover more efficient 
methods of getting wheat or potatoes, he would 
not continue to devote the same proportion of 
time to this line of production. He would devote 
less to this, more to the satisfaction of wants 
which were more elastic. Similarly with society. 
If the application of scientific methods to agri-

1 .. Though the crafta differed considerably from place to place in 
the amount of internal authority and political influenoe they enjoyed. 
their economic organization waa alike throughout Europe. Every. 
where ite fundamental traite were the same. It wu here that the 
spirit of protectionism inherent in medieval urban economy showed 
itself moat vigorously •••• The counterpart of the privilege enjoyed 
by the guild waa the destmction of all initiative. No one wu per. 
mitted to ham1 others by methods which enabled him to produce 
more cheaply and more qnickly than they. Technical progreaa took 
on the appearance of disloyalty. The ideal waa stable conditiOl18 
in a stable industry." This passage is not by Adam Smith or by 
some eimilar .. euperlicial " and .. unhietorical " classical economist. 
It is by no leas a person than Professor Henri Pireune, one of the moat 
juetly oelebrated and admired of contemporary medie",1 historiana. 
Pirenne, TIle Eeorwmic aM Social HiMory oJ MtdicflGl Europe. pp. 
185-186. 
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cultural production permits us to grow the same 
unit of wheat with a greatly diminished applica
tion of effort, a rational planning of production 
would bring it about that that branch of agricul
ture declined, either absolutely if the population 
was stationary, or at least proportionately to the 
whole, if the population was growing. We should 
not proceed to take steps to preserve "the" 
wheat-producing industry at the same size, just 
because we had read in books that in olden days 
wheat production was" much the most important 
industry". Yet at the present day this is just 
what is being done. And it is being done not 
merely by spontaneous restriction by independent 
groups of producers. It is being done also by 
departments of state charged with the fortunes 
of CI the" agricultural industry. Everywhere 
Ministers of Agriculture are busily engaged in 
frustrating the progress of scientific invention, in 
attempting to preserve the occupational distribu
tion of the censuses of thirty years ago. cc It 
would be a shocking thing if the numbers of wheat 
producers were to diminish ", they say.l But if 
the end of production is the satisfaction of wants, 

I Mr. Walter Elliot 80metimee endee thia limit of absurdity by 
beaWig the big drum about the aoieDtmo prov- which reDden 
it UDDeceaaary to import from abroad-" abroad" being. in the 
iDtereata of Canada, A 11Itrali .. ete., cODvenieDtly IeIt uDdefined. AI 
"'e have _ above (Chap.llL paru.ll and 3) thia ia DO 1_ a fallacy. 
But ODe tremblee to think to what rhetorical Btnr.tagema thia eDergeUo 
man would have reaort to defend hie DO doubt multitudinoUl activitiee. 
if he were Miuister of Agrioulture in a world atate I 
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rather than the satisfaction of a sort of kinder
garten aesthetic of the lay-out of the productive 
apparatus, it would not be shocking at all. It is 
exactly in harmony with the probable require
ments of a scientifically progressive society. 

The case of agriculture cannot be said to be 
inconspicuous. But it may be urged that it is not 
representative. All sorts of " social" and mili
tary considerations dictate the policies of govern
ments in regard to agricultural production. It 
may be urged that it is not to be regarded 
as typical of the way policy usually develops 
when attention is paid to the organization of 
industries as units rather than to the distribution 
of resources between industries. 

Let us therefore take another example, which 
at the present day is hardly less conspicuous. In 
some countries railways are owned by private 
interests. In some countries they are owned by 
the state. But in all countries, policy as regards 
the railways has this common characteristic, that 
their prosperity must be maintained, that their 
proportionate importance as means of transport 
must not be allowed to diminish. Whether as a 
result of pressure from railway shareholders and 
trade unionists, or whether on the spontaneous 
initiative of the Minister responsible for railways, 
policy is directed to impeding such competition 
from new forms of transport as might impair the 
value of capital already invested in the industry. 
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It may be in the guise of redressing a balance 
of taxation between different forms of transport.l 
It may be by way of absolute restriction of 
new entrants to the field of road transport: 
the principle is the same. The value of capital, 
governmental and otherwise, already invested in 
the industry must not be impaired. 

But this is the very negation of progress. For 
progress necessarily involves the destruction of 
existing capital values. Imagine what would 
have been the condition of Ie the industry of rail 
transport" itself if preservation of the value of 
capital invested in stage coaches and turnpike 
trusts had been made the criterion of policy. It 
was surely quite as Ie sad " to witness the dis· 
appearance of that glamorous apparatus as it is to 
witness the scrapping of a few tank engines and the 
closing-down of a few branch lines. But in those 
days industries were not organized as units; and 
the fact that effort was more productive in rail 
transport than on the roads was regarded-and 
rightly regarded-as a sufficient justification for 
the change. Hit had been regarded as a principle 
of policy at all costs to maintain a Ie coaching 
industry" of a certain size and a certain capital 
value, can there be any doubt that the resources 

1 U railwaY' are iII fad overtaxed, there can naturally be no 
objection to readjustmenta of the tax 8YStem. provided it etope a' 
redreaaing the real injustice. But this i. no juetificatioa for many 
of the forme of taxation of road vehicles that have actually been 
iIltrocluoed. 
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of society would have been wrongly distributed 11 
They would not only have been wrongly dis

tributed; they would also have been distributed 
-in such a way as to create positions of privilege 
for some and positions of disadvantage for others. 
And if the process of organizing industries as units 
becomes widespread, be it on a national or inter
national scale, the creation of such privileged 
sections must necessarily become more and more 
conspicuous. If groups of producers are allowed 
to organize themselves and to restrict new entrants 
and new investment "in order to maintain the 
stability of the industry", the capital and labour 
which is excluded has to work elsewhere for 
prospects which presumably it finds less attrac
tive. Thus gradually, on the one hand, there is 
built up a series of entrenched industrial interests, 
labour being combined with capital in the fight 
against interlopers, and on the other hand there 
develop residues of, as it were, pariah labour and 
pariah capital, either working at margins less pro
ductive than the margins of " organized industry", 
or unemployed through unwillingness to accept 
the lower remuneration necessarily associated with 
the inferior margins. This is not an imaginary 

1 It is amusing to note that the claim that is sometimes made 
for the motor car that .. it revives the busineaa of the roada .. rest. 
eaaentially on the eaOle mercantilistic basis &8 the claim that it 
would be disastrous if the busineaa of the r&ilweya were to diminish. 
The special pleading of particular linea of industry is almost alway. 
protectionist in spirit. 
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picture. It is a picture of what does happen 
and what must happen whenever, by the erection 
of industrial castes, capital and labour are pre
vented from serving society in those lines of 
production in which they are willing to offer their 
services. It happened in the middle ages. It is 
happening today. And there is no way out save 
the Bupersession of this method of planning by 
methods based on completely different principles. 

For, as should be abundantly plain by now, the 
principle of organizing industries as units and 
making their prosperity the criterion of social 
welfare, although often put forward as an alter
native to the chaos of protectionism and national
ism, is in fact only another manifestation of the 
same underlying tendency. The protectionist who 
wishes to save" the industry" by pre
venting the competition of foreign products, and 
the planner who wishes to save it by excluding the 
incursion of interloping capital and labour, are 
misled by the same fundamental fallacy-the" th6 
industry" fallacy we may call it. In the last anal
ysis it is a manifestation of the apparently chronic 
tendency of the human mind to regard cost as the 
creator of value; to argue that, because labour 
has been expended on a product, therefore it ought 
to be regarded as valuable; and that if it is not 
so regarded, then steps should be taken to bring 
it about that it is. It is a manifestation of the 
tendency to regard the instruments of production 
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as such as valuable without regard for the de
mand for their products, that. tendency which 
regards it as being the duty of statecraft to adapt 
demand to the maintenance of the value of the 
instruments of production, rather than to make 
the value of instruments of production depend 
upon their satisfaction of a free demand. No 
doubt these tendencies spring from habits of 
thought more congenial to the unsophisticated 
intelligence than the habit of regarding value as 
being of subjective origin, and the utility of the 
instruments of production as derived from their 
capacity to serve consumption. It is easier to 
appraise the industry that has been preserved 
than the consumption which has been sacrificed, 
the balance-sheets that have been saved than the 
products which might have been created. Never
theless, if the human race is ever to manage its 
affairs on a rational basis it must transcend these 
primitive habits. It must learn to think less of 
industries as ends in themselves, more of the ends 
to which they may be instrumental. It must 
think less of the organization of particular indus-

• tries, more of the organization of the whole com
plex of productive activity. 

6. It is sometimes said that the unification of 
industries is inevitable: that the amalgamation 
of all productive units engaged in turning out 
particular kinds of commodities is implicit in the 
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main tendencies of the evolution of industry: and 
that whether we like it or not, if we wish to avoid 
the pjfficulties and contradictions implicit in this 
form of organization, we must at least accept it as 
a starting-point and build our plans upon it. 

Now, it may be true that these developments 
are inevitable in the sense that they will actually 
come about. It may be that the present tenden
cies in this direction are so strong that nothing 
that can be said against them, however reason
able, can suffice to arrest them. It is clear that 
they grow day by day and that the most power
ful political parties, both of the right and of the 
left, are almost equally involved in supporting 
them. 

But do not let us deceive ourselves. If it does 
happen, it will happen because men have willed 
it should happen, not because of any inherent 
necessities in the technique of industry or the 
spontaneous play of free enterprise. It is not 
true that the technique of any important industry 
is such as to make desirable in any sense the con- ' 
centration of world production in one technical 
production unit. Even in the industries demand
ing the heaviest mechanical equipment, the opti
mal size of the technical production unit is 
usually much below that size which could supply 
the population of a small country, let alone the 
population of the entire planet. And in most 
industries, especially in primary production, the 
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optimal production units are of much smaller 
dimensions. 

Nor is it true that that tendency to amalgama
tion among producers, which arises not for reasons 
of technical convenience but in order to influence 
the market, is generally such as to bring about 
hard and fast organizations of the kind we have 
been discussing. Where such organizations exist 
they are usually in one way or another the crea
tion of policy. So far as primary production is 
concerned it is notorious that the various restric
tion schemes tend to break up if they do not 
receive statutory authorization. And although, 
in manufacturing industry, spontaneous combina
tion has more independent vitality, it is hard to 
find cases of long-lasting international monopoly 
which are not based on the grants of special patent 
rights or on the existence of other statutory 
restrictions of outside competition, tarifis, quotas 
and the like. The contrast between the relative 
freedom of Great Britain from the grosser forms 
of industrial monopoly during the free-trade era 
and the rapid growth of such phenomena since the 
erection of tarifis is highly significant in this con
nection. So again is the contrast between pre
war Great Britain under free trade and Germany 
under protection.1 This is not to deny that there 
does exist a genuine problem of a monopoly in the 

1 On the con.nection between protection and monopoly in Germany 
see ROpke, Genna .. Comrmrcial PolictJ, especia1ly pp. 30-39. 
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case of certain types of public utility undertakings 
or undertakings enjoying local protection by high 
costs of transport. Nor is it to deny that the 
existing structure of the law under so-called free 
capitalism leaves much to be desired as a frame
work for genuinely free enterprise. But, speaking 
broadly, it can be said without fear of effective 
contradiction that, in a world free from trade 
restrictions and statutory support lor monopoly, 
the tendency of free enterprise .to break down 
monopolistic positions would be sufficiently strong 
in all save the most exceptional cases to make any 
talk of a general and spontaneous tendency to 
unification of all industries completely out of 
touch with reality. 

The tendency for industries to be organized as 
single units, either nationally or internationally, 
exists. But it exists in the main because men 
acting as political citizens have willed that it 
should exist. It is no inherent tendency of a 
system of free enterprise. If we suffer from its 
consequences, we suffer not from necessity but 
from choice. 



CHAPTER VII 

INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF WAGES AND 

HOURS OF LABOUR 

1. IN the last chapter we surveyed the implica
tions of the international planning of particular 
lines of production. We found such plans to 
be defective in that, in one form or another, 
they all take as their criterion the prosperity of 
particular groups of the factors of production, 
rather than the proper apportionment of all 
factors between all groupings in which they 
might possibly be employed. We found that, in 
making the industry the unit of organization, 
they actually constituted a nucleus of resistance 
to change, not difIerent in kind from the resist
ances constituted by nationalistic organization. 
We found, that is to say, that they simply tended 
to preserve in a new form the irrationality of 
existing arrangements. 

In this chapter we have to examine the prob
lem in yet another aspect. It is sometimes said 
that the international chaos, which is the product 
of unco-ordinated national planning, is to be 

158 
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attributed to difierences in conditions of labour. 
The multiplication of tariffs and quotas, the 
chronic fear of underselling by the foreigner, the 
probable reluctance of states to allow the products 
of nationalized industry to be displaced by the 
competition of cheaper imports from abroad, are 
all explained as arising from the existence of 
difierences in wages and hours of labour in the 
difierent national areas. If only these difierences 
could be levelled out by international regulation, 
it is said, the consequential difficulties would dis
appear. This is clearly a claim which deserves 
the most careful investigation. Accordingly it is 
to such an investigation that the present chapter 
is devoted. Incidentally we shall find that the 
conclusions to which we shall be led will throw 
some light on some of the propositions already 
employed in the analysis of earlier chapters. We 
shall find, too, that they are a useful preliminary 
to the analysis of some of the proposals for com
plete international planning which we have to 
discuss later on. 

2. Let us commence by investigating the effects • 
of international equalization of wage rates. It is 
of course most improbable that such an equaliza
tion would actually be attempted: the political 
obstacles are much too formidable. But it is the 
inequality of wage rates which, according to the 
views we have to discuss, is responsible for much 
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of the present national restrictionism: and our 
object here is not 80 much to judge the practica
bility of the policy of removing such inequality, 
but rather to judge of its effects, if it were 
practicable. 

Since we are discussing a hypothetical case, 
we are justified in considerable simplification. 
Let us therefore abstract from all political 
difficulties of authorizing and supervising such 
regulation. In the world we are now to dis
cuss there will be no evasion, no repudiation 
of international conventions. What is decreed 
is executed. Let us assume that the world is 
divided into two national areas only. Let u.s 
assume that throughout these areas there exists a 
regime of competitive industry and that money 
based upon gold is in general use. Let u.s assume 
further that within each area the labourers are all 
of one fundamental grade of skill, although special 
labourers may in course of time have become 
specialized to particular industries: we may 
assume, therefore, that witkin each area there 
exists some tendency to a common rate of wages. 
But let us assume also, for reasons we will not yet 
investigate, that, between the areas, rates of 
wages measured in gold are very unequal To 
lend some concreteness to the discussion let u.s 
call the high-wage area " America" and the low
wage area " Japan". But in order not to con
fuse these hypothetical areas with the real ones, 
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let us continually use inverted commas. 
Our apparatus is now ready. Let us commence 

to use it by discussing a most improbable example. 
Let us 8uppose-what is not improbable-that in 
our hypothetical " America .. , where wage rates 
are high, when trade is opened, there is apprehen
sion of competition from "Japan .. , where rates 
are low. The" American .. industrialists, indig
nant that certain of their industries are in danger 
or being undercut by the products of "cheap 
labour", refer the matter to an international 
tribunal. Let us then 8uppose-what is very 
improbable-that the tribunal decides to equal
ize the U unfair" labour conditions by reducing 
U America" "tcagu to the U Japanue" level. (The 
friends of the International Labour Office at 
Geneva will observe that we are here contemplat
ing a type of policy not likely to be recommended 
by that organization.) 

What are the implications of this policy! The 
conspicuous feature, surely, is that U American .. 
labour costs are greatly reduced. (Whether they 
are reduced in strict proportion to the wage-cut, 
or whether they are reduced rather less than pro
portionately owing to injurious repercussions on 
physique and morale, is a matter we need not 
discuss: we may assume that the cut in ratea is 
such as to more than outweigh all adverse re
actions on productivity.) That is to say that 
costs or production in general are reduced and, 

11 
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with costs, the prices at which "American" 
products can be marketed at a profit. Imagine, 
for example, the price at which Ford cars could be 
sold if, in the real America, wage rates were cut 
to actual Japanese levels. The" Japanese" men
ace is at an end. Indeed the boot is now on the 
other leg. "Japanese" products are likely to be 
undersold very generally, both in "Japan" and 
in " America". Imports into "America" fall. 
Exports from" America" rise. In" Japan" the 
reverse process is to be witnessed. There occurs 
a drain of gold from" Japan" to " America ". 
If this is not speedily allowed to affect the wage 
level in each country by restoring some degree of 
inequality, there will be unemployment and idle 
capacity in " Japan" and some sort of inflation
ary boom in " America". 

Let us now assume a less improbable experi
ment. Let us assume that the international 
tribunal to which appeal has been made adopts a 
more humanitarian policy. Let us assume that 
it decides, not to grind " American" wage rates 
down to the" Japanese" level, but to raise the 
" Japanese" level to the" American ". 

What happens 1 Surely something that is 
essentially similar to what happened before. 
The relationship between costs has been changed 
in the same direction. It is, of course, just 
conceivable, if the "American" demand were 
sufficiently inelastic and the wage differences 
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sufficiently small, that "Japanese" receipts 
might be maintained-or even rise. It is con
ceivable that "Japanese" efficiency might be 
stimulated by higher wages. But, if the original 
difference has been at all large and the 
" American" demand is not quite abnormal, 
the change in relative costs will be the pre
dominant factor. With" Japanese" rates at the 
" American" level, many branches of" Japanese" 
industry will be unable to compete. "Japanese" 
goods will be at a disadvantage, both in "Ameri
can" and "Japanese" markets. The "Japanese" 
balance oUrade will become unfavourable. There 
will be a drain of gold to "America". If the 
r('gulation is not speedily relaxed, then, as be
fore, there will be unemployment and depression 
in " Japan", a. boom of sorts in " America " 

It is obvious that in each case the effects of 
equalization have been productive of disequi
librium. Let us push the enquiry a stage further 
and enquire more precisely who benefits. We 
may contine our attention to the case in which 
" Japanese" rates are levelled up; the earlier 
case, in which" American" rates are levelled 
down, being only of interest as serving to demon
strate, in conjunction with the latter, the essential 
role of the movement of relatit'e costs in both 
instances. Who is it who really gains ! 

So far as the" Japanese" are concerned there 
is little benefit. If there are any "Japanese " 
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work~en still left in employment their real 
incomes will be higher. But if the disparity of 
rates between our hypothetical "Japan" and 
" America" is anything like what it is between 
the Japan and America of reality, presumably 
there will be very few workmen still in employ
ment. Everyone else will be impoverished in a 
general deflationary chaos. 

The position in "America" is a little more 
complicated. Obviously" American" consumers 
are no better off-to put it mildly. "Japanese" 
imports have increased in price. The prospect 
of getting some things cheaper from" Japan" 
than from home sources, which was the occa
sion of the protest of the producers, has been 
shattered. There is no special benefit for free 
capital and labour. H incomes rise with the 
inflowing gold from" Japan ", prices rise also. 

There is, however, one group which benefits. 
The situation has been saved for the owners of 
fixed capital in those industries which were men
aced by" Japanese" competition. The value of 
their capital has been preserved. Hthere are any 
workers whose skill has become 80 specialized to 
the processes of production in these industries 
that they would be difficult to place elsewhere, 
they too are in a similar position. There will be 
no permanent advantage of this sort as this 
generation of workers retires. For, on our assump
tions, given time, it is as easy for workers to 
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specialize in one type of industry as in another. 
Only the very specific factors of production 
therefore have an advantage. 

So that what it all really amounts to is this. 
There is secured a sectional advantage for the 
owners of certain factors of production in the 
high-wage country and some very perilous gains 
for those workers who remain in employment 
in the low-wage country. For the rest, in both 
countries there is 1088.' The original relation of 
prices and costs showed that some of the high
wage country's capital and labour would produce 
more in value terms, if it were put to producing 
export goods to exchange for" Japanese" imports, 
than if it continued to produce what it was then 
producing. It showed too that there was a possible 
advantage for the low-wage country's capital and 
labour in an extension of cc American" demand for 
their products. The equalization of wage rates 
prevents these benefits from accruing. The free fac
tors employed in those of the high-wage country's 
industries which were threatened by competition 
were saved the necessity of transfer. But as 
consumers they suffer with the rest. Only the 
fixed factors are saved from loss. The rest suffer. 
From the humanitarian point of view, thefruBtra
tion of the intentions of the policy is particularly 
conspicuous in the case of the low-wage country. 
For, short of permitting migration from one area 
to another, the right way to raise the standard of 
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living in this country without causing unemploy
ment is to bring about an increase of demand for 
its products, that is to say, for the services of its 
factors of production. But the policy we are dis
cussing has done exactly the reverse of this. It 
has raised the price of one of the factors and thus 
caused a .falling-off of demand. In this respect 
at least, its effects are not fundamentally dis
similar from the effects of protective duties. 

3. But what happens if there is no regulation t 
It will facilitate our general enquiry if we push the 
analysis a little further. Will not the inhabit
ants of " America" be hopelessly ruined t Will 
not their standard of life be reduced to the 
" Japanese" level 1 

Not at all. Let us assume as" unfavourable" 
a case as can possibly be imagined. Let us 
assume that there is not one single commodity 
produced in " America" which can compete at 
present prices with the" Japanese" products 
either at home or in "Japan". And let us 
assume that" American" consumers buy relent
lessly from the cheapest sellers. 

What happens 1 "America" has imported 
from" Japan" a volume of goods which has to be 
paid for. But at present prices" Japan" is not 
importing from " America". "American" im
ports cannot be paid for by" American " exports. 
It is necessary, therefore, to pay for them in gold. 
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Accordingly gold flows out of " America" into 
.. Japan". 

But what does this imply 1 As gold flows 
out of "America", if conditions are com
petitive, prices and money incomes fall. As it 
flows into" Japan", prices and money incomes 
rise. Eventually a point must b~ reached 
when some "American" products are cheap 
enough to attract" Japanese" purchasers and 
some Ie Japanese" products are no longer cheaper 
to American consumers than the correspond
ing domestic commodities. Ie American" exports 
rise, Ie Japanese" exports fall. Equilibrium is 
reached when imports and exports on either side 
are in such a relation as to obviate the flow of 
gold. The factors of production in both areas 
now concentrate on the production of commodities 
in which their costs of production are lowest. 
Money incomes in Ie America" have fallen. But 
the prices of Ie American" produce have fallen too; 
and the commodities purchased from" Japan .. 
are cheaper than they could be made at home. 
Save in the case of the owners of the specific 
factors of production, " Americans" are better 
off. As for" Japan ", internal prices will have 
risen. But 80 have money incomes, and the 
commodities purchased from "America" are 
cheaper than they could be made at home. The 
"Japanese", too, therefore, are better off. The 
division of labour has been extended. Real 
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incomes on each side are higher.' 
But there is no reason to suppose that, in such 

an equilibrium, either real incomes or money 
incomes are equal. The view that advantageous 
trade between different areas is impossible if wage 
rates in the different areas are not equal, is in fact 
completely fallacious. It is possible to speak with 
great confidence here: this is not one of the 
propositions upon which there exists any funda
mental difference of opinion among competent 
economists. So long as migration is not com
pletely free, there is no reason whatever to expect 
that, in conditions of equilibrium, wage rates in 
different national areas will be equal. Indeed if 
they are equal it will be a pure accident, just as 
it would be a pure accident if the level of water 
in two unconnected vessels were also to happen to 
be equal. 

The reason for this is simple. The wages of 
the labour employed iIi. any line of production 
must be paid out of what is received from the sale 
of the product. Now, when two groups of pro
ducers exchange products, there is no reason what-

1 The argument baa been bued npon the aaaumption that an 
orthodox gold standard is in operation and that the supply of gold 
is fixed. The same conclusion would be reached on the (more 
realistic) aaaumption that the supply of gold waa UUlreuing but that 
the whole increase went to .. Japan ". The important thing i. the 
shift in rtlalire incomes. The same conclusion would be reached. 
also. on the assumption that in each area there waa an inCODyertible 
paper currency. In such a cue fluctuationa of the rate of exchange 
would perform the function performed in our example by gold flo,.. 
and fluctuations of relative prices and money incomes. 
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ever to believe that the sums of the prices received, 
less other expenses (rents, raw materials, etc.), 
will be such as to afford equal wages on both sides. 
We should only expect this, if the workers in each 
group were of exactly equal skill at either line of 
production and if it was open to them to produce 
either product under equally advantageous con
ditions. If this was so, then, of course, if the 
sum of the prices (less expenses) of one product 
afforded a poorer wage than the sum of the prices 
(less expenses) of the other, we should expect a 
transfer. We should expect some of the labourers 
to transfer their services from the poorer-paid 
work to the better, until by the diminution of the 
supply of the one product and the increase of the 
supply of the other, the prices were in such a re
lation as to afford equal pay for equal work. But, 
of course, in the present condition of the world, 
it would be absurd to expect such conditions. 
Labour in different areas is not necessarily of 
equal skill. And, even if it is, the conditions under 
which it has to work in the different areas, the 
margins at which it exploits the natural resources 
and equipment, may be different. If migration is 
not possible, there is no reason at all to expect to 
find labourers of equal skill working at the same 
margin in different countries. Hence there is no 
reason to expect to find that the receipts of sales 
(less expenses) will be such as to produce equality 
of wage rates. 'Ve should all recogniLe this if the 
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different products were produced and sold by co
operative groups of producers in the different 
countries. No one would expect the sum of the 
prices of, say, butter produced in a New Zealand 
co-operative to yield an income to the New 
Zealand producer equal to the incomes derived 
from the sum of the prices of, shall we say, olives 
produced by co-operatives in Italy. Speaking 
broadly, the position is not altered substantially 
by the fact that, in many cases, producers do not 
earn their incomes as a residue of the excess of 
receipts over sales but are paid under wage 
contract at rates fixed before the product is 
sold. 

It follows, therefore, that, so long as migration is 
not free, we should not expect to find, even under 
conditions of complete trading equilibrium, an 
equality of wages or wage rates in different 
national areas. Leaving on one side altogether 
differences of skill (which notoriously playa great 
part in practice), we should expect to find 
labourers of the same skill working at different 
margins for different wage rates in different 
countries. We should expect, too, that most at
tempts to regulate away such differences would 
be conducive to disequilibrium and disturbance of 
the division of labour. When conditions within 
the different areas are not fully competitive, there 
may exist small margins within which advances 
of wages can be brought about merely at the 
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expense of profits without modification of output.· 
But speaking broadly, our conclusion holds. 
Without migration, the conditions of international 
equilibrium involve no equality of wage rates. 

But it follows too that, if wage rates are differ
ent, we ought not to expect to find the same types 
of commodities necessarily produced in all the 
different areas. Here we come upon a misappre
hension not infrequent on the free-trade plat
forms. Confronted with the demand for the 
exclusion of competing foreign imports, the over
zealous free-trader is apt to argue as if it were 
only inefficiency on the part of the domestic pro
ducers which could ever be the cause of their 
displacement by foreign competition. How often, 
for instance, do we hear it said that, if British 
farmers would only look to their methods of pro
duction, they would have nothing to fear from 
the competition of cheap foreign imports. 

This is a most dangerous argument. Of 
course, there is nearly always something wrong 
somewhere: and it may happen to be the case 
that the particular set of producers in ques
tion is unusually backward in the adoption 
of methods of production which are equally ac
cessible and equally profitable to producers any-

I It I. perhaps worth Doting that wheu wage lu~ &I'tI hrough' 
about at the expeuae of au UDduly iutlated profit marglu. theluter
DatioDal competitive poaitiOD i. DO' lubstaDtiaUy modified. It ia 
only if " Japau_ " labour ClO8ta went fon.oed up i. nc1 • _, .. 10 
afltd prilu that "Japau_ » competitiOD would be diminiahed. 
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where.1 In such circumstances the accusation 
is justified. But they may not be inefficient 
at all. It may simply be that changes in the re
lative prices of the factors of production at home 
and elsewhere, make it more advantageous to 
import the commodity in question and to de
vote the domestic factors of production to other 
uses. The decline in the acreage under wheat in 
England in the latter part of the nineteenth cen
tury was certainly not predominantly due to 
inefficiency on the part of the English wheat 
farmers. It was simply due to the fact that 
the prices of land and labour elsewhere made it 
more profitable for English labour to be devoted 
to making export goods with which to purchase 
wheat from abroad than to continue to produce 
so much wheat at home at a less productive mar
gin. If different types or grades of natural re
sources can be utilized in the production of similar 
commodities in different countries, then, even 
with different wage rates, there may still be some 
produced in each, with labour at different margins. 
Thus, in some countries, wheat is grown by com
paratively high-paid labour at margins of high 
productivity, while in others it is grown by low
paid labour at margins of low productivity. But, 
in so far as similar factors are involved in the 

1 It is not at all clear that the .. special correapondenta" of 
great political dailies, who uswilly .. expoee .. this type of industrial 
inefficiency, are particularly competent judges. Usually, indeed. 
their qualifications are almost completely bogue. 
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production of similar commodities, then, under 
free trade, differences of wage costs would bring 
it about that the different industries became con
centrated wholly in the centres in which their 
respective costs of production were least. 

Indeed, if we reflect on the matter, we must 
realize that it is just by such displacements of 
particular local industries that the international 
division of labour comes about. As we have seen 
already, because there are differences in costs of 
production it is advantageous that the inhabit
ants of different areas should specialize in those 
forms of production at which they are compara
tively most efficient.l Because these differences 
in costs lead to differences in profits, under free 
competition, the factors of production in each 
area are forced out of the lines in which they are 
relatively less efficient into the lines in which they 
are relatively more efficient. The latter lines of 
production are profitable: the former show a loss. 
If each area could retain types of all industries 
within its own borders, there would be no inter
national division of labour and none of the advan
tages which spring therefrom. The notion that, 
for international competition to be fair, costs of 
production in the different areas should be equal
ized is completely without foundation. If costs 
of production in the different areas were equal, 
there would be no advantage in trade. 

I See Chapter III. parae. II and a. abon. 
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4. Let us now make our hypothetical world 
one degree closer to reality. Hitherto we have 
been assuming that the world is divided into two 
areas only. The effects of the regulations we 
have assumed have, therefore, been confined to 
the trade between these two areas. Now let us 
assume also that there exists a third country, let 
us call it " India", in whose markets the products 
of " America" and" Japan" are also in com
petition. Let us assume that the " American" 
producers find that they are being undersold 
by the" Japanese" in the" Indian" markets. 
And let us assume, as before, that on appeal an 
international tribunal decides that" Japanese" 
wages must be raised to the " American " level. 
What happens 1 

So far as "Japan" is concerned the position 
is, broadly speaking, as in the earlier example. 
" Japanese" costs are raised: and it is more 
difficult to sell at a profit. There will be un
employment and distress in the" Japanese" ex
port industries, a drain of gold from the 
" Japanese" financial centres. 

But so far as " America" is concerned the posi
tion is to some extent different. The" Japanese" 
competition of which complaint was made was a 
competition in export markets. The beneficiaries 
of the low costs of production in "Japan" were 
not " Americans" but consumers in "India". 
It is quite possible, therefore, that an extension of 
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demand in" India" for the products of" Japan", 
while benefiting " India", might be detrimental 
to the incomes of producers in general in 
" America". There is nothing in the theory of 
international trade which obliges us to believe 
that the inhabitants of one area may not be 
damaged by a transfer of demand for its pro
ducts to the products of some other area. 
Indeed Mill's celebrated propositions concern
ing two countries competing in a third make it 
expressly clear that this is not so. It is quite 
possible, then, that the effect of the crippling of 
the" Japanese" producers by the levelling-up of 
wages, while obviously detrimental both to the 
inhabitants of " India" and of "Japan ", may 
be beneficial to the inhabitants of " America". 
It would be as though the "Indians" had 
imposed a tariff which discriminated against the 
" Japanese" in favour of the" Americans". It is 
not certain that this will be so. In so far as direct 
exchange between" Japan" and" America" was 
also affected there would be losses to be set against 
the gains. Still, the thing is conceivable, and in 
certain cases it is even probable. 

In all this, however, there is nothing funda
mentally new. In the first example we con
sidered, where it was merely a case of exchange 
between" America" and" Japan ", we saw that 
in so far as the" American" factors of production 
whose industry was menaced by "Japanese" 
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competition were so specialized to the line of 
production in which they were that they could 
not be put to other use without loss, then there 
was obvious gain for them in measures which 
limited that competition. In the case we are 
considering here, the whole collection of " Ameri
can" factors of production are to be regarded 
as being in something like the same sort of 
position. Internationally they are relatively spe
cific. If the costs of their competitors in other 
markets are raised, then their incomes and the 
value of their capital may be preserved. In each 
case, the general division of labour has been 
arrested in the interest of particular groups of 
producers. In each case, the interests of the many 
have been sacrificed to the interests of the few. 

This result is no accident of the examples which 
we have chosen. It is the result which we should 
find whenever and wherever it is attempted to 
equalize the price of labour, or indeed the prices 
of any kind of factor of production, without bring
ing it about that the values of its products are 
equaJ.1 If the different kinds of labour were free 
to migrate, then there would be a transfer from 
margins of low productivity to margins of high 
productivity. In the long run, any wage differ
ences which remained would be due either to 

1 It is an interesting exercise to speculate upon the result. of • 
policy attempting to eq owe land rent. .. in order that competition 
may be fair". 
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difIerences of efficiency or differences in the a ttrac
tiveness of work. But if, by reason of limitations 
on movement, the same kinds of labour are com
pelled to work at different margins in different 
areas, then the value of their products will not be 
equal: and attempts to force an equalization of 
rates ofremuneration will generally mean that the 
division of labour is restricted and the position of 
those working at inferior margins is even worse 
than it otherwise need be. 

To allow wage rates to approach equality by 
allowing migration and redistribution of popula
tion would make possible a higher volume of pro
duction (measured in price terms) than is possible 
with the same population distributed at points 
of unequal productivity. But to equalize wage 
rates without thus equalizing the productivity of 
labour is to make impossible even that volume of 
production of which the maldistributed popula
tions is capable. 

5. Very similar reasoning is applicable to pro
posals for the international equalization, not of 
wages, but of hours of labour.' 

I It abouJd be observed in what foDo". that the ana1yaia is 
directed only to the effect. of ~imI'OII of houra. [I hne auaI,Y88d 
the effect. of geDeral redUOtiOD of hount in the Oreal DepreM-. chap. 
vii. para. 2, and (with mimi teclmioal detail) in .. The Eocmomio 
ElIect. of Variationa of Hount of Labour ", E_ic J--.al. 
vol. ill. pp. 25-40.] The analyaia of this MOtion is perhaps 
rather mimi technioal than that of other parte of the ehapter and 
it may be omitted without loss of OODtiDnity. 

N 
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It should be clear that, in most cases, an 
equalization of the length of the working day 
all round to the standard of the advanced areas 
would lower productivity per day in the areas in 
which the day was longer. If the day were the 
wrong side of the production optimum, that is, if 
it were so long that more would be produced if 
it were shortened, of course this would not happen. 
But it has not been shown that this optimum 
is usually exceeded. For if it were so, then 
producers in the areas in which hours were 
longer would have a competitive advantage if 
hours were shortened. It is safe to assume that 
proposals for the equalization of hours of labour 
are not usually intended to shift the ratio of 
costs against producers in the short-day areas! 

If productivity per day is reduced and wages 
are adjusted to the resulting change in the value 
of output, the net effect is likely to be some lower
ing of the real incomes of the workers affected, by 
way of a reduction of money incomes, and some 
lowering of the real incomes of their customers, by 
way of some increase in the price of their products. 
It is possible that a reduction in output might so 
raise the world price of their product as to more 
than counterbalance the effect of a reduction in 
the number of units sold: in such a case the real 
incomes of the producers would rise. But where 
the local output is highly competitive with output 
from other areas this is very improbable. Much 
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more likely is a diminution in the total value of 
local output such that, in order that full employ
ment may be preserved, a.downward revision of 
incomes is necessary. 

If, however, wages are not adjusted to varia
tions in productivity, then the effect of lower 
productivity per day will be an upward movement 
of cost per unit. If local costs rise relatively to 
costs elsewhere as a result of such a lowering 
of productivity, then the competitive position of 
the producers in question is likely to be impaired. 
The position is not quite the same as it would be 
with wage equalization: for some relative varia
tion in local productivity is here given by hy
pothesis, and hence there must also be some 
immediate change in equilibrium prices. But it is 
extremely improbable that any favourable move
ment of the prices per unit of the output of the 
areas where productivity has been lowered will off
set the obviously unfavourable movement of costs. 
Hence the main outlines of our earlier analysis 
hold. The position of the producers whose costs 
have been raised, is worsened. The position of 
consumers of their goods is worsened also. The 
gainers are solely those factors of production whose 
remuneration stood to be lowered by the more 
successful service of the consuming public by their 
competitors. Not without justice do the repre
sentatives at international conferences of the low 
wage, long-day areas look askance at proposals 
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from elsewhere that they should reduce hours to 
levels prevailing abroad. For the chief bene
ficiaries of such proposals would be groups of pro
ducers immediately menaced by their competi
tion. The chief losers would be themselves. And 
the volume of production as a whole would be 
reduced. 

We can perhaps best see the differences and 
the similarities between the equalization of hours 
and the equalization of wages if we examine an 
hypothesis, similar in its practical remoteness to 
the hypothesis with which we commenced the 
examination of wage equalization. Let us sup
pose that, competition from" backward" (i.e. 
poorer) areas being acute, it is proposed to equal
ize hours by international regulation. But let us 
suppose that, instead of hours in the" backward" 
areas being reduced, it is decreed that hours shall 
be increased elsewhere. Let us ignore the obvious 
political complications which would accompany 
so absurd a policy and enquire solely concerning 
its economic implications. 

Obviously the position as regards the amount 
of work done would be different from what it 
would be if hours in the " backward " areas were 
reduced. Our example here shows no symmetry 
with the case of wage equalization. The crude 
volume of production would be greater. But it 
would be increased by forced labour. There is no 
reason to suppose that, even in the absence of 
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legislation regarding hours of labour, labourers in 
.. advanced" countries would wish to work as 
long as labourers in the" backward" countries. 

But as regards relative costs of production the 
position would be broadly the same as in the case 
of equalization by reduction. That is to say, if 
hours were increased in the advanced countries 
and no adjustments made in daily wages, then the 
competitive position of the .. backward" pro
ducers would be worsened. It is unlikely, how
ever, that this would mean a reduction of real 
incomes in the" backward" areas, save for the 
owners of factors of production specific to the 
lines of production whose competitive power was 
diminished. For by hypothesis the advanced 
areas would be working for the rest of the world 
on cheaper terms: and the non-specific factors 
in the .. backward" areas would merely have to 
specialize in other lines of production to be actu
ally better off. But, as regards relative costs, the 
symmetry with the case of equalization by reduc
tion remains instructive. 

The fact is that leisure, that is to say, freedom 
from work, is an ingredient of real income equally. 
with the necessities, comforts and luxuries which 
we enjoy during our leisure. It is purchased by 
the sacrifice of the other ingredients of real income 
which we might have produced if we had devoted 
more of our fixed supply of twenty-four hours per 
day to activities other than leisure. The amount 
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that we actually purchase will depend, partly upon 
our valuation of leisure, partly upon our capacity 
to produce the other ingredients of real income 
with which we purchase it. We should not expect 
all men to work equal hours even if they were all 
equally productive. If they are not equally pro
ductive, then a fortiori we should not expect 
equality. "As we have seen, to enforce equality by 
compelling a reduction of the hours of the poorer 
is, at best, if wages are flexible, to make them (and 
those to whom they sell their products) poorer 
than before. If wages are rigid, so that costs are 
out of harmony with productivity, then still 
further disharmonies are likely to be introduced." 

6. If the analysis of this chapter is correct, it 
follows that the whole notion of making poss-

• ible an orderly international co-operation by the 
equalization of wages and hours of labour falls to 
the ground. The project of achieving in this way 
the double aim of removing the causes of inter
national anarchy and the injustice of interna
tional inequality was based upon misconception. 

This conclusion is sincerely to be regretted. 
But it does not seem possible to evade it. Once 
it is realized that real incomes are conditioned 
by the productivity and the relative desire for 
leisure of labour, and that relative costs are 
simply part of a market mechanism which shows 
how best the inhabitants of the different areas 
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may earn their real incomes, the belief that 
equality may be succe88fully imposed without 
equalizing tastes and productivity is seen to rest 
on delusion. It is a delusion to which the acci
dental circumstances of the wage system, with its 
division between the market for products and the 
market for services, may appear to lend some 
countenance. But it is a delusion nevertheless: 
and it is a delusion by whose aid the vested 
interests, both of capital and oflabour, are enabled 
to divert attention from the real causes of geo
graphical inequality, the limitations on trade and 
on migration, and to construct on the misconcep
tions of men of goodwill new defences for their 
positions of monopoly.l 

I It ahould be noted that the argum.nt of thia chapter is con. 
c.rned eeaentially with the relationahip of wagee aud hounl in differen' 
areaa rather than with their abeolute level. h is importan, to 
realize thie. Th. disagreemente concerning wagee and the volume 
of employment which have reoently developed among economiste 
relate _ntially to abeolute wagee. Th. broad outlinee of the theory 
of relatin wagee are not the subject 01 aeriOUB controveny. Pro· 
leuional economiste will obeerv. that. for the moat part. I have h.re 
rel .... gated conlideratioD8 of certain poeaibl ... terms of trad." com· 
plicatioDl to parenth.tical clau_ and certain reaervatioDl of atete
ment: in a more detailed .tudy, th_ would com. in lor more 
explicit survey. But for the purpoaee of this chapter, the analyaia 
01 the broad .lIecte 01 general wage equaliaation, .to., it isaubmitted 
that luch treatment is unneceuary. 
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COMPLETE INTERNATIONAL PLANNING 



CHAPTER VIn 

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM 

1. WE have now reached a new stage in our argu
ment. In the first part we examined independent 
national planning. We found that it led to results 
which were highly unsatisfactory. In the second 
part, therefore, we were led to examine certain 
forms of planning on international lines which it 
was hoped would remove these deficienccs-the 
planning of particular channels of trade, par
ticular lines of production, and of the relationship 
of wages and hours of labour. But we found 
no solution in these directions. The plans we 
examined all proved, in the last analysis, to be 
infected with sectional interest and to lead to 
an U uneconomical" use of resources. They all 
considered the parts by themselves rather than 
the relation of the parts in the whole. It is 
natural, therefore, that we should now turn to 
consider plans of a more comprehensive nature. 
In this part we shall be concerned with inter
national planning of the entire field of production, 
distribution and exchange. 

187 
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2. Let us start with international communism 
-a totalitarian plan for the world. Let us sup
pose that there exists an international authority 
owning and disposing of all the natural resources, 
all the artificial equipment in existence. Let us 
suppose too that it is the sole employer of labour. 
On what principles would it plan its productive 
operations 1 

It is obvious that we are now to discuss some
thing which, at the moment at any rate, is far 
less practicable than anything we have hitherto 
analysed. International communism is not yet 
practical politics. It is not likely to become so 
for many years to come. But the idea of inter
national communism is, even now, one of the 
driving forces of practical politics. It is a hope 
which actuates an increasing number of the 
world's inhabitants. And even if it has often 
been propagated by appeal to motives of hatred 
and revenge, it must surely be admitted to be, in 
itself, an idea which is impressive and admirable, 
deserving of the most eager, the most scrupu
lous attention. The idea of communism is both 
rationalist and utilitarian. If we reject it, it 
must be, not because we reject the ends it seeks, 
but because we find the means it proposes un
suitable for attaining their object. 

Unfortunately in examining such proposals, we 
labour under a certain disadvantage. Although 
the main presumption of complete international 
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communism-eentral ownership of the means of 
production, distribution and exchange-has been 
the subject of ceaseless propaganda for nearly a 
hundred years, very few attempts have been 
made to show how such a plan would work. The 
early communists, it is true, planned out in some 
detail the smaJlseU-contained communities which 
they proposed to establish. But the Marxian 
analysis dismissed all such speculations as 
.. Utopian", It was declared to be waste of time 
to investigate how the system in whose favour the 
existing institutions of society were to be violently 
destroyed would actually work in practice. The 
coming of socialism was inevitable. It was im
plicit in the whole process of historical develop
ment. All that the communist could usefully do 
was, by agitation and propaganda, to endeavour 
to shorten the" pangs" of the period of transition. 
The people to whom they addressed their propa
ganda, therefore, were rather in the position of 
those who, at the time of the South Sea Bubble, 
were asked to subscribe to .. a project the nature 
of which will be hereafter disclosed n. It is the 
startling fact that in the whole range of socialist 
literature, constituting a library of very many 
thousands of items, until a few years ago there 
was no systematic discussion of the most elemen
tary economic problems confronting a society 
which was completely socialist. Socialists of 
the Fabian type were content with minute 
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projects for the socialization of particular muni
cipal or national lines of industry. The com
munists proper definitely ruled out such specula
tions as the product of bourgeois intellectual 
habits. 

In recent years, however, largely as a result of 
the work of von Mises and Max Weber, it has 
been gradually realized that there are problems 
here which need solution. It has been realized 
that speculations about the socialization of par
ticular industries in a capitalist society do not 
even begin to touch the problem of the mutual 
relations of the different parts of the economic 
system when all industry is socialized; that in 
fact this is the problem of complete international 
socialism: that until it is solved we cannot enter
tain any confidence that, if we could achieve such 
a system tomorrow, we should have exchanged a 
worse society for a better. It is one of the hope
ful signs of recent years that a few of the younger 
socialists have commenced to discuss this problem 
in a scientific manner. But it would be wrong to 
say that any commonly agreed solution has been 
reached, even in the broadest outline. It cannot 
yet be regarded as proved that world socialism 
can work in such a way as to do what is expected 
of it. It is true, therefore, to say that the millions 
of people for whom socialism is the chief hope of 
existence, like the countless multitudes who in 
earlier ages have placed their trust in other forms 
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of mass belief, live on faith rather than on logical 
demonstration. Somewhere, sometime, they think, 
intelligent and disinterested men have thought 
it all out. • . . But unfortunately this is not true. 

3. Let us see whether this demonstration can
not be accomplished. 

We may assume throughout our investigation 
that the object of the plan is to provide for the 
wants of the citizens. We will assume too that 
the citizens are regarded as being themselves the 
best judges of what they want. 

This last is perhaps a perilous assumption. The 
rulers of this world have not often regarded their 
subjects as being the best judges of their own 
happiness. In our own day, there are many who 
would willingly dictate to their fellows the way 
they should live and act. There is certainly some 
danger that the mechanism of a centralized world 
state, more powerful for the suppression of free
dom than anything the world has yet seen, would 
gravitate into the hands of such distasteful types. 
To adapt the people to the plan rather than the 
plan to the people is not likely to cease to be a 
temptation. But it is assumed here that planning 
of this sort would be 80 repugnant to any to whom 
it is hoped that this book may appeal that its 
more detailed implications are not worth discuss
ing. The only type of plan which is regarded as 
acceptable here is the plan which seeks to adapt 
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the organization of production to the free choices 
of the citizens. 

But how is this to be done 1 Two things are 
clearly necessary. On the one hand, there must 
be a mechanism for ascertaining wants. On the 
other hand, there must be a mechanism which 
organizes production according to these require
ments. Let us look at these separately. 

A mechanism for ascertaining the wants of the 
citizens is not at all difficult to imagine. It is 
obvious that such a mechanism would be neces
sary. The wants of the two thousand million in
habitants of the world could not be sympathetic
ally interpreted in a government office, in the same 
way as the wants of a small family may (some
times) be sympathetically and disinterestedly in
terpreted by the head of the household. It is 
obvious, too, that the mechanism of political 
election would be inappropriate. Political elec
tions, if they concern not men but issues, must 

• relate to a single decision: and the alternative 
possibilities of production on a world scale are not 
single but multitudinous. IT our consumption is 
really to be Ii la carte and not a comprehensive 
take-it-or-Ieave-it table d'hOte-to use one of Mr. 
Schwartz's significant metaphors-choice has to 
be made day by day, not merely between sausages 
and eggs-and-bacon, but between a little more or 
a little less of all the almost infinite combinatioDii 
of the possible ingredients of real income. A 
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general election every day would be needed, and a 
general election not on one but millions of possible 
issues. And even then the decisions would be the 
decisions of unweighted majorities. 

Fortunately, however, there exists a mechan
ism which is subject to none of these deficiencies. 
If the consumers are provided with money and 
allowed to bid for the different commodities avail
able, the result of their bidding will be to estab
lish, as it were, a scale of social valuations. Each 
individual is at liberty to distribute his expendi
ture in such a way that he cannot gain by trans
ferring money from one commodity to another. 
The prices in the markets are the resultant of 
this process of individual valuation. Naturally 
the system is not perfect. If the incomes of the 
citizens are not equal-and even under complete 
communism there is reason to suppose some 
differences in efficiency wages-then the voters 
have, as it were, unequal votes. If incomes are 
equal, there is no reason to suppose that capacity 
for enjoyment is equal-whatever that may be 
conceived to mean. But as a means of ascertain
ing preferences, given 1M distribution of inrome,. 
the market is incomparably superior to any other 
that has ever been suggested. It gives free play 
to individual idiosyncrasy. It affords constant 
information concerning changes in individual 
idiosyncrasy. It permits, as it were, a perpetual 
referendum, With due weight for minorities, on 

o 
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all the possible issues which concern the sphere of 
private consumption. 

4. Let us suppose, then, that the wants of 
the citizens are ascertained in this way. In what 
way will the planning authorities proceed to 
organize production so as to satisfy these wants 
as well as possible 1 1 

Let us first be quite clear as to the task they 
have to perform. We know that a consumer haa 
planned his expenditure rationally when his out
lay of money on the difIerent things he can buy is 
such that, if he were to transfer a unit of expendi
ture from one to another, the things that he would 
gain would give him less satisfaction than the 
things he would lose. Similarly, if he is working 
for himself as a producer, he will plan rationally if 
he so distributes his working time between the 
difIerent things he can do that to work a little 
less at one thing and a little more at another 
would mean that he gained less than he lost. 

The same criteria are applicable to social 
planning. Society as a whole does not buy any
thing. But there is labour available which can 
be used in many ways. There are machines, raw 
materials, natural resources which may be used in 
many lines of production. The criterion of suc-

I The next two sections owe much to the work of ProfeMor VOD 

Miaea. A fuller treatment of many of the point.. touched 00 will be 
found in the various _ys in Profesaor Hayek'. ColkdirMI Ewrwmic 
Pla"m7l9. 
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cessful social planning, therefore, is that produc
tion is organized in such a way that none of the 
available factors of production can be withdrawn 
from what they are actually doing and put to 
uses which are more valuable, in terms of the 
prices of the commodities which they might pro
duce. Each unit of each of the difIerent kinds of 
labour, each unit of the different types of land, 
each unit of the different kinds of raw materials, 
etc., must be used in a way which secures the 
highest return in price terms. In this way the 
preferences of the citizens expressed in terms of 
money are satisfied as fully as possible in the 
given situation. It is not to be expected that any 
organization will satisfy the criterion completely. 
If the choices of the consumers change, if the 
natural conditions of production alter, or if tech
nical knowledge improves, at any moment there 
must always be some disparity between the actual 
and the " ideal " distribution of resources. Our 
judgment of the success of any organization there
fore must be based, not on its capacity at any 
moment to achieve the" ideal ", but upon ita 
capacity continually to tend in that direction. 

Now this is not an engineering problem, al
though it is often thought to be so. The planning 
authority will not be able to decide the allocation 
of its resources by calling in the engineers. No 
doubt in deciding how best to produce any par
ticular commodity the advice of the engineers will 
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be indispensable. A knowledge of the poten
tialities of various techniques is essential for 
successful planning. But in deciding whether to 

. produce this commodity or that, or in what propor
tions to produce both, the technique of the engineers 
is helpless. It is an economic, not a technical 
problem. And even in the decision how best to 
produce particular commodities, engineering in
formation is only one part of the solution. 

A simple illustration should make this clear. 
Let us suppose that the planning authority has 
decided to produce a certain extra quantity of, 
shall we say, wheat. How will it decide in what 
part of the world to produce it 1 At first sight it 
might seem as if this were essentially an engin
eering problem. Agricultural experts should be 
asked to indicate that part where the fertility 
of the soil and the efficiency of labour is the 
greatest. Where else would it be rational that 
the new enterprise should be located 1 

But, as we have already seen in another con
nection, l this would be a bad mistake. The parts 
of the world most fertile for wheat production 
might quite easily be parts which, if devoted to 
some other purpose, would produce a higher 
return in value terms. In such a case it would be 
uneconomical to use such land for wheat-growing. 
Economy would consist in growing th~ wheat 
elsewhere! The criterion of a rational plan is not 

I Chapter m. para. 2, .. bove. 
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that different commodities should be produced by 
the instruments most efficient for producing them, ' 
but that the different instruments should be each 
used to produce those things which have the 
highest value. This is not a problem of engineer
ing technique at all. 'It is a problem of comput
ing cost~a problem of deciding what would be 
sacrificed in value terms if the land were devoted 
to growing wheat rather than, shall we say, the 
production of asparagus, or providing a site for a 
factory. It is a problem of valuation, of com
paring products which are physically unlike. 
There is no measuring-rod in the engineer's tool
bag which can accomplish the comparison . 
.. Which is more," we used to be asked when we 
were children, CI a hundred elephants or seventy 
bags of wheat 1" To ask engineers, as engineers. 
to tell us how to distribute the different factors 
of produetion between their different possible 
uses is to ask a similar nonsense question. Only 
economic calculation. not in physical but in value 
terms. can solve the problem of social planning. 

Now there can be no doubt that this problem 
can be solved fairly satisfactorily without any 
elaborate mechanism by an isolated producer 
working for himself. or by the head of a small 
patriarchal community. The various alternatives 
of production can be surveyed and compared by 
a more or less direct method of valuation. .. H 
we devote an ~ra hour per day to hoeing. we 
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sacrifice the opportunity of spending that time 
in hunting or ditching or building new shelters 
against the weather ... " they may say. It 
should not be difficult to judge which mode of 
work will yield the highest return. 

But we are not thinking of the organization of 
an isolated farm or a small patriarchal community. 
We are thinking of the possibilities of organizing 
the productive activities of hundreds of millions 
of human beings, disposing of world-wide stocks 
of difierent kinds of material resources, with an 
almost infinite range of possibilities of productive 
techniques. We are thinking of the co-ordina
tion of the uses of the resources of five continents 
and the occupational distribution of the working 
population of the world. It is obvious that the 
methods of direct inspection, satisfactory enough 
in the small community, are completely inap
propriate here. Some measuring-rod, some im
personal mode of calculating costs, is necessary if 
the thing is not to be completely arbitrary. It is 
not enough to know the preferences of the con
sumers. We must also know the costs which are 
incurred by difierent modes of satisfying these 
preferences: 

Now, if the various factors of production had 
prices which were each a reflection of the nlue 
of the products which they were each capable 
of producing, the process of planning would be 
simple. The planning authority would compare 
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the costs of producing commodities with the prices 
they secured in the market. If, in any line of 
production, cost was less than price, they would 
know that production there should be extended. 
If it were grea.ter than price, then production 
there should be contracted. If the price of wheat 
in any part, for instance, was greater than the 
cost of producing it there, then the production of 
wheat should be extended; for the value of the 
other things which could be produced from the 
land and labour required for producing wheat 
would be less than the value of the wheat. If it 
were less, then wheat production should be con
tracted; for the factors employed in producing 
wheat could produce a greater value doing 
something else. If the factors of production had v 
prices which were equal to the value of their, 
specifio products or were continually likely to tend 
to be equal, the problem would be solved. 

But here is the paradox of the situation. If 
the factors of production are owned and controlled 
from the centre, a market in which they are priced 
no longer exists. A market involves buyers and 
sellers. It the instruments of production, the 
land, the labour, the raw materials and semi
manufactures are all under one central control, 
the market is of necessity eliminated. To plan 
centrally on a world scale demands a measure
a common denominator to which the various 
technical potentialities of production can be 
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assimilated. But to control centrally destroys the 
apparatus by which such a measure is established. 
Without prices for the factors of production, the 
planning authority cannot tell whether it is dis
posing of its resources so as best to meet the 
wants of the consumers. 

At first sight it may seem as if there were an 
easy way out of this difficulty. As we have seen, 
the cost of producing a commodity is to be re
garded as the value of what is sacrificed by not 
using the resources in question to produce some
thing else. Now the market for consumers' goods 
may be conceived to indicate the consumers' pre
ferences for the difierent things which can be 
produced. The engineers can tell us what given 
quantities of the factors of production are capable 
of producing in their difierent uses. We know 
how many factors of production are available. 
Can we not combine this information in such a 
way as to calculate costs of production 1 

Calculations of this sort are certainly conceiv
able. Mathematical economics indeed shows us 
how, given much the same items of information 
as we have noted above (the consumers' prefer
ences, the technical coefficients of production and 
the supplies of the factors of production), the 
appropriate prices for the factors of production 
and their distribution between difierent uses may 
be discovered by the solution of a series of simul
taneous equations. But the same mathematical 
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propositions enable us to see how practically im
possible it would be to assemble and to manipulate 
the information necessary. It would be necessary 
to know, not merely the actual prices of the 
different commodities available, given the supply 
actually on the market, but also the potentialities 
of price variation, given changes in these supplies. 
It would be necessary to know the possibilities 
of producing each possible commodity with each 
possible combination of productive resources. 
And, given all this complicated and inaccessible 
information, it would be necessary to solve the 
simultaneous equations resulting therefrom. It is 
safe to say that, once the number of commodities 
involved exceeds a comparatively small number, 
the operations, both of ascertaining the relevant 
information and manipulating it in a suitable 
way, would be quite impracticable. In a world ~ 
economy, with hundreds of thousands of types of 
commodities and hundreds of thousands of ways 
of producing them, the attainment of one solution, 
let alone the continuous change of solution which 
changing conditions would involve, would be 
completely out of the question.' 

It is easy to form false views about this matter 
by over-simplifying our conceptions of the nature 
of the actual processes of production. H the only 

I See the claasioaJ treatment of thia object in Barone. Tie M •• ..., 
0/ ProdYdioa i.a. CoUed.vWC 81aM, reprinted in Hayek. CoUediu 
E_ic Platt •• .,. 
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factor of production were unskilled labour, then 
we could reckon costs in units of labour. Then if 
the price of any commodity were not in harmony 
with its labour cost of production, its production 
would have to be contracted or extended.· Or if 
each type of commodity were made by processes, 
each involving the use of only one of the different 
types of factors of production, as, for instance, 
simple spinning operations by female labour, 
simple fencing by male labour, it might not be 80 

difficult to make lists of the different commodities 
which each factor of production could produce 
and thus to discover, by reference to market 
prices and conjectures regarding changes of such 
prices, in which line lay the highest return. 

But these assumptions are highly unrealistic. 
There is not one type of factor of production, un
skilled labour; there are many. There are many 
types of labour, many types of material resources. 
In so far as they are scarce, they all need to be 
economized: their use in one line of production 
involves sacrifices elsewhere which should enter 
into the computation of costs. 'The different 
types of productive processes do not use the 
various factors of production singly; almost 
every process involves the use of more than one 
kind of factor of production; not only labour but 

1 It is possible that a vague belief that labour reckoning w .. 
BIlfficient to solve the value problem was at the baais of some, at Ieaat. 
of the apparent lack of interest in this problem on the part of the 
early socialists. 
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land and raw materials, not one kind of labour 
and land and raw materials but many. Moreover 
the proportions in which they are combined are 
not fixed but can be varied according to the avail
ability of the different factors." If land is scarce, 
wheat can be grown intensively (i.e. with little 
land and much labour). If labour is scarce, it 
can be grown extensively (with little labour and 
much land). All of which means that there is no 
simple method of computing costs. Either the 
prices of the factors of production must be estab
lished by a comprehensive calculation of aU the 
possibilities-which, as we have seen, is out of 
the question-or they must be established in the 
market by competitive bidding. And this, as we 
have seen, is ruled out so long as their disposition 
is decreed ab initio from the centre. 'If the pro
ductive operations which have to be planned are 
on an international scale-and it is this problem 
we are discussing-then it is safe to say that, if 
there is no market for the factors of production, 
there is no method of accurate costing available. 
And without accurate costing, an economical 
satisfaction of the wants of the citizens cannot be 
planned.' 

Let us be quite clear what this means: for 
there has been much unnece~ confusion on 
this subject. "It does not mean that the planning 
authority cannot draw up a series of projects. 
It does not mean that these projects cannot be 
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executed: It is perfectly obvious that, given 
labour and materials and engineering skill, fac
tories and workshops and power stations and so 
on can be erected and final commodities produced. 
And there is no reason why, given some means of 
maintaining output, either by way of rewards or 
coercion, the difierent productive units should 
not be run with some degree of technical efficiency. 
Nor is there any reason to believe that the pro
ducts, such as they are, will not satisfy some wants. 
If a communist state· erects a factory for manu
facturing boots and the citizens do not possess 
all the boots they require, then the products of the 
factory will be acceptable and will command a 
price in the market. 

All this is common ground but it does not 
meet the root question. The root question is, not 
whether the factory can be erected and run with 
technical efficiency, but whether, by using the re
sources of the community to build this factory 
and to run it, those resources are being used more 
fruitfully than they could be used in any other 
way. If the wants of the consumers are to be 
satisfied as fully as possible, then the resources of 
society must not be applied to produce just any
thing which happens to be scarce and which there
fore commands a price. They must be used to 
produce those things which are more urgently de
manded than any others which could be produced 
if they were put to other uses. 'This, and this 
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only, is the criterion of rational planning: not 
merely to use all factors to produce something, 
but rather to put each factor to the point of 
highest return. But this, as we have seen, cannot 
be accomplished on a large scale without prices 
for the factors of production. And if the market 
is abolished there can be no prices for the factors 
of production.' Plans may be made and carried 
out which involve the execution of a vast sched
ule of technical prescriptions. But, unless these 
technical prescriptions can be assimilated to a 
common denominator by an apparatus of valua
tion-an apparatus of prices and costs-they 
cannot be said to fulfil what we have postulated 
to be the object of planning. The consumption 
of the people adapts itself to the output of the 
plan, not the output of the plan to the desires as 
regards consumption of the people. 

5. It is probable that at the present time the 
correctness of the above analysis would be con
ceded in most circles pretending to technical 
competence. Ten years ago it would have been 
vigorously contested. Those who upheld it were 
reviled and ostracized as reactionaries and incom
petents. But today they have won all along the 
line. Whatever may be the views of politicians 
and the rank-and-file socialists-and of course, 
here as elsewhere, there is a time-lag of perhaps 
fifteen or twenty years in such matters-at the 
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present day few responsible socialist economists 
would deny that a planning authority which seeks 
to plan without the guidance of a price system 
will be planning without a measure. Nor would 
they deny that, in a system of world dimensions, a 
pricing of the factors of production is impractic
able without the market. The question to-day is 
whether an effective market in some shape or 
form is not possible once private property is abol
ished. Not whether the market is necessary, but 
whether the market can be retained! l' 

It is often suggested that the problem can be 
solved by making the different branches of in
dustry quasi-independent units. The difierent in
dustries are to be organized in separate trusts, 
responsible in the last resort to the central govern
ment. They are to hire their capital from the 
exchequer and pay their profits to it. But, in 
their dealings with each other and with the general 
body of consumers, they are to proceed upon an 
exchange basis. 

It should be clear, from what we have seen in 
an earlier chapter, that this is a type of policy not 
out of harmony with developments which have 
actually taken place in certain important lines of 
industry and not uncongenial to the type of mind 
which has been respoIU!ible for these develop
ments. H it is desirable that one line of industry 

1 See, for instance, Mr. Durbin' ... Economic Calculoa in & Planned 
Economy," Economic Jm,"wl, voL xlvi, p. 676 MIl. 
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should be organized as a unit, is it not desirable 
that all should be organized on the same prin
ciple 1 

But at the same time it is a policy which 
suffers from most of these deficiencies which we 
discovered when examining this type of planning 
particular lines of industry; and it sufiers from 
yet another which only arises when such planning 
has become general. It tends to stereotype the 
status quo. It tends to make the prosperity ofthe 
different industries, rather than the distribution 
of resources between industries, the criterion of 
successful planning. And-and this is the crucial 
point in this connection-it destroys the competi
tive market. It is quite possible for government 
trusts of this sort to conduct their mutual relations 
on a basis of money reckoning. They can bid 
against each other for the services of other factors 
of production. But they do not create competi
tive prices, either for what they buy or for what 
they sell. It is a commonplace of price theory 
that bargaining between such monopolies is 
indeterminate between wide limits, save in terms 
of negotiating strategy. Prices are fixed. But 
they are virtually arbitrary. They are a re
flection of power. not productivity. They will 
not afford a satisfactory basis for the type of 
planning we want. The" the industry" fallacy 
is no less insidious when its application is com
pletely generalized. 
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Much more interesting is the suggestion com-
• pletely to revive a competitive organization of 

industry. The different industries are to be 
broken up into small units, no larger than con
siderations of technical efficiency make absolutely 

. necessary. The ownership of the capital and the 
means of production on which it is spent are 
to remain the property of the community: any 
other plan would clearly be incompatible with the 
very conception of communism. But the managers 
are to compete with each other, both in the sale 
of products and in the purchase of the services of 
the factors of production. They are to behave 
as if under competitive capitalism. They are, as 
it were, to play at competition. Such proposals 
are much less likely to be adopted than proposals 
for all-embracing governmental monopolies. But 
they show a much firmer grasp of the funda
mental problems. At first sight, indeed, they 
appear to promise the best of both worlds: the 
advantages of the mechanism of competition, 
without the disadvantages of the inequalities 
which are the by-product of the property system 
on which the mechanism of competition rests at 
present. 

But how would such a system actually work in 
practice? It is obviously not the same as the 
system of free enterprise; and it is important to 
be clear exactly wherein the differences cOIlBist. 

The managers of the production units are state 
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servants. The property they administer is not 
their own property or the property of a group 
of shareholders. It is the property of the com
munity at large. The community at large there
fore assumes the ultimate risk of enterprise. To 
the community at large flows the profit or loss of 
the business. 

It follows therelore that the principles of 
management must be bureaucratic. Just be
cause they are servants of the state and the 
custodians of its property, the managers will be 
obliged to adopt procedures of record and explicit 
formulation of the reasons lor decisions of policy 
which are not necessary to anything like the 
same degree under private enterprise. This is 
not to say that they will be less able or less 
zealous than the administrators of private pro
perty. The critics of bureaucratic procedure are 
barking up altogether the wrong tree if they 
impugn the ability or the zeal of state servants. 
Experience shows that there is no reason why the 
standard in these respects should necessarily be 
inferior to the standards of private business: 
indeed the contrary is sometimes the case. The 
reason for the obvious difIerences between the 
speed and flexibility of the two types of organiza
tion is, not that the civil servant is necessarily 
inefficient, but that he is responsible to political 
control. Because he is responsible to political 
control, because reasons for his actions may be 

. I' 
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demanded in the sovereign assembly, he must 
keep records, he must observe precedents, he 
must abide by rules of procedure. This is not in 
the least unreasonable. It would be intolerable 
if a public servant, guaranteed against loss by 
the public purse, had powers of arbitrary action. 
But it means that his speed and his initiative 
are necessarily greatly impeded. 

It follows, too-what is more immediat~ly 
germane to the central problem under discussion
that the scope of competitive action must be 
con£ned within certain limits. The managers of 
the productive units are to sell against each 
other in the product markets. They are to bid 
against each other in the markets for {actors of 
production. But it is scarcely to be supposed that 
they are to be free to change the general use of their 
capital. As the manager of a communal cotton 
factory, a government servant may be per
mitted~ven ordered-to undersell his competi
tors in the market for cotton cloth and to overbid 
them if necessary in the markets {or labour and 
materials. But can we assume that he is free to 
transform his business altogether, to become a 
merchant instead of a manufacturer, or a pro
ducer of some other commodity r Is he to be 
free to close down his works in Lancashire and 
to commence operations in Japan r The thing is 

• not impossible to conceive. But it is really most 
improbable in practice. 
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But if this is not so, then the competitive. 
system is not re-created. For it is the essence of 
capitalist competition in a changing world that 
there should be a continual reinvestment of capi
tal in new forms and combinations. The prices 
of the factors of production are the resultant of 
changing demand and changing supply. Under 
statio conditions, it is easy enough to conceive 
of a fictitious competition which might very well 
sustain an efficiency which might wane under 
complete centralization. But the main function 
of the price system is dynamic; and it is difficult 
to see how dynamic compe*ion can be effec
tively re-created by any decentralization which 
stops short of institutions incompatible with cen
tral ownership. 

Is it not possible that the advocates of these 
schemes, ingenious and able though they be, are 
still suffering from a subtle infection of the 
.. tke industry" fallacy' 

6. These doubts are greatly reinforced if we 
cast our net rather wider. Let us consider the 
system proposed, not from the point of view of 
particular production managers, but from a point 
of view embracing the factor markets in general. 
And let us keep firmly in mind that we are con
stl'ur.ting an international system. 

It is of the essence of communism that in
comes shall be equalized. By this is not excluded 
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the possibility of inequality due to inequalities of 
output or premiums for special skill and responsi
bility. It is obvious that, if the system is not to 
resort to coercion in the day-in day-out conduct 
of industry, there must exist some adjustment of 

.... reward to effort. But the inequality which is 
allowed must be an inequality due to circum
stances for which the individual must be held in 
greater or less degree responsible. Inequality 
due to inequality of market position must be 
held to be quite incompatible with the main 
principles of the system. 

Now, for a communism which is truly inter
national, this presents a problem whose difficulty 
can scarcely be exaggerated. The distribution of 
the population of the world as it exists today, 
and as it is likely to exist under the most favour
able conditions for many generations to come, is 
not such as to equalize the value of the marginal 
product of the same kind of labour in different 
places. If we make the widest allowances for 
differences of capacity, it is still probable that 
there remain differences of very great magnitude. 
And the differences of capacity themselves are 
very real. There is no reason whatever to expect 
changes which will even approximately equalize 
the productivity of different people. 

But this means that the planning authority is 
confronted with a dilemma which is truly stu
pendous. If it decrees equal prices for labour 
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everywhere it substantially falsifies the basis of 
economic calculation. We have seen already the 
catastrophic results of policies of international 
wage equalization. If the price of labour is not in 
rough equivalence to the value of its product, then 
one of the main supports of a system of economic 
calculation is removed. But on the other hand, 
if the production units are ordered to compete in 
the labour markets as elsewhere, then the widest 
disparities of rates of remuneration will emerge. 
The equalitarian principle of international com
munism is broken. This is not a matter of unequal 
pay for unequal application. That, as we have 
scen, may be regarded as likely and permissible. 
It is a matter of unequal pay for equal applica
tion, a matter of high labour incomes in America 
and low incomes in Russia, of high rates in 
Australia and low rates in Austria. It is an in
equalitarian framework for the operation of the 
premium system. 

But what can be done about it within the 
limits of communist principle' Presumably there 
would be attempted forced transfers of labour on 
a very extensive scale. But it seems quite un
realistio to suppose that, for many decades to 
come, such transfers could bring about anything 
approaching equal productivities. During the 
time in which the system was proving its worth, 
this dilemma would continue to confront it. 
Either equality of rates of remuneration, in which 
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case economic calculations would be seriously 
falsified: or inequality, in which case the raison 
d' Cire of the system would be abrogated. 

It is sometimes suggested that the difficulty 
could be met by a system of taxes and subsidies. 
The managers of the production units would bid 
for labour according to its productivity and would 
keep accounts on that basis. But the incomes 
actually paid out would be equalized by deduc
tion from the "wages" that were higher and 
subsidies to the " wages" that were less. 

The suggestion is ingenious. But it is difficult 
to believe that its advocates have ever really 
reflected on the quantitative problem involved. 
Statistics of global income and production are 
notoriously unreliable and exactitude is neces
sarily impossible. But it is still quite certain 
that, if property incomes were abolished and 
an international equalization of work incomes 
attempted, there is hardly a worker in the 
" advanced" countries whose real income would 
not be severely diminished. And it is doubtful 
whether the increase elsewhere would be very 
considerable. ~ankind as a whole is still des
perately poor: the abolition of inequality on a 
world scale, even if it involved no diminution 
of world production, would do little to raise the 
average. But one may well ask whether the 
workers of the advanced countries would stand 
it. H we consider only a European system, we 
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may still question whether the workers of Sweden, 
or Great Britain,or even Germany, would willingly 
submit to a reduction of their incomes to some
thing, perhaps, a little above the Italian level. 
In Russia this problem is not overwhelming: all 
start more or less from a common level of abso
lute poverty. But it would become a political 
problem of the first order of magnitude were the 
RUB8ian system extended. 

Is it not likely that an international system 
which was run on these lines would speedily 
break up into antagonistic units of the Fascist 
Nationalist type with the consequences that we 
have already examined' 

7. If we turn to the problem ot capital accu
mulation and capital disposaI we reach equally 
depressing conclusions. 

In a system ot private property, the act of 
saving is voluntary. This is not to say that there 
does not exist" forced saving" brought about by 
manipulation of the banking system or the system 
of public finance. But, speaking broadly, capital 
accumulation depends on the voluntary decisions 
of private individuals and corporations,· saving to 
a margin of their own choice. 

I Thi. DlUII' DO' be ~ .. pring approval to the policy of 
corporate _ring which baa become _ coDBpie_ a featare ill 0111' 

day. Thton ilAroDg _ to np~ that thia mayor- iDvoIft 
ronaid .. ,.We wute of reaoW'Cel aDd rigidity of the c:.pital IllAl'DL 
Thia i. ODe of the _y INpeeta ill whid. the ~, com.-ay law i. 
ill 1IrgtoII' o-s of c:ve1u1 __ &iJly frolll the eeonOlllic }M)iDt of view. 
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Under communism, capital accumulation would 
still be necessary. Not even :Mr. Keynes would 
seriously argue that the opportunities for capi
tal investment in the world as a whole are 
within sight of being exhausted. Indeed, if the 
hitherto chronic poverty of the vast majority of 
the world's inhabitants is ever to be remedied, 
capital accumulation on a scale quite as large as 
anything witnessed during the nineteenth century 
must continue for a very long while. There are 
hundreds of millions of labourers in the East at 
present working at margins which afford scarcely 
the means of subsistence. Not merely birth 
control but the most extensive capital accumula
tion would be necessary to change this dreadful 
condition. 

Under communism, however, individual saving 
would be of quite subordinate importance. The 
main function of deciding upon capital accumula
tion would be discharged by the central plan
ning authority. It would consist essentially in a 
decision to apply a certain proportion olthe total 
resources available to providing the means of real 
income, not for the present but for the future. As 
with the individual, it would be a decision to forgo 
so much now, in the hope of having more in com
pensation later on. 

Now we will not pause to investigate whether, 
under such a system, more or less would be saved 
than under capitalistic institutions. It is clearly 
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partly a question of the form of government. 
Dictatorships might compel more saving than 
under capitalism; effective democracies less. 
Nor will we discuss further the question whether 
the mechanism of calculation of such a society 
would permit a rational allocation of the re
sources, thus saved, between diflerent forms of 
production. But it is pertinent for our purposes 
to observe that, if the productivity per head of 
different sections of the society is not equal, and 
if the allocation of the capital resources saved is 
not equal, a general deduction all round from 
potential present incomes will involve unequal 
sacrifice. If, for instance, the services of the in
habitants of, say, Scandinavia are in part devoted 
to providing resources to raise the productivity of 
the inhabitants of China, that means, as in the 
case of income equalization, that they get less 
than they might have had in order that others 
may get more. 

This problem is not an imaginary one. It is a 
problem which is already exemplified in the his
tory of the Russian System. Whatever be our 
interpretation of the various plans which have 
hitherto been attempted within that mysterious 
country, whether they are to be regarded as 
primarily preparation for ~tary defence, or 
attempts to satisfy some ultimate criterion of 
happiness, it is clear that they have been carried 
through by the imposition of forced saving on the 
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peasantry. If the peasantry had bern permitted 
to sell their produce on the world market or even 
at free prices at home, there can be no shadow of 
doubt that their real incomes would have been 
higher. There is no doubt, that is to say, that 
forced saving has been inflicted upon them in the 
interests of the general plan. This is not the 
biassed diagnosis of minds out of sympathy with 
the general nature of the system. It is the dia
gnosis of communists themselves.1 And it is a 
diagnosis which would necessarily fit still more 
the operations of a more extensive system. No 
doubt the problem arises in some measure even 
under capitalist institutions. If the export of 
capital is prohibited, there may be gain for some 
groups of wage-earners. But it is a difference in 
degree almost equivalent to a difierence in kind. 
The initial sacrifice, such as it is, is the sacrifice 
of the savers: and the interests in this respect 
of the different groups of workers are by no means 
identical. Only under the principles of com
munism does such a conflict of regional interest 
emerge with explicit acuteness. 

Again, are we not entitled to ask, is not such a 
system, unless controlled by the most rigid dic
tatorial methods, continually in danger of dis
solution into antagonistic regional units? Is it 
workable on democratic lines on an international 
scale? 

I Bee Dobb, Ruuian ECQ'fIUT1I~ DeveloprM1tl, pp. 409 «q. 
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8. This leads us to our final question. Is such 
a system in general compatible with the retention 
of democracy t 

IIitherto democracy has proved possible only 
when the issues to be decided were comparatively 
few and simple. All round us in our own day, 
when governments have assumed more extensive 
functions of control and regulation, we hear com
plaints of the inadequacy of the democratic 
machinery effectively to discharge such functions. 
But communism, especially communism on an 
international scale, involves many most complex 
issues. If our analysis is correct, it does not seem 
possible to decentralize adequately and yet keep 
the essentials of the system. To obviate the 
difficulties regarding the distribution of capital 
and labour which we have been examining, some 
mechanism of authoritative control seems essen
tial. Is it not probable, therefore, that, under 
such a system, decision with regard to these issues 
would tend to gravitate more and more into the 
hands of men not subject to democratic control, 
and that the essence of such a government, 
whatever its referenda and its fa~e of electoral 
machinery, would be dictatorial t Is it not likely 
that mass propaganda, stunt trials and secret 
coercion would become the normal instruments of 
government, and that, in the effort to work the 
vast machinery which the nature of the system 
necessitates, even what little at present exists of 
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individual freedom and variety would sufier a 
final extinction 1 

International communism aims at more wealth 
and more freedom for all. But the means it pro
poses may involve the frustration of just these 
ends. 

Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds. 



CHAPTER IX 

INTERNATIONAL LIBERALISM 

1. IF our analysis thus far has been correct, its 
results must be admitted to be profoundly dis
turbing. Planning on national lines leads to 
waste and insecurity. The international planning 
of particular lines of trade and industry does not 
remedy matters. And now there seems reason 
to doubt the practicability of a comprehensive 
planning from the centre which does not destroy 
just that which it was intended to preserve. 

Is there no way out of this impasse! 

2. Let us remind ourselves of the essentials of 
any solution which will meet the criteria which we 
have laid down already. 

Here on the one side are the hundreds of 
millions of consumers who constitute the popula
tion of the planet. On the other side are the self
same people with their various aptitudes and 
opportunities as producers and the mechanical 
and natural resources which are available. What 
are the essentials of an organization which shall 

221 
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bring it about that these productive powers arc 
used in such a way as to satisfy as fully as possible 
the various wants of the citizens 1 

Clearly two things are necessary. Firstly, we 
need an apparatus which will register the strength 
of demand and the relative capacity of the different 
instruments of production to satisfy it. Secondly, 
we need institutions of decentralized initiative 
operating in such a way as to involve a continuous 
tendency to apply productive resources at the point 
of highest return. We need to know the demands 
of the consumers and the relative effectiveness of 
different ways of satisfying them: and we need 
an organization of production which will bring it 
about that no resources can be devoted to produce 
any but the highest return without loss falling on 
those responsible for controlling them. 

In the light of our earlier investigations it 
should not need much argument to demonstrate 
that the essentials of such an organization are 
provided by the free market and the institution 
of private property. A free market prices both 
products and the factors of production which pro
duce them. It rewards, with higher gains, trans
fers to lines of production where production is 
more urgently needed. It punishe8, with IOS8 and 
reduction of income, continuance of production 
when the factors of production involved can pro
duce a higher return elsewhere. The institutions 
of private property provide for decentralized 
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initiative: and this initiative in tum creates the 
market as an organizing principle. Given their 
power to demand, which springs from the past 
value of iheir services and their property, the 
citizens exercise through the market continuous 
control over the future disposal of their work and 
their resources. The citizen, as producer, is not 
compelled by physical or legal coercion to put his 
services and his property to the uses in which they 
produce most in value terms. But if he chooses 
to refrain from doing so, his own power to consume 
in the future is curtailed to the extent of his 
refusal. As consumer the citizen buys in the 
cheapest market. As producer he sells in the 
dearest. In this way the maximum division of 
labour which is compatible with given tastes and 
given technique is continuously enforced.' In this 
way the inhabitants of the most diverse parts, as 
producers, whatever the width of the jurisdiction 
of the government under which they happen to 
reside, co-operate in an organization which is 
tending continually to make their range of effec
tive choice, as consumers, as wide as is compatible 
with an absence of arbitrary curtailment in their 
favour of the range of choice of their fellows. 

3. But is this not the very negation of plan
ning--a U planless economy", an" individualistic 
chaos" ! 

This view is widely prevalent nowadays. And, 
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of course, if the term planning is by definition to 
be restricted to the operations of a centralized 
control, then the institutions of international 
liberalism are indeed excluded. 'The principle of 

• international liberalism is decentralization and 
control by the market, If we say that the term 
plan must not be applied to an organization in 
which free initiative is guided to the service of 
free choice by an impersonal mechanism, then 
we have settled a point of terminology. But we 
have not judged the significance of the organiza
tion.' 

But the terminology is surely unfortunate. 
The essence of a plan is that it is an attempt to 

:shape means to ends. In a world of change the 
essence of a successful plan of productive organ
ization is that it should bring about continual 
adaptation to changing technical conditions and 
changing demands of consumers. Now the various 
plans which we have examined hitherto do not do 
this. They involve a paralysis of the mechanism 
of adaptation: they tend to make the plan the end 
and the frustration of the consumers the means. 
They involve a tendency to a curtailment of pro
ductivity in a world which is certainly not over
burdened with plenty. Surely it is wise to attempt 
to avoid this kind of plan, to attempt to erect a 
world order which is capable of adaptation and 
which provides incentives to adaptation. It is 
this which is the object of international liberal-
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ism. It" is an institutional pattern especially 
designed to meet the difficulties of economic or
ganization on an international scale. H planning 
is an attempt to create institutions conducive to 
the satisfaction of the citizens, then international 
liberalism is a plan. 

It is a plan, too, in the sense that it is to be 
the creation of government. 

It is often held that liberalism denies all func
tions to government. The naive belief that un
guided self-interest is necessarily conducive to 
publio benefit is thought to be the foundation 
of the liberal social philosophy: and a system 
which is held to rest upon such a superstition is, 
not unnaturally, condemned without examination. 

For this belief the liberals of the past are not 
altogether blameless. It is, of course, a grotesque 
libel to suggest that men such as Hume, Adam 
Smith or Bentham regarded government as 
superfluous.' To attribute to the great utilitarian 
philosophers the je:june presuppositions of an 

I Mr. Keyuee' celebrated pamphM TA. ~retI 0/ La~·l'fJw. hu 
been regarded, both by Ita author and by the general public, u a great 
advance on the olaeaical economiata: indeed a final (or ought _ to 
.. y patUlt"" !) emancipation from the tyranny of their id.... The 
full utent of our debt to Mr. Keynee i8 perhape beet to be estimated 
by a tedual companIOn of hi. 011'11 description of the ogeado of the 
.tate and that of Adam Smith which wu the basi. of the c1aaaical 
outlook. 

Let us put enlightenment fint. .. The mOlt important ogeado of 
the .tate relate not to thoae activitiee which private individua1a are 
already fullllling. but to thoae functiOll8 which fall outaide the ephere 
or the individual. to thOle decisiOlUlwhich are made by 110 _ if the 
.tate doee not make them. The important thing for government to 

Q 
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anarchistic philosophy of society can only be 
regarded as propagandist rhetoric. But it may 
be true that, in their preoccupation with the dis
covery of the laws of the market, they were apt 
sometimes to take the market itself for granted. 
It may be true too that, in their zeal to expose the 
results of interference with the disposal of property, 
they may have laid insufficient emphasis upon 
the framework of law and order which made the 
institution of property possible. In this way they, 
and still more the politicians who simplified their 
analysis for popular consumption, laid themselves 
open to misunderstanding and misrepresentation. 

But, notwithstanding all that has been said to 
the contrary, it is a gross misconception to suppose 
that government and governmental bodies do not 
play a most important and indispensable role in 
the liberal plan of co-operation. To emphasize 
this is not to claim any additional virtue for the 
plan. In spite of certain contemporary habits 
of speech, there is no intrinsic virtue either in 

do is not to do thinga which individuals are doing already, and to do 
them a little better or a little wane: but to do thoae things which 
at present are not done at all" (Keynes, TM End 0/ LaUua-.Fai,e, 
pp.46-47). 

And now for the classical night. .. The sovereign ha.a ••• thirdly, 
the duty of erecting and maintaining certain pu bHe works and certain 
public institutions which it never can be for the interest of any indi
vidual or small group of individuals, to erect and maintain: becaoae 
the profit could never repay the expenae to any individual or small 
number of individuals, though it may frequently do much more than 
repsy it to a great society" (Adam Smith, TM WeallA 0/ NalioM 
(Cannan's Edition), vol. ii, pp. 184-185). 

From what a quagmire have we been delivered. 
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government or the absence of government: the 
utilitarian calculus weighs governmental and non
governmental actions indifferently. It is only to 
draw attention to an aspect of the plan, failure 
to understand which may lead to total miscon
ception of the whole system. The characteristic 
institutions of a liberal society are inconceivable 
without government. 

It should be obvious that they are inconceiv
able without security. U there is no authority 
armed with coercive power, the plans of the differ
ent citizens must be to some extent self-frustrat
ing. They must provide for an apparatus of 
defence. This is necessarily wasteful; and it is 
often itself provocative. They must be short
run plans: it is not worth while planning for a 
long run of great uncertainty. Even so they are 
liable to continual disturbance. There can be no 
world-wide division of labour, no extensive accu
mulation, no elaborate organization of production 
if arbitrary force is not restrained by force which 
is stronger but which is not arbitrary. 

But this is not enough. The mere absence of 
violence is not a sufficient condition for the efficient 
working of free enterprise. For co-operation to 
be effective it must be restrained within suitable 
limits by a framework of institutions. Neither 
property nor contract are in any sense natural. 
They are essentially the creation of law; and they 
are not simple creations. For purposes of exposi-
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tion, we may sometimes speak as if property 
rights and the system of contract were homo
geneous and simple. But if we allow ourselves 
to be led into supposing that this is anything 
but the crudest of simplifications we fall into 
gross error. The system of legal rights in any 
existing society is a matter of the utmost com
plexity, the actual result of centuries of legisla
tion and judicial decision. To determine where
in these rights are to consist if they are to be 
conducive to the satisfaction of the public choice, 
to delimit their scope and their content, is a task 
of the utmost difficulty. In what objects are 
property rights to be recognized? Are they to 
cover ideas and inventions? Or are they to be 
limited to scarce material resources and their 
utilization? If so, what type of utilization? 
Maya man use his property in ways which mean 
damage to others? If not, how is damage to be 
defined 1 Are contracts to restrict trade permis
sible 1 If so, in what circumstances t If not, 
what is the definition of restriction t It is in the 
solution of questions of this 80rt that the task of 
legal planning consists. It is in the reference of 
particular cases to such a system of norms that 
the plans thus made are continually translated 
into practice. The system of rights and duties of 
the ideal liberal society may be thought to be a 
good plan or it may be thought to be a bad plan. 
But to describe it as no plan is not to understand 
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it at all. The idea of a co-ordination of human 
activities by means of a system of impersonal 
rules, within which what spontaneous relations 
arise are conducive to mutual benefit, is a con
ception, at least as subtle, at least as ambitious, 
as the conception of prescribing positively each 
action or each type of action by a central plan
ning authority: and it is perhaps not less in 
harmony with the requirements of a spiritually 
sound society. We may blame the enthusiasts 
who, in their interest in what happens in the 
market, have paid too little attention to its 
necessary framework. But what shall we say of 
those who argue perpetually as if this framework 
did not exist. I 

1 It would be out of place In thia context. \0 elaborate the detaile 
of a dNirable framework. The maiD preoccupation of this work i. 
with the hroadeet out.line of dilIerent typee of plan considered in their 
international aaPf'Cta. But. h it perhapa penniaaible \0 _y here that. 
In the opinion of the author. It it in the diIcovery of impronmente in • 
the admittedly defective framework of the preeent that. one of the 
moat. important. paths of future reform conaiIta. n i. not. eerla'II that. 
on every pouible occuion the mechaniam of markete will function 
_tiafact.orily. But. nperience luggeete that. in moet. caMe where it. 
does Dot Investigation aboWl that there it lOme deficiency in the 
law. Th_ deficienciee are often apparently trilling. To diIcoYel' 
them i. a dull matter involving hard work and little emotional _til
faction. But. it is difficult. \0 naggerate the practical eignificance of 
luch atudiee. nil only neceaaary \0 compare the radically dillerent. 
evoluUon of induatrial atructure in England and in Germany \0 
reali&e how important. apparently animportant. dilleren.- in the 
law may be. It. may be euggeeted that. if half the energy which 
haa '-n put in\o discovering -18 in which the monopoliatic activitiea 
of private enterprise may be 8Uponeded by the monopo1iatio activitiea 
of government. organa had been deYOted \0 diIcovering -18 of pre
venting private enterprise acquiring legaliaed monopolistic power. 
the eo-roIled monopoly problem would have -.cd \0 be very im
portant.. 
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But this is not all. The provision of security 
and a suitable legal system is a function more 
important and more complex than is often sus
pected. But it does not exhaust the province 
of government. The market apparatus has its 
limits: and outside these limits arise certain 
generally acknowledged wants which, if they are 
not satisfied by governmental action, will either 
not be satisfied at all or, at best, will be satisfied 
very inadequately. 

It is not possible or desirable exhaustively to 
enumerate such cases. But it is not difficult to 
describe their general nature. On the one hand, 
there exist wants which must be satisfied collect
ively or not satisfied at all. Of this class pro
vision against infectious diseases is a conspicuous 
instance. It is comparatively useless for the in
dividual to make private provision here. He may 
be willing to pay all that is technically necessary. 
But unless all others are doing likewise his ex
penditure may be ineffective. On the other hand, 
there arise wants which can be formulated in
dividually, but for whose supply spontaneous 
contracts between private property owners is not 
effective. Of this class the demand for certain 
means of communication is typical. It is possible 
for individuals to offer money for means of access 
to different places. But, in many cases, in the 
absence of government action in some shape or 
form the supply will not be forthcoming. It is 
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not inconceinble that an extensin road sys
tem should be satisfactorily created by printe 
enterprise. But it is not probable: and. if it 
is not. then there may be need for another kind 
of plan. 

This necessity has long been recognized. Adam 
Smith made it the third of his list of duties of 
the IOYereign "to erect and maintain certain 
public worb and certain public institutions which 
it can neyer be to the interest of any individual 
or small group of individuals to maintain." I 

But in recent years it has become more important. 
The de\"elopment of technique has brought it 
about that many services of obvious utility are 
best rendered by methods which involn the use 
of a network of long strips of land difficult to 
establish san by compulsory ac.quisition-rail 
transport and canals, drainage. water supply. 
electricity. telt-graphic and telephonic communi
cation. and 10 on. It is not certain that the 
supply of these sernces is best organized on the 
basis of goYernmental or quasi-goYernmental 
monopoly. Current discussion of the matter is 
usually interested or superficial: the task of in
dt-pendent scrutiny of the most suitable institu
tions here has scarcely yet begun. But it is 
certain that, in some form or other. go\"ernmental 

I See .bo",- fooblote, P. ::!6. .b eneDmt aJacri di....ao. 01 the 
f1mdioaa 01 go~t.a ill uu. ~ ia &0 .. foIua4 ill cu-.. 
If..u. chap. iT. 
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action is necessary. It is certain, too, that the 
field of such necessary action is extensive. 

4. If this reasoning is correct, it is therefore 
wrong to regard the proposals of international 
liberalism as involving no plan. On the contrary, 
they constitute the one plan we have 80 far 
examined which does not at once display con
spicuous internal weakness when conceived on a 
world scale. 

It would be equally wrong to regard them as a 
plan which has ever yet been realized. Much of 
the order which exists even at the present owes its 
origin to private enterprise and the market. If 
there were no markets and no private enterprise 
our position would be even worse than it is. It 
is indeed one of the strongest recommendations of 
liberal institutions that their vitality as organizing 
influences is displayed even on the smallest scale 
and in the most adverse circumstances. But, as 
our earlier investigations have shown, the world 
today is not predominantly liberal. It is national
ist and interventionist; and the continual suc
cession of political and economic catastrophes 
which this involves gives what market mechanism 
exists a task which no mechanism can perform. 
It is not liberal institutions but the absence of 
such institutions which is responsible for the chaos 
of today. 

Indeed, if we preserve a sense of perspective, 
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the conspicuous fact that emerges from any his
toricalsurvey is radically different from what the 
reactionaries-both fascist and communist
endeavour to make us believe. International 
liberalism is not a plan that has been tried 
and failed. It is a plan that has never yet had .. 
a full chance. The chaos of today is not some
thing new. It is a relapse to what hitherto has 
been the normal condition of the human race. 
The difference between the economic organiza
tion of today and the economic organization of 
the past is great. But it is a difference of scale 
and technical process and potentialities for world
wide disaster. The principles have been the 
same. They have been sectional, monopolist, 
restrictionist. The results too have been similar. 
There has been poverty and insecurity. There 
was little freedom of enterprise before the nine
teenth century. There were close corporations, 
state monopolies, restrictions on movement, sec
tional trade agreements, prohibitions, tariffs •.•• 
Only in the middle of the eighteenth century did 
men begin even to conceive of a world in which 
privilege to restrict should be restricted and in 
which the disposition of resources should obey, 
not the demands of producers for monopoly, but 
the demands of consumers for wealth. 

For a short time it seemed as if this dream 
might be realized. When Adam Smith wrote 
The lV ealth of N alUms it seemed to him that to 
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expect the establishment of complete freedom of 
trade in Great Britain was "as absurd as to 
expect that an Oceana or Utopia should ever be 
established in it ".1 But the power of ideas, 
operating in a milieu of favourable political acci
dents, was stronger than even he suspected. In 
thirty years he had made converts of the great 
majority of educated Englishmen. By the middle 
of the nineteenth century, the Com Laws had 
been repealed, restrictions on movement abolished 
and what to all intents and purposes were the 
beginnings of a liberal economic system estab
lished in Great Britain. 

The influence of these changes was not con
fined to Great Britain. The internal policy of the 
United States of America, although lacking much 
in power to control the excesses of the frontier 
spirit, was predominantly liberal. And for a 
brief period indeed it seemed as if the countries 
of the European mainland would develop similar 
institutions. From the forties to the seventies of 
the nineteenth century the trend of legislation 
almost everywhere was liberal. TarifIs were 
lowered. Personal unfreedom was abolished. 
Enterprise was freed. Monopolies were dissolved. 
International division of labour was extended. 
And the consequential increase of wealth was 
spectacular. 

But reaction was not long in asserting itself. 
1 WealtA 0/ NrMWM (Cannan's Edition). p.~. 
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From the seventies onwards the tide began to 
flow in the opposite direction. In Central and 
Eastern Europe the ideas of international liberal
ism had never taken firm root. The idea that 
production could be organized without the exist
ence of an organizer who gave orders, as Frederick 
William gave orders to his guards, was not 
easily assimilated by minds few of which had 
ever really thrown oft the habits of intellectual 
sycophancy of autocratio courts. The failure of 
the '48 and the unification of Germany by Blood 
and Iron created an atmosphere in which the 
principles of mercantilism were once more respect
able. The Physiocrats were condemned: the 
Cameralists exalted. The systems of List and 
Schmoller took the place of the system of Smith 
and Ricardo. Neither the socialists on the left 
nor the conservatives on the right, each only the 
representatives of special interests, ever grasped 
the view that co-operation without regulation 
from the centre could be anything other than 
chaos. The reimposition of the iron and steel 
duties by Bismarck at the end of the seventies, 
and his explicit adoption of the principles of 
imperialism, were the death-knell of liberalism in 
Germany. The practice of the totalitarian Third 
Reich is only the practice of Bismarckian Ger
many writ large. 

There were other influences tending in the 
same direction. In its origins socialism, equally 
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with liberalism, was rationalist and utilitarian. 
It rested on the belief, clearly susceptible of 
reasonable discussion, that there was a technique 
of economic organization superior to a system of 
free enterprise. But early efforts to demonstrate 
this were not successful; and the attempt was 
soon abandoned. With the decline of the French 
Utopians, socialism relapsed into the messianic 
mysticism of Marxian determinism; or it allied 
itself with the special interests of trade-union 
restrictionism. Its propaganda, although pro
fessedly international, had the effect of weaken
ing belief in the free market and strengthening 
the movement for the revival of national controls. 
It thus played directly into the hands of the re
action. The nationalist reactionaries well knew 
how to steal the thunder of the socialists and 
present it in a " more human ", "more practic
able" form. 

Nor must the mistakes of the liberal reformers 
be left out of the picture here. There is no 
doubt that the early liberals had not thought out 
completely the implications of their position. 
They were weak on the problem of associations, 
and they did not really grasp the problem of 
national sovereignties. In consequence, they 
sometimes followed policies which created new op
portunities for privilege and emphasized national 
differences: and at every step the representatives 
of special interests were alert to exploit their 
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blunders. The dictatorship of the consumer is a 
drastio purge of inefficiency: and those sections 
of the community whose privileges were menaced 
were not over-scrupulous about their methods of 
defence. 

But when all this is taken into account, it is 
the nationalist reaction which must claim the 
main credit for arresting the liberal revolution. 
The claim of Hitler to have saved Europe from 
Marx and Lenin may be dubious. But Bismarck 
certainly U saved" us from Cobden and Adam 
Smith. In the history of the last sixty years it is 
thelltHuenceofGermanthoughtandGermanpolicy 
which has been dominant. The existence, at the 
centre of European civilization, of a Power whose 
statesmen and thinkers openly rejected liberalism 
and regarded the atavistio ideals of imperialism 
as the be-all and end-all of policy, exercised an 
influence which it is difficult to exaggerate. It 
gave the tone to thought and legislation even 
in countries ~here liberalism persisted. British 
imperialism was made in Germany, and the 
paternalism of the official liberal party in Great 
Britain was modelled on Bismarck's U Social 
State". It dominated foreign policy. It accen
tuated national divisions and international alli
ances. And in the end it brought about the 
Great War in which liberal institutions began to 
founder and in whose aftermath they have been 
nearly swept away. 



~ 
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International liberalism is not a plan which 
has been tried and failed. It is a plan which 
has never been carried through - a revolution 
crushed by reaction ere it had time to be fully 
tested. 

5. We can see this all the more vividly if we 
try to sketch out for ourselves some of the changes 
which are necessary to make international liberal
ism a reality. To imagine that, in the present 
state of opinion, these changes will come about 
may be as absurd as to imagine the establishment 
of an Oceana or a Utopia. But it is always useful 
to know the significance of different directions of 
movement. And if we have found that other plans 
lead to institutions which seem to be ultimately 
unworkable, it is, at least, interesting to know 
whether this plan would be doomed to frustration 
for similar reasons. 

We do not have to look far before coming to 
the main requirement. According to the outline 
of the functions of government which we have 
already made, the first essential is security. There 
cannot be an orderly international division of 
labour, there cannot exist the complicated net
work of financial and economic relations essential 
to the proper development of the earth's resources, 
if the citizens are continually in danger of violence. 
In the present state of technique as regards com
munications and production, this is more import
ant than it ever has been. Without order, no 
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economy: without peace, no welfare. 
But it is in just this most elementary require

ment of a comprehensive international plan that 
our present organization is most conspicuously 
lacking. There is world economy. But there is. D 
no world polity. The difIerent national states 
each arm against the other. Between their mem
bers there is not the ordered freedom of the 
liberal state but the brutish anarchy of the state 
of nature. The opportunities of division of labour 
make us members one of another. But for lack 
of proper governmental machinery we make war 
or prepare for war continually. We should regard 
it as absurd if the inhabitants of the county of 
London maintained armed forces for defence 
against the inhabitants of the surrounding coun
ties and the inhabitants of surrounding counties 
maintained armed forces against them. We should 
regard it as childish, atavistic, wasteful, if not 
actually productive of chaos. Yet, because of the 
division of the world into national units, similar 
arrangements between areas, equally interdepend
ent and equally indistinguishable by any criteria 
other than the arbitrary heritage of past govern
mental arrangements, are not merely taken for 
granted as inevitable but even regarded as con
tributing to the general good. These are no 
doubt matters of ultimate valuation. Whether 
it is a good thing or a bad thing to kill without 
judicial process is a question which. even at the 
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present day, is often decided differently accord
ing to the nationality of the victims. But this 
thing is certain. The nationalistic anarchy is 
wasteful. Whatever value we may put on the 
military virtues as such, there can be no doubt 
that, at the present. time, the existence of this 
apparatus for eliciting such virtues is more costly, 
in terms of the other things we have to sacrifice, 
than any other luxury the human race affords. 
How much misery might have been avoided, 
how much poverty prevented, had the accident 
of history not divided the seat of sovereignty. 

It is just here that we can perceive one of the 
main deficiencies of nineteenth-century liberal
ism. It was the great achievement of the men 
of those days to have realized the harmony of 
interest of the inhabitants of different national 
areas. But they did not sufficiently realize that 
the achievement of this harmony wasonly poss
ible within a framework of international security. 
They thought that if they demonstrated the 
wastefulness and futility of economic and political 
warfare it was enough. If each national state 
were limited to the performance of the functions 
proper to a liberal government there would be 
no occasion for international conflict. There 
would be no need for a super-national authority. 

But this was a grave error. The harmony of 
interests which they perceived to be established 
by the institutions of property and the market 
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necessitated, as they had demonstrated, an appa
ratus for maintaining law and order. But whereas 
within national areas such an apparatus, how
ever imperfect, existed, betu'een national areas 
there was no apparatus at all. Within the 
national areas they relied upon the coercive 
power of the state to provide the restraints 
which harmonized the interests of the difIerent 
individuals. Between the areas they relied only 
upon demonstration of common interest and the 
futility of violence: their outlook here, that is 
to say, was implicitly not liberal but anarchist. 
But the anarchist position is untenable. It is 
true that, for the citizen who does not love war 
as such, abstention from violence is an obvious 
matter of self-interest. It is true that, in the 
long run, aggression seldom pays the aggressor, 
and that even victory is associated with im
poverishment. But if we are not content to rely 
on such arguments for the preservation of order 
within the nation, we have no reason to believe 
that such reliance would be effective in preserv
ing international order. 

Es kann der Beste nicht in Frieden leben 
Wenn es dem b&en Nachtbar nicht geIallt. 

The existence of one state whose leaders have 
evil intentions can frustrate the co-operation of 
a world of peaceful peoples. It is not by the 
demonstration that burglary and gangsterdom do 

B 
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not pay that we restrain the activities of burglars 
and gangsters: it is by the maintenance of a 
mechanism of restraint. And it will not be with
out a mechanism of restraint that international 
burglary and gangsterdom are banished from the 
face ofthe earth.1 

" A man must be far gone in Utopian specula
tions who can seriously doubt that if ... states 
. . . be wholly disunited or only united in partial 
confederacies, the subdivisions into which they 
might be thrown would have frequent and violent 
contests with each other. To presume a want of 
motive for such contests as an argument against 
their existence would be to forget that men are 
ambitious, vindictive and rapacious. To look for 
a continuation of harmony between a number of 
independent, unconnected sovereignties in the 
same neighbourhood would be to disregard the 
uniform course of human events, and to set at 
defiance the accumulated experience of ages." I 

But how is the apparatus of restraint to be 
provided 1 

It is becoming very obvious that mere associa
tions of sovereign states are ineffective. The 
confederation-the Staatenbund-has never been 

I This is a subject which Cannan made his own long before it 11'&8 

a matter of popular diacWl8ion. See especially his va1edictory addreee 
to the London School of Economics, .. Adam Smith &8 an Economist ": 
A" EcorwmWl'1I Prolul, p. 417 uq. Also a lecture on .. International 
Anarchy from the Economic Point of View", reprinted in the same 
place, p. 65 IIttJ. 

• Hamilton. The Ft.deralWl (Everyman Edition), p. 20. 
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very successful: and in our own day its weak
nesses are only too painfully evident. So long as 
the different states retain their sovereignty, 80 

long can decrees against them be enforced ulti
mately only by armed alliances of other states. 
Every word that was written by the founders of 
the American constitution against the confederal 
form of government has been vindicated again in 
our own time by the history of the League of 
Nations. 

" Government", wrote Hamilton, "implies 
the power of making laws. It is essential to the 
idea of law that it be attended with a sanction . 
. . . If there be no penalty attached to dis
obedience, the resolutions or commands which 
pretend to be laws will, in fact. amount to nothing 
more than advice or recommendation. This 
penalty, whatever it may be, can only be inflicted 
in two ways: by the agency of the courts and 
ministers of justice, or by military force: by the 
COERCION of the magistracy. or by the COERCION 

of arms. The first kind can evidently apply only 
to men: the last kind must of necessity be em
ployed against bodies politic or communities or 
states. It is evident that there is no process of a 
court by which the observance of the laws can in 
the last resort be enforced. Sentences may be 
denounced against them for violations of their 
duty: but these sentences can only be carried 
into execution by the sword. • • • 
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" In every political association which is formed 
upon the principle of uniting in a common interest 
a number of lesser sovereignties, there will be 
found a kind of eccentric tendency in the sub
ordinate or inferior ones by the operation of which 
there will be a perpetual effort in each to fly off 
from the common centre. . . ." 1 

Only the surrender of sovereignty, of the right 
to make war, by the national governments can 
remove the danger. 

But a completely unitary world state is neither 
workable nor desirable. Its unworkability de
pends essentially upon the extent of the area and 
the complexity of the language conditions over 
which it would have jurisdiction. We have seen 
this difficulty in surveying the possibilities of 
international communism. It would arise even 
in a completely liberal system. For a central 
authority to be responsible for roads and public 
health both in Austria and Australia would be 
absurd. Nor could we be sure that such a body 
would be an efficient safeguard of liberty. Caligula 
once wished that the whole Roman people could 
be united in one head so that at a single blow he 
might have the supreme ecstasy of decapitating 
it. That great Leviathan, the unitary world state, 
might present similar temptations to our modern 
sadists. If independent sovereignty is chaos, the 
unrestricted unitary state might be death. 

lOp. eil. pp. 71.72. 
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There is only one solution to this stupendous 
problem. The first need of the world is not 
economic but political revolution. It is not neces
sary that a world state should have powers un
restricted by constitution. But it is necessary 
that the national states should surrender certain 
rights to an international authority. The right 
of making war and the power to do so must be 
given up. But they need not give up all their 
rights of independent government; and the 
rights of the international authority must also 
be limited. There must be neither alliance nor 
complete unification, but Federation; neither 
Staatenbund, nor Einkeilsstaat, but Bundes
staat. 

Here we once more see the far-reaching wisdom 
of the founders of the American constitution. 
They did not produce a perfect constitution. 
Perfection of political arrangements is not to be 
hoped for, is indeed not even conceivable. It is 
obvious that both in the American Federation 
which exists and in any world or smaller federa
tion which might be modelled on it, there remain 
great problems of providing for proper adaptation 
of the division of federal and state powers and 
adjusting the areas of regional administration. 
No sane person will pretend that the American 
constitution today provides an instrument which 
is at all perfectly adapted to the necessities 
of government under present technical condi-
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tions.1 But when all these obvious deficiencies 
are taken into account, the fact remains that they 
did construct an instrument which has reconciled 
the interests of a multitude of people over vast 
stretches of the earth's surface and has created an 
area of peace and internal freedom for economic 
co-operation which is without precedent in his
tory. They did establish a principle which offers 
the one hope of escape from the fear of destruc
tion which today overshadows humanity. And 
when we contrast the peace and the riches of that 
great Union with the chaos and anarchy of the 
unhappy nations of Europe we know that this 
was something worth doing, worth preserving, 
worth fighting to preserve. We can read Abraham 
Lincoln's noble dedication of the dead at Gettys
burg and know that his claims were just. 

6. It is not the purpose of this chapter to draw 
up the articles of a world federation. Our aim, 
here as throughout these reflections, is to suggest 
principles rather than to elaborate policy. But it 
will help to clarify our ideas if we explore a little 
further the functions in such a system of such 
bodies as now are sovereign states. We will ignore 
the obvious unsuitability for any kind of adminis
trative function of many of the present national 

1 The implicit criticism in the propositions of the ned ~on of 
this chapter should be suflicient to guard against miaundentandiJlg 
here. 
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areas. The problem of the appropriate area for 
federal organization of any sort is a problem of the 
utmost importance, and it would be an important 
feature of any rational constitution that provisions 
were made for periodic adjustments. But for our 
purposes this may be disregarded. Assuming 
that there is not to be complete unification, we 
enquire what functions would be best discharged 
by the local U states" if the principles of inter
national liberalism are to be realized. 

It should be clear from what we have seen 
already in earlier chapters that there is no place 
for such bodies, however geographically consti
tuted, as regulators of inter-area trade. It would 
be the object of a liberal world federation to create 
the maximum scope for international division of 
labour: and any restriction of trading between 
governmental areas would be totally alien to its 
intention. In so far as a liberal system involves a 
framework of legal regulation-and we have seen 
that this is of the utmost importance-the consti
tution should bring it about that such a framework 
was federal-that is to say, that the law of pro
perty and contract the world over was unified and 
administered on uniform principles. That the 
authorities of local U states" should retain the 
power to prevent the citizens who happened to 
inherit their areas from selling their produce 
where the demand was greatest and buying 
their goods where the supply was cheapest 
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would be inimical to the international liberal 
plan.1 

For the same reason, it would be inappropria~ 
that such local authorities should have power to 
limit the movement of labour or capital. H the 
difierent states of the American Federation had 
had the right to limit migration or investment, 
there can be little doubt that some of them would 
have done so. But it would have been an illiberal 
system. That the people who happen to reside 
within a particular administrative area should 
have the right to prevent people elsewhere having 
as free access to co-operation with the owners of 
the fixed property within the area as they them
selves have would give rise-as it does in the 
world of independent states today-to positions 
of monopoly and privilege. The owners of fixed 
property in the difierent areas are compelled, 
on pain of loss of potential income, to put their 
resources to those uses which satisfy the most 
urgent demands. Why should those who dis
pose of services which are mobile be prevented 

1 It should be remembered that here .. elsewhere we are di.ec:uasing 
types of planning. not tactics of planning policy. Whether R would 
be wise to m.ake the 81UTe1lder of fiacal power an _t.ial of &rI1 world 
federation i8 quite a separate question.. h ia arguable that if tbe 
national states could be induced to surrender the powers of ma.king 
peace or ........ thi8 would be enough .. a beginning: &rid nothing that 
is said in this chapter or elsewhere ahould be construed .. attempting 
to decide this question in adYlUloo. As. is emphasized continually. the 
object of the _y is to contrast alternatives, Dot to formulate policy. 
It i8 obvious that to plan the .. deplanning " of the intenentioniam 
of the Jast haIf-century would demand a treatise in itself. 
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from doing likewise t It is sometimes urged 
that there are "social It arguments, whatever 
that may mean, against complete freedom of. 
migration. l\Iost of these are based upon reason
ing so obviously fragile or 80 fundamentally 
intolerant as to be scarcely worth discussion.' 
But whatever their validity, it is surely certain 
that, if it were necessary to impose limitations on 
the movement of any class of citizens, 01' on the 
movement of their capital, that would be a func
tion which should only be performed by the 
federal authority, never by the local states. 

But what, then. should be the power of the 
different local authorities t 

I The one IU'IUlDent agaiDa' perfectly free migratioa which ulikely 
\0 be interesting \0 international liberala ia tll&a elaborated by' 
('.noaa ( W"""'" 3rd Edition. P. 287) oonoerning dilfel'8ll&ial fertility. 
II any people eIIo .. a chronio incapacity \0 reetrain their multiplica. 
tion. whatent their eeooomio oire1lJll8tan0M, then Cannan argued. 
.. it. t. probabl,. desirable tII&, ia eIIould be onnfined within .. namnr 
limite .. poeaible. U t. better thaa " Ihould learn tll&a onr-popuJa. 
lioo i. aa evil, and how \0 aYOid it, in one ooantly or ooatineDt, than 
alter eItending i& all Ont the world." .\nalytiaoJ.ly. _pting the 
utilitarian criteria of polic,.. the argWDen' ia eure!y nlid. Bu' 
lte applicability dt'peoWi oa the U8IUIlption tll&a nch peoplee 
actuaU,. exist. In ~na ooaditioDi i& __ .. if birth oont.rol 
_ likely \0 beonme aniftr'llal. Hr. OuT Saanden nggeate tll&a i& 
may ena be widely adopted in India (OuT Saanden. W criI PoptJ.
Iioa, P. 277). And j, h .. yea \0 be DO ..... tll&t. where Immlgran" 
from high.birth·rate ooantrielleettle in low·birth·rate ...... they do 
noa rapidly--eome would .. ,.. &00 rapidly-o.jmilate their ubi" in 
thia reepec' \0 thoee of their new neighboIUL Thia obnolllly ia a 
matter about. which wide generaliaation would be fooliab. Ba' if ia 
oould be DO ..... tII&, there ant people whoee ubi" will nent be other 
thaa oonforma b1e \0 the generaliaatioDi of the firB& edition of the E_, 011 PoptJoIioa. it ia atilI clear ... argued aboTe, tII&, the regu1a
tion of their monmente ia a matter for a world. rather than a local. 
authority. Local authorities ha .. much &00 atrong a temptatioa \0 
_ thia .. a pretext for local monopoly. 
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It is a significant comment on the degree to 
which the ideals of international liberalism have 
yet spread that, in the vast literature which has 
been devoted both to the economic functions of 
" the" state and to the problems of international 
government and international economic relations, 
scarcely any attention is devoted to this funda
mentally important subject. In the literature of 
public finance, there is some discussion of problems 
of double taxation and the relationship between 
rates and taxes. But of the positive functions of 
state and local government activity and expendi
ture there is hardly anything which, from the 
point of view of the international economist, is at 
all interesting or illuminating. The theory of the 
functions of local government is discussed almost 
always in terms of the interests of the inhabitants 
of the locality, rather than in terms ofthe common 
interest. The theory of the functions of co the" 
state is discussed without any regard whatever to 
the relations between states and the general world 
interest. 

Fortunately there is one exception. One of 
the main preoccupations which dominated the 
work of Edwin Cannan was precisely this question 
of the way in which the activities of separate 
governmental authorities, operating within a 
larger community, could be so directed as to tend 
to the common interest: and, after much seeking, 
he arrived at what is certainly the most plausible 
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solution which has yet been put forward. Un
fortunately, with characteristic modesty, he de
veloped his views in a context of such specialized 
application-the last chapter of a very technical 
work on the history of local rates in England
that it is doubtful whether, even among pro
fessional economists, any but his own pupils have 
ever been really aware of them.· 

Broadly speaking, the principle is as fol
lows. The different local authorities, whether 
" national" or "local", should pursue such 
policies as, without restriction, should give the 
greatest value to the resources permanently fixed 
within their jurisdiction. The rationale of this 
maf7i, ·is probably best seen by a short account 
of itS genesis. 

It is clear, from its context, that Cannan was 
led to his solution by a consideration of the pro
blems of small local government authorities. It is 
obvious that, so far as such authorities are con
cerned, it is not legitimate to assume the absence 
of the possibility of migration into, or out of, the 
area. But if this is so, he argued, then a policy 
chiefly directed to benefit the" inhabitants" by 
taxing resources which could not leave the neigh
bourhood was bound to lead to an arbitrary dis
tribution of population. The inhabitants are 
merely the people who happen to find it worth 

1 Th. history of bie differeD' attempt. to diacont a eolutioD ill 
recorded in the preface to hie E_Otllic V1<Ilook. pp. 31-35. 
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while to live in the neighbourhood for the time 
being. To tax the fixed resources in the interests 
of such a body rather than in the interests of the 
world at large, would simply mean that immigra
tion would be encouraged without permanent 
benefit to the immigrants and that the rents of 
the fixed resources would be dissipated in ways 
which would definitely encourage maldistribution 
of effort. But if, instead of this, the local authority 
regarded itself chiefly as the custodian of the fixed 
resources within its area, and if it did things which 
tended to raise the value of those resources but 
which, because of technical difficulties of arrang
ing spontaneous co-operation, were not done or 
were done imperfectly by their owners, then it 
would be acting in harmony with the general 
requirement of the liberal system that resources 
should so be used as to secure maximum value in 
price terms. We have seen already that there are 
many services for which there is obvious need but 
for which, because of the difficulty of individual 
pricing or because of the difficulty of securing 
spontaneous co-operation between the owners of 
difierent pieces of the earth's surface, the system 
of private enterprise does not always make pro
vision. The provision of roads, trunk sewers, light
ing, water supply, parks, are obvious examples. 
It was in the facilitating and the provision of 
such arrangements that Cannan conceived the 
most essential duty of local authorities to cODsist. 
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But this principle. as he went on to urge, applies 
not merely to counties but to countries: or, more 
accurately, to larger as to smaller area jurisdiction. 
There are some functions of this sort. the provision 
of lighting for instance. which can perhaps best 
be arranged or supervised by the smallest local 
government authority. There are others. such 
as the provision of arterial roads or the preserva
tion as parks of large stretches of countryside, 
which demand the activities of diflerent national 
authorities or even groups of such authorities. 
Others. the provision of water for instance. prob
ably involve the jurisdiction of areas of inter
mediate size. And the co-ordination of such 
activities where they overlap again involves a 
hierarchy of decentralized governmental bodies. 
With changing technique the extent of the area 
most appropriate to initiate or to control such 
activities varies. It is one of the permanent 
difficulties of national as of international govern
ment. while providing for decentralized initiative. 
to maintain adequate flexibility of regional ad
ministration. Since the private property system 
cannot fully operate here. some substitute for 
the influence of loss and bankruptcy has to be 
devised. And this is not easy. If it wei'e only 
because of the magnitude of the problems which 
are thus involved. it would be desirable that the 
governmental bodies which must necessarily 
deal with them should be relieved as far as 
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possible from other preoccupations. But what
ever the difficulties of detail, the fundamental 

) 
'J principle is clear. The local authorities, whether 

, national or municipal, should have the maximum 
freedom to develop, without restriction of trade, 
investment or migration, the value of the fixed 
resources which are best dealt with by their 
jurisdiction. 

There are, however, other governmental func
tions which do not fall under this heading, but 
which in fact would probably be discharged by 

1-, local authorities. The relief of destitution and 
." , some instruction ofthe young are functions which 

presumably would be discharged by public author-
ity within most liberal systems. The relief of 
destitution, by definition, is not a function which 
can be evoked by the profit incentive: and the 
incompatibility of contracts with infants with 
the principles of personal liberty precludes 
exclusive reliance on the price and property 
mechanism in regard to education. BecaUBe the 
price mechanism is inapplicable in these cases 
there are great difficulties in arranging principles 
of distribution which do not weaken individual 
initiative and family responsibility. But, in some 
form or other, they are functions which have to 
be discharged. 

Now it should be very clear from what has 
been said already that they are not functions 
which can be discharged by small local authorities 
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without grave danger. For small local govern
ment authorities to be responsible for the dis
charge of such functions is to invite maldistribu
tion of population and administrative chaos. 
Experience in Great Britain and in the United 
States shows the gran disadvantages in local. 
or even in state. relief of any kind of destitution. 
Indeed we may lay it down as a general principle 
that. whereas when it is a matter of impro\iog by 
governmental action the Yalue of fixed resources 
(that is. of supplementing the principle of private 
property) the smaller the area of administration 
the better. when it is a matter of organizing what 
may be called communistic relief (that is. of sup
plementing the principle of family ~ponsibility) 
the contrary principle applies. The wider the area 
of administration. the more equitable the burden 
of taxation. the more economical the distribu
tion of resource&. 

Nevertheless wide administrative units have 
their limits. Local habits and conditions difier 
widely in different parts. and long before the unit 
of administration and initiative had become c0-

terminous with the area of a world federation it 
would become impossibly unwieldy. For good v 

or for bad. it would be inevitable that a large 
measure of initiative should be left to authorities 
smaller than the federal power. 

U this is done. however. the ~l'I'ef we have 
already recognized arises. Unless the difierent 
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" authorities keep more or less in step, there is the 
possibility that their policies may give rise to 
undesirable movements both of capital and of 
laDour~f capital to escape taxation, of labour 
to receive benefits. This danger is inevitable. 
And it is not overcome completely by larger units 
of administration. But, in a system whose con
stitution involved the fundamental rights of free
dom of movement and investment, it is probable 
that the danger would itself be a safeguard. So 

v long as migration and investment were free, and 
were kept free by the fundamental constitution, 
it is not likely that the authorities of the difIerent 
areas would break step for long without experien
cing considerable difficulty. The big problems of 
migration and the social services have arisen in 
the past, not because of the existence of social 
services as such, but because under the political 
constitution, under independent state or muni
cipal authority, these services were permitted to 
carry with them laws of settlement, limitations 
of migration and investment. H freedom to 
migrate and freedom to invest are preserved, the 
danger of maldistribution of resources from the 
existence of decentralized administration of com
munistic governmental functions, although it still 
exists, is greatly diminished. 

This suggests one further point which it is 
perhaps useful to mention explicitly. It is the 
burden of the preceding analysis that, in a liberal 
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system, the provision of all those things which 
can be provided by private enterprise should be 
left to private enterprise. Governmental bodies, 
whatever their size, have quite enough to do 
without competing with private business. N ever
theless, it would be ill-advised to make it a 
fundamental feature of any world constitution 
that governments should never embark on this 
kind .of business. The arguments may be all 
against their actually doing so. But it is not in
conceivable that in some cases it might be desir
able. The important thing is, not that govern-v 
ments should never engage in business, but that, 
if they do, they should not be empowered to 
prevent private enterprise from competing with 
them, and that they should be subject to the 
same rules of fair competition as the others. 
What is essential is, not that there should be no \I 
government enterprise, but that there should be 
no government monopoly. H government enter- ~-f
prise can satisfy demand better than private enter-
prise according to the test of a market which is 
not rigged by governmental regulations or sub
sidies in favour of itself, the liberal utilitarian 
criterion is satisfied. It is clear that this is a 
condition which has seldom, if ever, yet been 
realized.' 

I How many Britiah aocia1iata. for iDatauce, would be willing to 
make the experiment of nationalWng. not all the minee in the country. 
but one or two luitably choeen mm... and operating them without 
luwdy in competition with the othen' This ia really aD acid ted 

S 
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7. We have now sketched the outlines of the 
chief principles of international liberal planning. 
There must be security. There must be a legal 
framework appropriate to the effective working 
of the system of markets and private property. 
In various ways, some of which we have en
deavoured to indicate, government machinery 
must provide supplements to the principles of 
private property and family responsibility. The 
citizens, as consumers, distribute their incomes 
between the difIerent commodities according to 
their private preferences for themselves or for 
others. As producers, they sell their services and 
the use of their property in ways which they hope 
will bring the highest return compatible with 
their desire for security and private amenity. 
They are thus led, by the artificial institution of 
the market, into lines of production which serve 
their preferences as consumers. 

Before concluding it will be instructive to take 
one more general survey and, assuming such a 
plan to be put into operation and assuming a will 
to maintain its essential features, to ask how it 
might be expected actually to work. We defer, 
until the concluding chapter, consideration of the 
political obstacles which at present prevent its 
establlilhment. 

whether the intention of nationalizAtion i. monopolistic gaiD or 
technical efficiencv. There is no _n to 8Uppoee that the techni
cal optimum in this industry is very large. 
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If the argument of this chapter is correct, it 
would appear that the plan would be free from 
large internal contradictions. It would not suffer 
from those great difficulties of principle from 
which the other plans we have examined have 
all appeared to suffer. Under liberalism the \) 
machinery works one way. It is not attempted 
to do one thing with one part and something 
logically incompatible with that with another. 
Moreover, it has the advantage that it can be '2.) 

achieved by stages. The socialist plan is all or 
nothing; for, as we have seen, national socialism 
leads not towards but away from international 
socialism. But if the world will not accept com
plete international liberalism all at once, it still 
remains true that the more liberalism it intro
duces into its arrangements the greater will be , 
the resulting gain of wealth and stability. A single 3. 
country or group of countries can pursue many 
of the aims of international liberalism in a world 
given over otherwise to interventionism and 
central planning and enjoy some at least of its 
benefits. 

But it is important to make clear the limita
tions of such a system. The analysis of earlier 
chapters should have shown that many current 
criticisms are based on misapprehension. It is 
not planless. It is not chaotic. It is not response 
ible for international political frictions. But we 
only weaken the strong case which can be made 
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!... out for it as the most practicable scheme which 
has yet been devised for a necessarily imperfect 
society if we do not explicitly recognize the 
respects in which it is open to criticism. 

It should be recognized, in the first place, that 
the disposition of resources actually achieved, 
even under the most favourable conditions con
ceivable, will not be minutely optimal 8.8 in the 
abstractions of mathematical economics. At any 
moment, if only because of the continual develop
ment of new wants and new techniques, some 
producers will be found in a quasi-monopolistic 

(\) position. It is wrong to claim, for a liberal 
system, continuous achievement of the perfect 
competitive equilibrium of pure theory. Indeed 
it is probable that some of the current stric
tures on such a system arise from excessive 
preoccupation with these abstractioIlB, to the 
neglect of investigation of the way in which 
institutions which limit competition will actually 
work in practice. What can be claimed for the 
system in this respect is not that it eliminates all 
those indivisibilities of factor combination and 
imperfectioIlB of the market which give rise to 
quasi-monopolistic positioIlB, but rather that, if 
there is no statutory support for restrictive prac
tices, and if the law is properly framed, any 
attempt to exploit these positioIlB, outside very 
narrow margins, will be frustrated by new com
petition. The wider the market and the freer the 
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range of choice, the smaller will these imperfec
tions be. 

In the second place, it should be recognized 
that the system would not be free from error. 
Production takes place in anticipation of demand .. 
The extent to which demand is actually satisfied 
depends upon the extent to which the antiCIpa
tions of the producers have been correct. It is 
not claimed that isolated producers would not ~) 
make mistakes. No system is superior to the 
people who work it. It is claimed only that if 
they do make mistakes, then the market imposes 
penalties which compel a revision of their plans. 
It is an essential feature of the liberal system ') 
that the leaders of industry are not rescued from 
the consequences of their own error. The govern
mental bodies have their own work to do. It 
is no part of this work to frustrate the guiding 
pressures of the market. 

Nor is it to be claimed that collective error c.) 
would be impossible. The false anticipations of 
particular producers may be contagious and may 
lead to more extensive mistakes. It is absurd to 
regard- the catastrophic fluctuations of the post
war world, cluttered up with interventionism and 
international monetary instability. as a model of 
the probable dynamics of a system of economic 
freedom. It is a model only of the internal con
tradictions of a system which heightens risks, 
diminishes adaptability and paralyses the market 
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without providing an efficient substitute.! N ever
theless it would not be reasonable to claim im
munity from general fluctuations for a system 
freed from these elements. But it would be reason· 
able to claim that the more extensive fluctuations 
would seem to be due to, or at least conditioned 
by, monetary influences which it should not be 
impossible to diminish. We do not yet know all 
about these matters. But it has yet to be shown 
that, within the general system of the market, it 
is not possible to develop institutions which pro
duce a more beneficial damping effect than any
thing possible outside it.' And it may be claimed, 
too, that, given the stabilizing influence of a sound 
monetary system, the movement of relative prices 
and costs provides correctives to such errors more 
effective than otherwise seem practicable. 

Finally, we must recognize that even if these 
working frictions were abolished, the system would 
involve some inequality of income. 

I In my (kwJ DeprtMiota I have developed this the.ia at length; 
see especially chap. iv ... The Ca\lllelJ of Deflation ". 

• I hope that such a degree of generality at this point will not be 
thought to be disingenuous. As readera of my (kwJ DeprtMiota will 
know, I am rather sceptical of the merits of certain current propoaala 
for stabilization of price levels, although I do not exclude the pouibility 
of many improvements in our preeent arrangements. But both the 
proposala I reject and the proposals I would urge faU within the 
framework of an essentially liberal society. Since at tWa point I 
do not wish to diverge into aU the arcana of current monetary 
controversy, I have intentionally used here a form of words which 
I think would be acceptable to the majority on either aide of this 
discussion. In Chapter X below, however, I diacuaa 80me of 
the international aspects of what I regard &8 a aound monetary 
system. 
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In a liberal society, the organization of pro
duction is controlled by expenditure in the market. 
The market produces what the consumers choose, 
bidding for goods according to their incomes. 
Now for the liberal utilitarian, it is no objection 
to such a system that the choices which are thus 
satisfied are not necessarily II good" choices, that 
the goods which are produced are very often, 
from his point of view, detestable and vulgar. 
The liberal does not claim that the satisfactions 
which result from spontaneous choice are neces
sarily II good" satisfactions; he claims only that 
it is possible that they may be. Whereas, he 
would urge, satisfactions which are chosen for, 
and imposed upon, adult men and women can
not fall into that category. He would argue that, 
if we object to the preferences of our fellow 
citizens, we should try to persuade them to choose 
otherwise, not deprive them of the right of choice. 
It is, however, a more solid objection that the 
incomes out of which demand is made are unequal. 
That demand is free is not an objection for the 
liberal. But that it is unequal he must regard 
as a much more solid objection. He knows that 
there is no probability that the distribution of 
income will be necessarily proportionate to need. 
"To this extent he must regard the end product of 
the market process as imperfect. 

But it is important here to be clear as to what " 
kind of inequality of income is involved. Much 
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.) inequality of income is due to monopolistic restric
tion. Indeed a strong case can be made out for 
the view that statistically this is much the most 
important. In an international redistribution on 
equalitarian lines it would be the high incomes 
of the average worker of western democracies, 
not high property incomes, which would provide 
the greater part available for redistribution; and 
as we have seen, some, at any rate, of the difIer
ence between wages in difIerent places is due to 

" 1limitationB on migration. In so far as monopolistic 
privileges are destroyed, this type of inequality 

s) would tend to disappear. The establishment of 
competitive conditions on an international scale 
would release vast equalizing tendencies. It is 
possible, too, to think of tax systems not incom
patible with the fundamental liberal principle, 
which would diminish inequality of property 
holdings.1 And, as we have seen, these govern-

1 To avoid mill1lllden!tanding, I ought perhapll to be nplicit con· 
cerning the attitude to the institution of inheritance implied in thi. 
position. 

I do not regard inheritance &8 any more .. Datural .. than property. 
It must be justified, if at all, by appeal not to Datural right. but to 
lIOCial utility. But I do not believe that it i. desirable to abolish it. 
The wealth of society depends in part on the volume of eeeumulation. 
If all forms of inheritance were abolished, either the property would 
have to be held and maintained by the etate, which, for _08 which 
I hope have been made clear above, I do not think would be desirable: 
or the total volume of accumulation would be limited to the savinge 
of one generation, which would certainly Dot be enough to redeem the 
praseDt population of the world from groea poverty. 

This view, however, doe. not prevent me from believing that it 
is possible to modify groea inequality by tantion: and I _ DO 
reason why this should n-ruy lead to an important diminution of 
the volume of saving. I do not believe in the celebrated Rignano 
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mental functions which supplement the institu
tion of the family may be conceived to go far 
to mitigate inequality of opportunity for personal 
talent. Nevertheless it is important to realize 
that. when all this is done. th~ determination of 
income by market value of services and the hire 
of private property does make some inequality 
inevitable. So long as the system is in a state of v 
change and so long as difierent people possess 
different amounts of property. so long will the 
determination of incomes on this principle in
volve some inequality of power to demand. 

Now this is certainly regrettable. If we could 
plan a system which would work as well as the 
system of free markets and private enterprise and 
would yet preserve more equality of income. it 
would be profoundly to be welcomed. But we ~Jl v 
have found no substitute for these institutions. 
And. if there is no substitute. then if we prefer 

.chem .. lince th., would either limit 8OCumul.tion to the aavinga of 
two or three generation. or reaul' in progreeai .... aocialiaation. But I 
ahould be In favour of inheritance taz ... graduated no' on the lliae of 
the eatate loft hut on the lliae of the inheritance receind. Thi8"ould 
enoour.ge the divilion of large eetates. But it would no' lead to 
their diaaipation i and I, would be free from the diaadYaDtagae of the 
principle of the kgilj .... whiob hu the elfec' of enoouraging amall 
familiee. Modern liberala. h ..... been eo faecin.ted by the Rignano 
aohem .. which i. definitely eocialistio in intention, th., they haft 
tended to overlook thi. obvi01l8 devolopmen' of the legaey duti ... 
which i. muob more in harmony with the principlee they profeu to 
follow. Tru.Uber&la ahould 11'&11\ more property all 101lDd, not t-.. 
There i. no doubt th.t, although more _tly to coiled than the 
preeent estate dutice, thia type of taz.tion would be adminiatrativoly 
possible. (See Appendix XXVII to the Report of 1M Colerp C_ 
m"'" "" NalKntal Debt alld TuoIioa.) 
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wealth to poverty and international order to 
• nationalistic chaos, we must accept this by-pro

duct of the market system as the necessary cost 
of these benefits. If the maintenance of efficient 
production depends upon the existence of the 
system of free enterprise, it is not correct to argue 
as if the incomes from property are obtained at 
the expense of incomes from other sources-as is 
indeed the case with the gains of monopolistic 

..; restriction. In a truly competitive system the 
incomes which arise from property ownership are 
not deductions from other incomes: they are 
additional to them. If private property were 
abolished, then the other incomes would be lower. 

\' The toleration of inequality is surely a small price 
to pay for the reduction of poverty. 

But this is not all. If our argument is correct 
the free market and private property are con
ducive to the most efficient utilization of material 

't) resources. But they are conducive, too, to the 
preservation of liberty and culture. In the mul
tiplicity of buyers and sellers there is security 
against the excesses of tied personal relationships. 

V' There is no guarantee of personal independence 
so secure as the institution of private property. 

Here, too, it is important not to claim too 
much. The market is not always free. The in
stitution of property may be the object of false 
valuations. The litterateurs of a sterile age have 
made us very familiar with the misfortunes of 
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unpropertied men who fall out with bad em
ployers: and they have not forborne to expatiate 
on the petty vulgarities of the rentier. But they 
have not devoted such minute attention to the 
unpleasant possibilities of other forms of society. 
Yet before we condemn one set of institutions, 
we should surely enquire concerning the alterna
tives. Under capitalism, despite occasional in- v 
justice, he who quarrels with his employer may 
hope to get on with another. And, for all the '0") 
pettiness which may sometimes be bred by 
property or by the spectacle of property, it is 
incontestable that the self-same institution en
ables the individual to withstand the pressure of 
the powerful and, in defiance of popular con
demnation, to create new values for humanity.· 
It is not clear that there would be this degree v 
of liberty elsewhere. In the centrally planned 
society there is one employer and no property. 
It is not contended that there would be no 
spiritual values in such a state of society. Even 

I Perhaps one ezample i. penniaaible. If the painter CHanne 
had not been a man of property. hi. pict_ would nen!' have been 
painted. No one who haa the aligh*t acquaintanoe with the hietory 
of nineteenth.century an in France can believe that any official 
academy, howen!' enlightened, would have admitted hi. claima to be 
an official artist. Even Manet thought he "'aa a fool. Yet &hi. is a 
man of whom it oan be said without ezaggeratiOll that he gave new 
eyea to our generation, a maater before whoee worb we have to think of 
the grea*t maaterpi_ of Rembrandt and Giotto to nob a parallel 
profundity of emotiOll. It ia an odd thing. probably only to be 
ezplained OIl psychopathological grounds, that the l_r artiata and 
poets of our day should have dallied 80 often with collectivist dreama. 
There i. no Bohemia in the llOl1ectiTUt state. 
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the regime of the Aztecs was marked by some 
aesthetic achievement. But we may legitimately 
ask how much of what we regard as most precious 
in the cultural inheritance of the West would 
have survived the pressures of societies in which 
there was no private property and no free market. 
It is to be feared, very little. 

We should not claim for liberalism that the 
world it could produce would be perfect. The 
poets and the thinkers of liberalism, the inheritors 
of the great classical tradition of Europe, have not 
shown much tendency to entertain such vain 

" hopes. But we may claim that, with all its defici
encies, it would still provide a safeguard for 
happiness and spontaneity more efficient than 
any other which has yet been suggested. 



CHAPTER X 

INTERNATIONAL MONEY 

1. IT has not been the intention of the preceding 
argument to discuss in any detail particular 
features of the international liberal plan. The 
aim throughout has been to depict the plan as a 
whole, to outline the main principles in their 
proper perspective. 

There is one subject, however, which it is 
desirable to discuss more fully, the question of the 
status of money. Ought money to be a U national" 
or a U federal" function' Should there be difier
ent independent national c1ll'!encies or should the 
monetary system of the world be unified' These 
are questions which bring us back from the high 
abstractions of the last two chapters to matters 
much nearer to those developments of contem
porary policy from which our analysis started. 

In the last two chapters we have been discuss
ing changes which, even if it were decided that 
they were desirable, could not be fully realized 
in the lifetime of men now living. But in the 
question of national or international money we 
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stand at this moment on the brink of important 
decisions. The nineteenth century went far to 
evolve an international money. In the twentieth 
century we have gone far to destroy it. To dis
cover whether, from the ruins of the international 
system of the past, we should attempt some recon
struction, or whether we should go forward with 
the monetary nationalism of recent years, is a 
matter of the utmost practical importance. It 
is to the discussion of this question that the present 
chapter is devoted" 

2. It will help to clear our ideas for the main 
investigation if we commence by tracing, in rather 
more detail than was attempted in Chapter II, 
the fundamental causes which give rise to the 
so-called international monetary problem. 

If we were to ask an intelligent layman the 
fundamental cause of the breakdown of the inter
national gold standard, he would probably reply 
that it was the difficulty of monetary transfer. 
The different centres which abandoned gold could 
not obtain, at rates near the gold parity, sufficient 
foreign exchange to meet the necessities of trans-

1 This chapter is devoted to the diacusaion of mattere which, 
becaU88 they deal with money and income, may _m rather more 
technical than the subject of other chapters. Readera who experi. 
ence difficulty at this point may pass to the next chapter, where the 
diacusaion once more becomes general. But it baa been attempted to 
keep the present di8Cusaion as free as po88ible from extreme tech. 
nicality, and it is hoped that even the complete layman will not lind 
the general drift of the argument very difficult to follow. 
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fer. They were, therefore, obliged either to resort 
to exchange control and planned trade, or to 
allow the rate of exchange to find another more 
possible level. 

Now, we may leave undiscussed the question 
whether this description really applies in detail 
to the actual circumstances of successive crises in 
the different financial centres. We will not in
vestigate whether, for instance, the United States 
of America was so destitute of gold at the time 
that the gold standard was abandoned that a 
really acute transfer crisis was actually in sight. 
Nor will we argue here the question whether 
there were not available alternative measures 
which might have eliminated the transfer diffi
culties.1 From our point of view the answer is 
unsatisfactory, not for historical but for analyti
cal reasons. As a description of what actually 
happened, or may happen, in a week of crisis it 
mayor may not be accurate. But it does not 
go deep enough. It does not tell WI why it is 
that transfer difficulties in this form should ever 
come to exist. It does not tell WI why the busi
ness of settling payments between different places 
in different national areas should be associated 
with such difficulties. 

This insistence on a more fundamental explana
tion may appear to be uncalled for. We are so 

I I have outlined an analyaia of these problema ia chApa. T. and n. 
uf Illy GreGI Depruft(llt. 
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used to apprehensions concerning the balance of 
trade between different countries that to ask why 
they should exist may appear to be questioning 
the obvious. But a little reflection should show 
that this is not so. If by an effort of imagination 
we can discard our nationalistic blinkers, it is 
clear enough that there does exist a problem. 
There is nothing in political boundaries as such 
-as distinct from the policies pursued within 
them-which would justify us in taking it for 
granted that purchases across the boundaries of 
a sovereign state have a significance fundament
ally different from purchases across the boundary 
of a local government area. We know that the 
prosperity of different counties in the same country 
often varies as widely as the prosperity of differ
ent countries in different parts of the world. Yet 
when South Wales is depressed there is no " pro
blem " of monetary transfer to London. When 
Australia is depressed there is. There is surely a 
puzzle here which lies deeper than the gossip 
of the exchange market. Why do we have stability 
and an absence of friction in the one case, in
stability and difficulty in the other t 

It is certainly not because of differences in the 
mobility of labour. The classical economista dis
tinguished international from domestic trade on 
the ground that within national political areas 
labour was free to move from one industry to 
another, whereas between them it was not. This 
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mayor may not have been sensible for their 
particular purposes.! But it has no relevance to 
the problem of monetary transfer. Labour may 
be more mobile between London and South Wales 
than between London and Sydney. But it is not 
so mobile as to equalize out any differences of 
prosperity within the period in which monetary 
transfer has to be made. Yet there has been no 
II breakdown" of the exchanges with South Wales 
and there has been with Australia. 

It is often suggested that the difference is due 
to tariffs. Countries are surrounded by tariffs. 
Counties are not. At first sight this is more 
plausible. Tariffs do render more difficult the 
business of exchange. U they are suddenly raised, 
they necessitate readjustments of prices and in
comes which, in countries with independent bank
ing systems, may be very hard to bring about. 
But this does not really go to the root of the 
matter. It is impossible to believe that the 
existence of tariffs as such is the condition for 
the existence of a transfer II problem". So long 
as the present internal bankirig structure per
sisted, it does not seem as if the erection of 
even high local octrois against the produce of 

• In 'ac' this assumption ell&bled the clauical economists to 
OOI1IIUuO' • &heory of value in • regime 01 non-oompeting group\. 
whioh had more generality than their main theory, h i. cIeu that 
the identilioetion of nationalareu with the concept 01 Don-competing 
groups did no' add to the Ulalytical aignilicanoe of the theory thue 
elaborated. And i' ia doubtful whether empiricalJy the idenUlication 
wee juaUlied. 

T 
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South Wales would create inter-local monetary 
difficulties-any more than the raising of local 
costs of transport. The depression in South 
Wales and elsewhere (save in coalfields now 
protected against Welsh competition) would be 
greater. That is all. 

Nor can we accept the view that it is the exist
ence of difierent kinds of money which is, in itself, 
responsible for the difficulty. Where monies of 
difierent denomination exist, either side by side 
in the same area, or separately in different areas, 
undoubtedly there arises the necessity for money
changing arrangements. But this is not neces
sarily a very important complication. It is a 
nuisance rather than a " problem". If the media 
of exchange in the different countries are com
posed of the same metal and if they are minted 
on demand and freely meltable and exportable, 
the fact that they are of difierent weights and 
fineness is a minor accident, incapable of giving 
rise to serious difficulties. If owing to changes in 
demand or supply the stream of purchases in 
one direction is greater than in the other, then 
there is simply a geographical redistribution of the 
precious metal of which the money is composed. 
The difierent coins or bars continue to exchange 
at rates determined by their respective weights 
and technical qualities. 

I If none of these theories is correct, it seems as 
if the only possible explanation of difierences 
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between local and national transfer must be the 
existence of differences of banking structure in . 
different national areas. And in a sense this is 
true.' The fact that, under twentieth-century 
conditions, within a common political area, there 
exists a single reserve ba.nking structure, whereas 
between areas there are no reserves in common, 
does complicate the business of transfer con
siderably. Transfer from one branch to another 
of a single bank involves an automatic offsetting 
of equal amounts of spending power. Transfer 
from one bank to another in a single reserve 
system is likely, though not certain, to have the 
same effect. But transfer from one reserve system 
to another may be accompanied by either net 
additions to or subtractions from the total 
volume of credit outstanding. 

So much is frequently realized. And when 
it has been realized, the defenders of the view 
that there is something" natural tt, something 
economically inevitable, in the difference between 
national and local transfer are apt to imagine 
that they have proved their point. In spite 
of the sophistications of shallow critics, such 
as David Hume, with his unhelpful sneers 
about the Heptarchy,l a reo,Uy subtle economic 

I .. Did not long .. perienlle make people _yon thia head. what 
a fund of gloomy retlectioD8 might oalculationa alford to a melancholy 
YORKSUIRRVAN, while h. computed and magnified the luma dra1l1l to 
London bytuee,abeent-,commoditiea,and found on comparieon the 
opposite artiel .. 10 much inferior' And, no doubt, had the H~pIGrcl, 
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analysis bas vindicated the view that there is 
something difierent between counties and coun
tries after all ! 

But really this is still all very superficial. U 
we did not know how deep-rooted are the national
istic prepossessions of even the best of us, it 
would be almost unbelievable that any economist 
would be content to stop at this point. It is very 
well known that techniques are available whereby 
transfer between difierent reserve systems can 
be harmoniously adjusted. The position between 
reserve systems in difierent countries need not 
difier conspicuously from the position between 
difierent branch banking systems in the same 
country. The transfer "problem" only arises 
where the efficient working of such techniques 
is frustrated by other influences . 

. Now it is just here that the political division 
of the world into difierent sovereign states, each 
claiming the right to regulate the local currency 
and banking arrangements, is all-important. U 
the world had been united into one federal state, 
no doubt there would have still remained banking 
problems of great importance. But it is fairly 
safe to say that the " problem" of transfer and 

IAlbsisted iJa bGlAID the ~ of eech IIta&e had bwa ClOD

tinuJly alanDed by the fear of • YI'OIIg baIanee: aDd .. it u. probable 
tha& the IIlUtuJ hatred of theee __ would haft ~ ennomdy 
nolen, on &«oan' of their eJo. Deighboarhood, they would have 
loaded aDd owr-d all eo~ by • jealous aDd llllped_ 
eauUoa "(E..,.. Moral. Polilit:al "ad LiInwy (ed. G_ aDd GI'OR). 
TOL i. P. 335). 
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interlocal equilibrium in the form in which we 
know it would not be one of them. 

This politicartactor haa operated in a number 
of ways. In the first place, since banks indifferent 
states are subject to different laws, it baa at once 
limited the spread of banking institutions which 
transcend frontiers and it baa fostered the growth 
of national reserve systems. Whether the ideal 
banking structure is composed of many inde
pendent reserve banks or of one central reserve 
system, it is surely obvious that, if it bad not 
been for the political factor. the existing organ
ization of banking would have been radically 
different. There would have been a much 
greater spread of branch banking across the state 
frontiers. Whatever the arrangements for last
resort lending, there would certainly not have 
been a reserve bank in every area claiming 
political sovereignty. The business of inter-· 
national clearing would be organized on lines 
which made political frontiers irrelevant. 

But this is not all. The political factor acts. 
positively as well as negatively. When the area 
of the local reserve system runs parallel with the 
area of political sovereignty. there is great danger 
that, when strain arises, the authorities of the 
system will be prevented from taking the action 
which is necessary if equilibrium is to be pre
served. They can be prevented from allowing 
local credit to contract or-what in a progressive 
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society is more probable-from restraining it from 
expanding as rapidly as elsewhere. The area oj 
strain will be coterminous with the area oj adminis
trative discretion. And the probability is that this 
discretion will be exercised. 

We can see this perhaps most vividly if we 
revert to our Welsh example. Fortunately for 
the stability of economic life within the United 
Kingdom, South Wales is part of a unified area. 
When therefore the state of the balance of trade 
between South Wales and the rest of the country 
implies a diminution of spending power in 
South Wales, the process is quite automatic. 
Deposits in South Wales run down. Deposits 
elsewhere increase. In existing conditions, this 
takes place whether the banks in South Wales 
are branches of the larger system or not. There 
may be bankruptcies in South Wales. If there 
were local banks, some of them might go under. 
But the people would go on settling their business 
in pounds sterling. If there were a real " short
age" of pounds it would pay other banks to make 
the necessary arrangements. Of a permanent 
transfer difficulty, or a permanent difference be
tween the value of a pound in South Wales and 
elsewhere, there would be no question. 

But consider what would almost certainly have 
been the case if South Wales had been an inde
pendent sovereign state with a separate central 
bank under the control of the government treasury. 
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As conditions in South Wales worsened, we should 
have begun to hear of strain on the Welsh ex
changes. The central bank would almost certainly 
have been prevented from taking the measures 
necessary to keep its reserve intact and the ex
change in step with London. The shrewder and 
more far-sighted inhabitants of South Wales would 
guess that a break was likely and, wishing to save 
their capital, would withdraw money to hoard it 
or to keep it in London. They would be denounced 
as lacking in feeling for the land of their fathers. 
But the drain would continue. There would be 
a crisis in which the gold standard would be 
suspended, after which there would supervene a 
period of rigid exchange control (and consequent 
worsening of conditions generally), export sub
sidies to Welsh coal, etc., or fluctuating Welsh ex
changes. Hordes of " experts" would travel down 
to Cardiff to diagnose the cause of the disaster 
and write books about it. They would attribute 
it to every possible circumstance save the one 
obviously responsible: the inability of a banking 
system subject to political pressure to take steps 
to keep in equilibrium. 

In the last analysis, therefore, it is the political 
factor which gives rise to the economic problem· 
of international monetary transfer. H historical· 
accident had not created independent sovereign 
states, with independent claims to control the unit 
in which debts are settled and the policy of local 
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banks, no such" problem" would have arisen. 
In a world state with a world money, there might 

. be severe financial difficulties in particular area8. 
Local banks might over-lend and go bankrupt. 
Local producers might suffer such a curtailment. 
of demand for their products that they were 
unable to pay their debts to creditors in other 
parts of the world. But there would be no aban
donment of the intemationalstandard, no break
up of the international monetary unity. The 
thing simply could not happen if it were not for 
the intervention of independent sovereign state8. 

3. But is this good or bad 1 Is it conducive 
to the most effective territorial division of labour 
that local governments should possess this power 
of initiative 1 It is doubtful whether any advo
cate of the regime of monetary nationalism has 
ever gone so far as to claim that it is better that 

,the world should be thus divided, that if inde
pendent sovereignty did not exist, then in the 
interest of monetary policy it would be desirable 
to invent it. But arguments are frequently used 
which do definitely imply as much. We must not 
take it for granted that the existence of monetary 
arrangements, which vary according to the area 
of sovereignty and which involve differences be
tween international and interlocal transfer, will 
necessarily be regarded as undesirable. At the 
present day the policy of international money 
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and fixed exchanges has many powerful opponents. 
Before we enquire further into the way in which 
national systems are likely to work in- practice, 
it is desirable to examine their objections. 

It is probably the most frequent objection to a 
regime of international money that, in changing 
conditions, it involves changes in the relative 
quantities of money available in difierent parts 
of the system. It the demand for the products of, 
say, the Argentine falls off and the demand for the 
products of Australia increases, then there will be 
a relative decrease in the quantity of money in 
the Argentine and a relative increase in the 
quantity of money in Australia. Unless this 
happens, then sooner or later, if the change in 
demand is permanent, transfer difficulties will 
arise. But this is abhorrent to the exponents of 
monetary nationalism. .. Never," they say with 
indignation, "never should the maintenance of 
international equilibrium be permitted to inflict 
deflation on the loCal economy. Never should 
we sacrifice our industries to this fetish of gold 
parities. " 

All this sounds very impressive. But if we 
look into it a little its plausibility seems to 
diminish. .. Never, when we make more pay
ments to our creditors than our creditors make 
to us, must our balances be allowed to diminish." 
This is the same proposition couched in less ques
tion-be~oing terms. To use the term deflation, 
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not only to describe net contraction in the sys
tem as a whole, but also to describe these shifts 
of purchasing power within the system, is to con
fuse the issue in a manner which can only have 
propagandist justification. Deflation in the system 
as a whole is a senseless thing. It is an actively 
disequilibrating tendency. It is most improbable 
that any reputable economist would be found 
to give it active support. But a contraction of 
money incomes in some lines of production, reflect
ing a change of demand for the factors of produc
tion there, in favour of factors of production 
elsewhere for whose products demand has ex
panded, is not disequilibrating. So far from 
being disequilibrating, it is a change which 
may be absolutely necessary if equilibrium is to 
be preserved. Very often, if the money supply 
as a whole is increasing and the change of de
mand is not great, an absolute contraction of 
money incomes is not necessary. It is only neces
sary that money incomes elsewhere should in
crease more rapidly. But to demand that this 
should always be the case, to demand that the 
money supply should increase so rapidly that 
money incomes never anywhere needed adjust
ment downwards, would be to deman4 fairly 
rapid inflation in the system as a whole. Unless 
the mobility of factors of production were to 
become equal to the mobility of demand-which 
in the case of land and fixed capital is impossible 
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and in the case of labour highly improbable
some money incomes must sometimes be adjusted 
in a downward direction. But to use the term 
deflation, with all its associations of general dis
equilibrium, to describe these necessary shifts, is 
either to misunderstand or deliberately to mis- , 
represent the nature of the process involved: 
When the demand for cotton piece goods dimin- . 
ishes and the demand for silk increases, it is not 
really very helpful to speak of deflation in the 
cotton industry and inflation in the silk in
dustry. 

Of course, it is quite possible that a shift of 
demand from the products of local industry may 
bring about changes in relative preferences for 
liquid balances and other assets, which may 
involve. for the time being, a downward fluctua
tion of incomes which is more than that involved 
by the original shift· of demand. But, even so. 
before we decide that deflation has taken place. or 
is likely to take place, in the system as a whole. 
we must look to what is happening in those other 
parts of the system to which demand is trans
ferred. It is possible that there may be net defla
tion. But it is equally possible that there may 
be net inflation. Much depends on the general 
state of trade. But in any case, if such disequili
brating tendencies do arise, it is surely reason
able to demand that they should be dealt with 
internationally-not that the monetary unity of 
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the world should be violently disrupted or per
manently destroyed. We never dream of dealing 
with such difficulties by exchange fluctuations 
when they do not coincide with areas of political 
independence. We should not proceed to cut 
loose the Lancashire exchanges if the demand for 
cotton were to diminish. 

But now we must take account of a more 
formidable argument. The more consistent advo
cates of monetary nationalism would not deny 
the necessity of changes in relative incomes in 
different industries and different places if there 
are relative changes of demand for the products 
of local factors of production. But in the modem 
world, they urge, these adjustments are not 
allowed to take place.' Money incomes, especi
ally money wages, are rigid, and if there is an 
adverse shift of demand for the products of a 
national area, or if, for some other reason, change 
is necessary, the impact of the change exhausts 
itself in producing unemployment and further 
depression. It is to circumvent this, they argue, 
that independent national monies are necessary. 
If the currencies in different areas are not linked 
by being based on a common metal, then, as 
demand shifts, the rate of exchange will fluctuate 
and so bring about the necessary changes in rela
tive real incomes via changes in relative prices 
rather than via changes in money incomes. The 
fluctuating exchange and the independent national 
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currency are devices for getting round the rigidity 
of money incomes. 

Now there can be no doubt that the rigidity 
of money incomes is a great obstacle to the' 
smooth working of the forces of the market. It 
is one of the great problems of our time. In part 
it is due to the existence of various governmental 
policies which are anti-liberal in character-the 
limitation of movement, the granting of special 
privileges to trade unions, forms of unemploy
ment relief which are administered without regard 
to their effect on the market. Yet even under 
purely liberal institutions a downward adjust
ment of wages would be a slower and more diffi
cult process than a fluctuation of the exchange. 
In any case, it would be an advantage if the same 
result could be achieved in an easier way. 

But it is really very naIve to suppose that this 
is likely to happen. From the humanitarian point 
of view. it seems very attractive to substitute the 
automatic fluctuations of the exchange market 
for the tedious adjustments of the market for 
personal services. And. no doubt. once or twice 
in a century. in time of great crisis, it may be 
possible to do it. But to assume that it can 
become the normal means of adjusting real wages 
is to assume that the wage-earners are completely 
devoid of powers of observation and-what is 
even more difficult to believe, to judge by their 
present behaviour-that the experts and the poli-
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ticians who plan these beneficent little tricks are 
completely silent in public about their intentions, 
both before and after the event. And this is really 
a most absurd assumption. Sooner or later the 
wage-earners, or their representatives, will per
ceive what is happening and will demand in
creased money wages to offset the rise in import 
prices. If they will not accept the view that 
changes in the value of their product necessitate 
changes in the remuneration of their services in 
money terms, it is futile to suppose that they will 
be so blind as to accept without struggle the view 
that they involve changes in their real incomes. 
The belief that wage-earners are concerned only 
with money incomes may afford a pretext for 
amusing theoretical fantasy. But-fortunatelyor 
unfortunately-it does not happen to be correct. 
Mter recent events in France, it does not even 
seem plausible. 

But let us assume, for the purposes of argu
ment, that it is. Let us assume that, so far as 
the wage-earners are concerned, the mechanism 
works as planned. No attempt is made to evade 
the effects on real incomes of the fluctuation of 
the external value of the national money. Even 
so, it is a complete and a pathetic delusion to 
suppose that in every other respect the system 
would work as if there were a common money. 

It would not be the same as regards day-to
day trade. The risk would be very much greater. 
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Even where there existed a satisfactory market in 
forward exchange. there would still be a risk to 
be paid for that would be absent under a common 
currency. And. as recent experience has demon
strated. there are severe limits to what may be 
expected of a market in forward exchange. 

It would not be the same as regards investment. 
Even under the most favourable circumstances 
the volume of international investment must 
shrink. if there are fluctuations in the relative 
value of the money in which revenue is earned 
and the money in which interest or dividends are 
paid. Even such comparatively small fluctua
tions as the fluctua.tions of the silver exchanges 
have restricted international investment. The 
fluctuations in a world of independent national 
monies would restrict it still more. 

But all this is still to assume that the mechan
ism works as postulated. 'It is to assume that. 
in a world of independent currencies. the fluctua
tions of the free exchanges will have an equili
brating tendency. It is just this assumption 
which it is necessary to challenge directly .. For 
there is no reason to believe that it is in any 
way justified. On the contrary both theory and 
experience suggest that. in a world in which ex
change disequilibrium has become general. the 
fluctuations of the exchanges have an actively 
disequilibrating tendency. So far from bringing 
about a state of affairs in which equilibrium is 
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reached more quickly than under a common inter
national money, they bring about a state of 
affairs in which there is no reason to suppose that 
equilibrium will arrive at all. Even assuming 
that they do not give rise to a multitude of trade 
restrictions and controls of financial transactions 
-and of course it is notorious that this is perhaps 
their most conspicuous influence-they tend to 
cause deflation in some price structures, inflation 
in others and such a general upset of the liquidity 
preferences of the public in general, that, while 
they persist, there is cumulative financial chaos. 
Anything more unlike the expectations of the 
amiable exponents of general monetary national
ism it is scarcely possible to imagine. 

The reason for the mistake is obvious. The 
purchasing power parity theory of the foreign 
exchanges asserts that the external value of money 
tends to reflect the relation between internal and 
external prices. This is true enough, and properly 
interpreted it is fundamental. It is also true that, 
if a small state lets go its exchange in a world 
which is otherwise stable, the fluctuation of that 
exchange will come to rest about a point which 
might be predicted from an inspection of internal 
and external price levels before the event takes 
place. There are many examples in history of 
small raw material producing areas which have 
succeeded in getting nearer to equilibrium by 
measures of this kind. But to assume that a 
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similar effect will follow, if excAange jluduatimu 
become general, is completely to beg the question. 
For it assumes that the fluctuations of the ex
changes will have no effect on prices, and this is 
not likely to be the case. When the important 
exchanges fluctuate, the commodity markets are 
shaken. The internal prices, between which the 
free exchange is to bring about equilibrium, are 
themselves disturbed. The free exchanges be
come an active disturbing influence. And there 
seems no reason at all to suppose any necessary 
tendency to equilibrium. It is just a vicious, 
circle of inflation or deflation. 

In such circumstances, in the absence of fur
ther intervention on the part of the different 
national governments, the self-interest of the 
different citizens would lead to a solution once 
more conducive to equilibrium. Either they would 
choose, from the welterot unstable currencies, 
that which seemed the least unstable, and settle 
their transactions in that; or they would tum 
to some new medium of exchange-bar gold, for 
example-whose value seemed relatively immune 
from the vagaries of governments, and make that 
their money. The intense inconvenience of a 
multiplicity of national monies would provide. 
a powerful incentive to the reconstitution of a 
common international money. 

But of course such behaviour would conflict 
completely with the central aims ot the policy ot 

u 
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monetary nationalism. That the citizens of the 
national area should be able to defeat the policy 
of their own state by using some other money, 
or by keeping their resources in bar gold, must 
necessarily be regarded as intolerable from the 
nationalist point of view. Hence contracts in 
terms other than the national currency will be 
held null and void. The holding of currencies 
other than the national currency or the hoarding 
of the precious metals will be prohibited. Foreign 
exchange acquired in any way will be confiscated 
with or without compensation. Citizens may even 
be threatened with death for not using the national 
money-as in Nazi Germany. In short, a com
plete regime of exchange controls and control of 
foreign trade must be instituted-with the results 
we have already analysed. There are many kinds 
of economic nationalism which lead to the isolation 
of the national economy by slow and almost im
perceptible degrees. But monetary nationalism 
is not so dilatory. There is no form of nationalism 
more swiftly efiective to disrupt the world economy 
than nationalism in the sphere of money. Of all 
forms of economic nationalism, monetary national
ism is the worst. 

4. It is probable that this conclusion would be 
extensively recognized nowadays. The experi
ence of the last few years has not been favourable 
to the cause of monetary nationalism. The forma-
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tion of the sterling club, immediately the period 
of instability began, was in itself an acknowledg
ment of the dangers of a regime of free exchanges. 
The conditions of the 'various areas constituting 
the sterling club were so different that by no 
stretch of imagination could the arrangements 
thus made be justified by the standard argu
ments for areas of free exchange. There was no 
homogeneity of cost levels in the sterling area 
which could possibly afford a justification for 
fluctuating sterling exchanges vis-a-t'is the rest 
of the world. The obvious justification for the 
arrangement was that, within the area, there was 
exchange stability. Sterling was not an inter
national money. But it was an approach to an 
international money. In so far as the sterling 
club was to be justified at all, it was to be justified 
in these terms. 

Moreover, the state of affairs prevailing as 
between the rival systems, the pound, the dollar 
and the gold currencies, was such as to justify the 
worst apprehensions of the theory of free ex
changes. Trade was reduced. Long-term invest
ment was negligible. There was extreme deflation 
in the weaker areas. Obstacles to trade of all 
kinds multiplied to a degree unprecedented in 
past history. Whether the crisis of 1931 was in
evitable or whether by appropriate policy it could 
have been avoided, is a question on which reason
able men may well differ. But on the effects on 
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trade and investment and on the shattering 
repercussions on international politics of the ex
change uncertainties which succeeded it, there 
cannot be two opinions.1 

. But monetary nationalism dies hard. It is 
no longer believed that all will be for the best in 

· the best of all possible worlds if each national 
currency is left perfectly free to find its own level. 
It is realized that when the great currencies are 
adrift there is no necessary level for each of them 
to find. It is realized that, in the absence of 

- international money, the international economy 
disintegrates. The disadvantages, even of gold, 
are less emphasized, its advantages increasingly 

· acknowledged. But it is still thought that within 
the framework of an international system the 
local rates of exchange should be adjustable. By 
all means let each nation link up to gold once 

· more, it is said. But let them reserve their free
dom to vary the rate of exchange if necessity 
arises: In this way we shall have the advantages 

1 Suppose that early in 1932, after the first conYU!siona of the 
crisis were over, Great Britain had returned to gold at perhape 4 
dollars to the pound. We should probably have had to pay more for 
conversion. But it is doubtful whether the dollar would have been 
devalued. We might have saved the BrUning regime in Germany. 
The period of deftation in the Gold Bloc countriee might have been 
avoided. And the rate of e:o:change would have been more favourable 
to the surmounting of the rigiditiee of the British cost structure than 
it is likely to be again. It is not very profitable to prolong such COD

jecturee. But I do not think that, in the verdict of history, those who 
urged such a policy and who conaiatently predicted the political con
vulsi008 shead if it were not adopted will be written down u nch 
fools 88 they were generally represented to be at the time. 
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of both systems, the stability of gold and the . 
flexibility of paper. 

Now there is no dispute that, after a period 
of extreme monetary nationalism, the return to. 
a system of completely international money must 
necessarily be gradual. In reconstituting the 
international standard, it would not be prudent 
to fix once and for all rates of exchange which 
might prove to necessitate extensive local con
traction or expansion in order to be immediately 
workable. Once an international system is in 
being, it is desirable that the appropriate local 
expansions and contractions should be made. H 
they are made at once they seldom need to be 
large. But while it is coming into being it is 
wise to avoid imposing big changes. Quite apart 
from the disturbance they cause, they are likely 
to discredit the idea of international money as 
such. The monetary authorities of the world 
are not ill-advised to guard against a repetition 
of the errors of 1925. 

But it is one thing to leave a certain margin 
within which rates may be varied during a period 
of provisional stabilization. It is another thing 
to elevate such an expedient to the status of per- . 
manent machinery .. For if the rates of exchange 
between difierent national areas are variable 
beyond the limits created by the costs of trans
fer, then international money does not exist. 
We are still in a world of monetary nationalism .. 
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We are still in a world in which the accident of 
political separation creates economic phenomena 
which would never arise in a unified monetary 
system. Trade is uncertain. International in
vestment is limited. The development of financial 
institutions is distorted by arbitrary and irrele
vant political limitations. The national standard 
may be more respectable when it is printed on 
gold. But if the denomination of the note can 
be varied without varying its gold content, it is 
still to all intents and purposes a paper standard. 
It is still an independent national money. 

It is sometimes said that at the present day it 
is necessary to retain the elasticity of such 
standards on account of the danger of large 
transfers of short-term capital. A completely 
international standard worked well enough in 
the days when the international short-loan fund 
was small, it is said. The resources of the diHerent 
national systems, wisely managed, were equal to 
the strain of any transfer; and the advantages of 
a common standard outweighed the disadvantages 
of any small adjustments which this necessitated. 
But in the post-war world it is diHerent. Vast 

,masses of short-term funds accumulate in the 
various centres and at a moment's notice they 
are prepared to migrate, like some scourge of 
God, spreading havoc and devastation in their 
wake. No international system can stand such 
convulsions. It is to guard against dangers such 
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as these that the difierent nations must reserve 
their financial freedom. 

Such an argument sounds highly professional. 
And to the lay public, to most of whom the mere 
existence of floating balances is only slightly less 
mysterious than the doctrine of the Real Presence, 
it seems utterly and completely convincing. All 
praise to the experts who identified these sinister 
influences. U Foreign devils" were at the bottom 
of all our troubles after all ! 

But in fact it rests upon a most singular con
fusion. It is quite true that the monetary history 
of recent times has been marked by the existence 
of abnormally large volumes of short-term money 
menacingly idle in the great financial centres of 
the world. It is true that the migration of these 
funds has created "grave financial disturbances. 
But to regard these movements as being the 
cause of all the trouble is completely to put the 
cart before the horse. So far from being a cause 
in this sense. they are essentially a consequence. 
a consequence of the fundamental instability of 
expectations in a regime of monetary nationalism. 
The fact that they, too. cause further instability 
is important. But it should not blind us to their 
ultimate origin. Why is it that there are not 
these vast and sudden migrations of capital with
in the difIerent national areas! Obviously be
cause there is no apprehension that the difIerent 
units of currency within the area will not exchange 
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at par. Why is it that they do take place between 
the national areas ~ Obviously because under 
monetary nationalism the possibility of change 
is very real and evident. So long as there exists 
the possibility of alterations of the rate of ex
change, so long is there definitely created a situa
tion in which prudent men will seek to avoid loss 
and adventurous men will seek to find profit. 
The disproportionate size and distribution of the 

. international short loan fund in recent years is 
the way in which the capital supply has responded 
to the expectation of changes in local standards. 
And so long as this expectation is justified by 
arrangements which avowedly protect local auto
nomy in this respect, so long will this evil and 
other similar consequences of monetary national
ism continue. To perpetuate exchange instability 
in order to cure the evils which the expectation of 
exchange instability has brought about is not 
really very sensible. 
. It is sometimes thought that all these diffi
culties 'can be obviated if only the changes in 
local exchange rates are brought about by inter
national agreement. :Monetary nationalism is to 
be made respectable by being brought into a sort 
of monetary league of nations-a confederation, 
a Staatenbund, in which each state retains its own 
liberty to do anything it pleases but agrees to meet 
and discuss the conflicts of aims which this liberty 
inevitably generates. When the balance of trade 
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of any area with the rest of the world becomes 
unfavourable, international agreement is to per
mit a downward movement of its exchanges. 

Now no one will deny the desirability of inter
national co-operation to restore a common inter
national standard. The recent agreements be
tween the United States, France and Great Britain 
have everywhere been hailed as a first step 
towards recovery. H changes in exchange rates 
were always the result ofintemational agreement, 
the disturbance resulting therefrom would be con
siderably diminished. 

But it is still open to question whether such 
arrangements are either possible or desirable as ' 
a permanent equilibrating mechanism. We may 
take it as almost certain that there will seldom 
be a proposal to move the gold parity of any 
local currency upwards: the tendency will usually . 
be in the reverse direction. But putting this on 
one side, we may still question whether such 
revisions will be easy. to arrange or whether 
they will be unaccompanied by harmful disturb
ances. 

Let us consider the niatter in rather more 
detail. In order that such adjustments may 
be effective. it is necessary that they should 
be continuous. A disequilibrium which could be 
remedied by a small adjustment at the begin
ning may need a much greater change if it is 
to be remedied later on. But it is just at such 
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a point that the claim for readjustment will 
be least plausible. The representatives of the 
national areas whose exports will suffer if the 
change is made will not be likely to be impressed 
by the plea for the correction of a small evil. 
They will urge delay and the adoption of other 
measures. They will ask why they should sub
mit to disturbance to remedy the results of the 
wrong policies of others. But, if delay takes 
place and other measures are not adopted, the 

. disequilibrium will be aggravated. Political strain 
will develop. Rumours of great struggles in the 
arena of state treasuries will be rife. There will 
develop all the secondary consequences of expected 
change which are agreed to be so damaging. The 
business of the world will be embarrassed while 

. the politicians dispute. In the end, in the absence 
of a federal overriding power, one or other of the 
contesting parties may quite likely "assert its 
freedom" with consequences with which the 
events of the last few years have made us very 
familiar. Mr. Keynes has said that the Council 
of the Bank for International Settlements who 
contemplate a return to a regime of fixed gold 
parities "are living in . . . a fools' world"" 
But what shall we say of the state of mind of 
those who conceive the function of a Bank which 
was set up to facilitate the smooth working of 
international money to consist in the arrange-

I LloytU Ba"lc lleftelll, October 1925, p. 532. 
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ment of compromises between the policies of 
monetary nationalism' 

The fact is that the whole conception is es
sentially political in character. If there were no 
sovereign states, no tradition that the alteration 
of the value of money was the sovereign's inalien
able prerogative, the idea of adjustable parities 
would not occur to anyone. Who would suggest, 
if sovereignty were not divided, that the main 
function of a world clearing bank was to change 
the rates at which it transferred deposits from 
one account to another' The idea would be 
regarded as fantastic. And, from the point of 
view of international liberalism, any suggestion 
that, in a world that falls short of complete 
federation, similar arrangements would not have 
similarly wasteful and disequilibrating effects 
must be regarded as fantastic too. It is not 
merely fantastic. It is reactionary. It seeks to 
perpetuate a state of affairs which lead not 
towards international unification but away from 
it. It tends to perpetuate the conditions of the 
rampant nationalism. which is destroying the 
civilization of Europe. 

5. If this is correct, it seems as if there is no 
argument which would lead us to abandon the. 
presumption that, in an international economy, 
an international money is desirable. In the 
liberal world federation, the law relating to 
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money would be a federal, not a state, function. 
And, whatever the general policy directing this 
law, it would not break up the unity of the world 
by the provision of separate local currencies with 
exchange rates fluctuating between the different 
areas. 

This conclusion applies too to a world which 
faIls far short of general federation. What the 
world needs to-day is an international money 
immune from the meddling of national govern
ments-a Maria Theresa dollar up to date, which 
passes as currency in the different national areas. 
In recent years, so great has been the intrusion of 
national governments, that this function has come 
to be discharged by bar gold. But this is retro
gressive. . We do not need to go back to a cur
rency which must be valued by weight rather 
than by tale. What is needed rather, after a due 
period of provisional stabilization, is that the 
relation of the different currencies to gold shall 
be fixed and then left alone. IT any permanent 
international agreement is to take place it should 
take the form of an undertaking by the national 
states to allow the use of each other'8 currency 
throughout the whole of their respective areas 
and to enforce contracts in whatever unit they 
are made. Short of world federation in the 
sense we have indicated, this would be the best 
safeguard against a recrudescence of monetary 
nationalism. At the first sign of relative deprecia-
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tion of the local cUlTency all transactions would 
be effected in other money. But unless sovereignty 
itself is sUlTendered, the danger must always be 
great that such undertakings will be broken.' 

6. But there still remains the problem of 
banking policy. The nineteenth century, which 
witnessed such considerable progress towards in
ternational currency unity, witnessed too the' 
development of banking institutions which have 
provided the instruments for policies inimical to 
that unity. Whether or not central banking, in 
some form or other, would have arisen spontane
ously is a difficult question, to which reasonable 
men may well give different answers. But it is 
unquestionable that the actual development of 
central banks has been conditioned throughout 
by influences which have been essentiallypolitica.l. 
They have been set up to provide loans for govern .. 
ments; and they have usually been maintained 
and supported against competition for reasons of 
a similar nature. There are few central banks 
with a history of any length which, at one time 
or other, have not been used as instruments for 
deliberate inflation. And, as Bagehot argued, 
even when they have not been used for political 
purposes, their peculiar position within the. system 

1 See Richard Strigl. .. Gib, ee aiDe Sicherung gegeD InftatioD "f 

JlitIeil • .,.".. Yer6ndu ~WcAer .BaMcII.J14 ~ .. 1932, 
N.15/6. 
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of national banking has made them a source of 
weakness in the system of international finan
cial relations. And when governments have been 
inclined to use them as instruments of positive 
policy, they have become the most potent cause 
of general economic nationalism. If the govern
ment of a certain area imposes upon the banks 
under its jurisdiction a policy of expansion at a 
time when the local position offers no scope for 
such expansion, then, as we have seen, the inter
national equilibrium is ruptured. The" problem .. 
of maintaining international equilibrium at once 
arises-and with it all the policies designed to 
solve such a " problem ". 

This clearly is the position of the world today. 
The majority of the central banks are being asked 
to serve two masters. They are being asked to 
maintain equilibrium between their system and 
the rest of the world and they are being asked to 
promote the aims oflocal economicpolicy-rearma
ment, public works, cheap credits to agriculture, 
and so on. Hence exchange controls, fluctuating 
exchanges, bilateral clearing, control of foreign 
investment, and all the other measures whose 
effects we have already examined. 

In such a situation, it is tempting to argue 
that the logical solution is a complete unification 
of the various national systems through an inter
national central bank. But against this there 
are powerful arguments. The case for the single 
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reserve system is usually taken for granted as 
regards national areas; although it has certainly 
never been systematically demonstrated from any 
other than a nationalistic point of view, and al
though many of the best minds (including Walter 
Bagehot, the leading exponent of the principles of 
central banking) have expressed grave doubts as 
to its validity. I But the case for, a single reserve· 
system for the world is certainly not generally 
conceded: and though most of the arguments 
against it are nationalistio in charaoter, there are 
others which are by no means of this order. A 
single reserve system directly under the pressure 
of an international government would run grave 
danger of being used for inflationary purposes. 
It is doubtful whether it would provide so rapid 
a response to local changes in the investment 
situation as less centralized institutions. Nor 
has it yet been shown that a multi-reserve system, 
in which each institution was completely un
protected by the state and completely liable to 
the strict application of the law of bankruptcy, 
would produce fluctuations of the money supply 
more conducive to disequilibrium than a single 
reserve system subject to political pressure. 

The truth is that, if we are honest, we must 
confess that at the present time our knowledge 

I OD all these problema. dillCluasion of whioh in neeD& yean has 
been so meagre, Dr. Ven. Smith's Raliortal. 0/ CnIral &ularog oon. 
taiII8 much _ful information. 
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both of the desiderata and of the possible instru
ments of general monetary policy is so imperfect 

• that, even within the context of the general 
liberal idea, it is :pot possible to speak with any 
certainty concerning the most desirable ultimate 
form of international banking institutions. We 

-know that it is desirable that there should be an 
international money. We know that it is desir
able, therefore, that whatever the general policy 
adopted, the movements of cash and credit in the 
difIerent parts of the system should preserve in
ternational equilibrium. But, although we know 
many things to avoid, we still dispute concern
ing what is to be regarded as the best general 
policy and we still dispute concerning the ulti
mately best institutions for realizing the aims of 
this policy. 

But, for all this, the main requirement of 
immediate policy is fairly obvious. 'It may not 
yet be clear whether a single or a multiple reserve 
system is ultimately the best way to realize the 
aims of international liberalism. But it is clear, 
if these aims are to be realized, that control of 
local policy should be removed as far as possible 
from the influence of local governments; that, 
whatever their ultimate destiny, the difierent 
reserve systems should cease to be the instruments 
of monetary nationalism.' The banking policy of 
the twenties, which sought to remove the central 
banks from the influence of governments, was 
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right. The banking policy of the thirties, which 
has been to bring them once more under govern
ment control, is wrong. The immediate objective 
of policy, therefore, must be to reverse this ten
dency. In a world free from monetary national
ism, the solution of the remaining problems of 
banking policy should not present insurmount
able difficulties. 



CONCLUSION 



CHAPTER XI 

NATIOYALlSlI OR INTEBNATIONALlSlI 

1. WE now reach the conclusion of our investiga
tions. The last three chapters have been devoted 
to the discussion of different types of complete 
international planning. It has been argued that 
communism on an international scale must develop. 
internal weaknesses which frustrate the achieve
ment of ita aims. But it has been argued, too, 
that liberalism. exhibita none of these weaknesses 
and that an international liberal plan is conceiv
able which is technically workable and which is 
free from the manifest contradictions of othu 
forms of planning. 

But do we want an international system ! 
Are thel'e lUSOns why the organization of social 
life in natiOnal units o1Iers advan~~ and attrac
tions to the members of such units, sufficient to 
outweigh the advantages and attra~tions of the 
more comprehensive organization! Do national 
interests clash with the interesta of the world 
as a whole' At the present day the tendency to 
national separatism is perhaps stroUe,ou than at 
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any time in human history. On what grounds of 
utility or of idealism can such an attitude ulti
mately rest 1 

It is to the examination of this question that 
our concluding chapter must be devoted. 

2. We may take it as axiomatic that, on the 
assumption that war is to be a permanent instru
ment of national policy, there are reasons which 
may justify for particular national groups some in
terference with the maximum international divi
sion of labour. Defence may be much more 
important than opulence. Arrangements which 
secure the continuous provision of materials or 
services essential to the conduct of war, even 
though they involve securing them at higher 
cost than would otherwise be necessary, are 
capable of justification on the grounds of this 
necessity. It is not certain that to foster home 
production is always the best method. Too much 
sacrifice of this sort may be less productive than 
direct expenditure on safeguarding lines of com
munication. But, on the assumption that security 
against attack is necessary, measures which pro
duce it at the sacrifice of the other ingredients of 
real income are not to be regarded as irrational. 
The correct apologia for the extravagant petting 
in recent years of the British Iron and Steel 
Industries is not that thereby we are made richer 
than we should have been had we bought in the 
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cheapest market and used our own resources for 
other purposes, but rather that, while the danger 
of war persists, we may be ill-advised to depend 
so much on foreign sources for the main supply 
of iron and steel products essential for war pur
poses. 

But all this assumes that defence is necessary. 
It assumes, that is to say, the continuance of the 
political structure which makes the necessity of 
defence a possibility: the retention by the national 
states of the right to use war as an instrument 
of policy. It this right were surrendered, it the 
danger of war were removed by more efficient 
political a.rrangements, the argument for economic 
na.tionalism on these grounds would be destroyed 
too. Unless the right to make war is to be re
garded as an end in itself, the need to prepare 
for war can never be an argument for the retention 
of the political arrangements (or lack of arrange
ments) which make it necessary. 

3. Let us therefore abstract from this danger. 
Assuming that the danger of war could be removed 
by the supersession of independent state sove
reignty by some kind of federation, let us enquire 
whether there may not be reasons of a more 
" economic" nature which should lead the mem
bers of the difierent national states to pursue 
policies of national separatism. Are there possi
bilities of national gain from restriction of the 
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international division of labour 1 We are on very 
familiar ground here and our argument may move 
swiftly. 

It is certainly quite possible to conceive of 
cases in which one national group may gain at the 
expense of others. The popular arguments for pro
tection are, of course, almost wholly fallacious. 
To maintain an industry, as such, regardless of 
whether the factors of production thus employed 
are as productive there as they would be if devoted 
to other uses, is as fruitless from the point of view 
of the majority of the inhabitants of the national 
area as it is from the point of view of the majority 
of the inhabitants of the world as a whole. Nothing 
that has been said in earlier chapters concerning 
the waste of protecting particular groups of under
takings from the competition of undertakings able 
to meet demand at lower cost, ceases to be applic
able when we turn from the international to the 
national economy. Protection to particular lines 
of industry protects, not the nation, but the in
dustry. It is in the interests of the industry that 
the government shall act in this way. But 80 far 
as the rest of the nation are concerned their 
interests are directly frustrated. Even the cele
brated argument for the protection of infant in
dustrieshas worn a little thin by now. Analytically 
the thing is conceivable. But in fact it does 
not seem to happen. The infants are brought to 
birth. But they never cease to need protection. 
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There is no reprieve for the U the industry" 
fallacy here. 

But there are arguments for national restric
tion, either by tarifls or other forms of planning, 
which are not so obviously fallacious. We all 
know that, if the members of an industrial group 
restrict output below the competitive limit, it is 
quite conceivable, if their position is monopolistic, 
that their aggregate takings may be increased. 
We know too that if a group of buyers in a 
favourable strategic position restrict their pur
chases the price at which they can buy may fall 
so much that their profits are actually enhanced. 
Clearly the same possibilities are conceivable for 
the members of geographical groups. Indeed, as 
we have seen already, if the members of national 
groups are organized as trading monopolies 
there is the strongest probability that they 
will attempt to pursue these gains. Either by 
limiting sales or by reducing purchases, it is 
possible that they may turn the terms of trade 
in their favour. It is probaole that the circum
stances in which long-run gains of this sort are 
possible for the inhabitants of actual national 
areas are not very frequent. In the short run, the 
sources of supply or demand may be squeezable. 
But, in the long run, monopolistic advantage 
of this sort is much harder to retain. Yet the 
possibility exists and should be explicitly recog
nized. 
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This is not all. In addition to the possibility 
of using restriction to obtain long-run advan
tage in exchange, there is the possibility of using 
it for alleviating short-run disequilibrium of em
ployment. To argue that the volume of employ
ment is a function of the height of tariff walls is, 
of course, a crude fallacy. The percentage of 
unemployment has been as high in protectionist 
America and Germany as ever in free-trade 
England-indeed it has been considerably higher. 
But it remains true that when tariffs or other 
restrictions are first imposed they may avert a 
contraction of credit that would otherwise have 
been necessary, or may permit an expansion of 
credit that would otherwise have been impossible. 
Once these effects have exhausted themselves, 
the restrictions are no further aid to employment. 
The bamers must be raised once more if the same 
effect is to be repeated. But, at the moment that 
they are first erected, the effect on employment 
may be favourable. 

These conclusions are well known. They 
are direct deductions from quite simple prin
ciples of analytical economics. But, before 
they can be made any justification for restric
tionism as a national policy, it must be shown 
that the policy of other nations is unaffected. 
For the assumption that other things remain 
equal is quite essential to the validity of all 
these arguments. If the government of one 
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nation attempts to turn the terms of trade 
in its favour by restrictionism and the policy 
of other nations remains unchanged, it is 
possible that it may be successful. But if the 
others take similar measures, then whatever 
happens to the terms of trade, it is much more 
probable that wealth will be spilt all round. 
Similarly if the government of one nation attempts 
to .. cure unemployment" by tariffs or such like 
measures, and all the others remain quiescent, 
the internal credit expan&ion which this makes 
possible may have some transitory success. But 
if all nations simultaneously adopt such measures, 
the net effect is likely to be not re1lationary but 
de1lationary. Although some particular branches 
of industry may benefit, the general effect will be, 
not to increase employment, but to diminish it. 

But it is just this possibility which is over
whelmingly likely. It is not in the least probable 
that the governments ot the world will stand 
acquiescent while the governments of a single 
area conduct experiments based on the Marshall 
curves or the propositions ot the Treatise on 
Money. All experience, all common sense, sug
gests the contrary. Rightly or wrongly, they will 
decide that what is sauce for the goose is sauce 
for the gander and, in the resulting competition 
of restrictionism each party is likely to suffer. 
Economists who in recent years have made a 
technical analysis which assumes other things to 
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be equal, the basis of prescriptions as to policy in 
cases where other things are almost certain not 
to be equal, have done grave disservice. They 
may have gained some cheap repute with the un
thinking crowd, anxious as usual for a cabalistic 
rationalization of its own prejudices. But they 
have given bad advice to the world: and they 
have brought the fine discipline of analytical 
economics into ridicuJe. It was not thus that the 
great men who discovered the methods of pure 
analysis conceived their application to practice. 

In practice it is highly improbable that restric
tion of trade will secure permanent advantage to 
the majority of the national group. 

4. The most plausible case for national restric-
t tionism lies, not in the sphere of trade, but in the 
sphere of migration. The economic effects of 
changes in the working population of a national 
area are subtle and difficult to analyse, especially 
when account is taken of the important fact that 
the population is hardly ever homogeneous. It 
is certainly wrong to assert baldly that movement 
into an area must necessarily lower the incomes of 
the majority of the people already living in that 
area, or that movement out must necessarily 
always benefit those who remain. The former pro
position couJd not possibly apply to the peopling 
of the American continent, nor the latter to 
emigration from Great Britain if the population 
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were already greatly reduced. The application 
to the fluctuations of a heterogeneous popula
tion of crude extensions of a law of diminishing 
returns which applies essentially to variations of 
homogeneous divisible factors obviously begs al1 
the difficult questions raised by the existence of 
different classes of factors with different degrees 
of divisibility. The economics of migration are 
not as simple as all that. Most of the U economic" 
arguments in favour of limitation of either im
migration or emigration of the past have been 
devised, not with a view to the protection of the 
interests of the national group as a whole or the 
majority of its members, but rather with a view 
to the protection of interests of particular groups 
-the restriction of immigration in the interests 
of particular groups of labour, the restriction of 
emigration in the interests of particular groups of 
landlords and property owners. 

Nevertheless it is not impossible to conceive 
of cases where, by the limitation of immigration, 
the inhabitants of rich but relatively sparsely 
inhabited areas may secure to themselves gains 
which would not occur if movement in were not 
limited. It is not very likely that such movements 
would often actually depress real incomes, though 
even that is conceivable. But it is certainly 
possible that it might prevent real incomes rising 
so rapidly as otherwise would be the case. H 
we remember that movements of labour are 
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almost always accompanied by movements of 
capital, we shall realize that even this is not 
likely to be so general as popular opinion would 
have us believe. But it is a possibility which 
cannot be ruled out. Certainly for one area to 
remain open when all others are closed may some
times give rise to difficulty. 

But even here we must beware of casting our 
analysis within too static a framework. In a 
world in which technical knowledge and the gene
ral conditions of demand are changing rapidly, 
conditions of free migration, which at one time 
seem to involve disadvantage to the inhabitants 
of particular areas, may at another time be con
ducive to their advantage. It may be advan
tageous to be able to exclude emigrants from 
areas for whose products demand has contracted. 
But it may also be advantageous to be able to 
migrate elsewhere when demand for one's own 
products diminishes. It may be natural to demand 
the one without being willing to concede the other. 
But it is hardly logical to do so. And it is not to 
be expected that the inhabitants of other areas 
will fail to notice the inconsistency As we have 
seen already, if a similar attitude is adopted by 
the inhabitants of each national area, instability 
in general is increased. There can be little doubt 
that, over long periods, most national groups would 
be better off if national limitations on migration 
were removed. 
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5. But let us cast our net a little wider. If 
war is not to be regarded as an ultimate good in 
itself, the a voidance of war is obviously a national 
interest. War destroys wealth. It destroys happi. 
ness. It destroys the subtle checks and controls 
which make civilized society possible. Under 
modern conditions even the cost of preparing for 
war bids fair to constitute a burden which will 
more than absorb all the fruits of technical 
progress. 

It has sometimes been thought that this dan
ger may be mitigated by a sacrifice of material 
well-being. If the various national states would 
organize their affairs on a basis of economic self
sufficiency, it is said, the dangers of war due 
to economic causes would be minimized. The 
inhabitants of each nation would be free to de
velop their own lives in their own way without 
the friction which comes from CI economic en
tanglement" among nations. This was the view 
of the philosopher, Johann Gottlieb Fichte. It 
is the official apologia for the policy of con
temporary Germany; and, in our own less pre· 
tentious atmosphere, it has received the support 
of no less an authority than l\Ir. John Maynard 
Keynes. 

CI I sympathize," says Mr. Keynes, CI with those 
who would minimize, rather than maximize, 
economic entanglement among nations. Ideas, 
knowledge, science, hospitality, travel-these are 
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the things which should of their nature be inter
national. But let goods be homespun wherever 
it is reasonably and conveniently possible . . . 
a greater measure of national self-sufficiency and 
economic isolation among countries than existed 
in 1914 may tend to serve the cause of peace 
rather than otherwise." 1 

The idea is plain. To secure peace, some sacri
fice-:!'tIr. Keynes thinks it need not be great
of the wealth which comes from international 
division of labour is desirable. 

But unfortunately it seems to rest upon delu
sion. We will not pause to enquire how long 
"ideas, knowledge, science, hospitality, travel" 
are likely to remain free when goods are" a8 

far as is reasonably and conveniently possible" 
homespun-though developments in those parts 
where such policies are now being applied 
scarcely seem to warrant much optimism here. 
But we must recognize that this policy is in
capable of being generalized. Mr. Keynes, whose 
outlook in recent years sometimes appears dis
concertingly insular, may be right in supposing 
that, within the Empire, it would be possible 
at some sacrifice to reach greater self-sufficiency 
than in the past, though there is reason to 
suppose that he greatly underestimates the 
sacrifice. There are certain other national groups 
in a similar position. But it is really ridiculous 

I .. N .. tioDAI Self-Sufficiency ft, Yalc lleNwJ, yoL zDi. p. 758. 
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to suppose that such a policy is possible for 
the majority, given their present national boun
daries. Given the present political divisions of 
the world, to recommend autarky as a general 
policy is to recommend war as an instrument for 
making autarky possible. 

No doubt Mr. Keynes would repudiate this. 
For, despite all the damage he has done to 
liberal policies in recent years, he is still the 
man who wrote the Economic Ccrnsequence8 oj the 
Peace, one of the most magnificent gestures in 
defence of the great principles of peace and inter
national justice of this or any other age. It 
would be absurd to depict Mr. Keynes in any 
way as a war-monger. But, if the analysis of 
these pages is correct, it is not absurd at all to 
depict war-mongering as the eventual consequence 
of the policies which, in a fit of premature dis
couragement at the absence of quick success 
of his earlier internationalism, he has been led. 
half desperately, half frivolously, to adopt. In 
all this he has been less logical than his pre
decessors. The philosopher Fichte, who recom
mended similar policies. saw more clearly on these 
matters. 

" It has always been the privilege of philo
sophers to sigh over wars", wrote this rather 
prematurely echt Nordic type. "The present 
author does not love them more than anyone 
else. But he believes in their inevitability in the 

y 
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present circumstances and deems it uncalled for 
to complain of the inevitable. In order to abolish 
war, it is necessary to abolish its cause. Every 
state must receive what it intends to obtain by 
war and what it akme [our italics] can reasonably 
determine, that is its natural frontiers. When 
that is accomplished it will have no further claims 
on any other state since it will possess what it 
had sought." 1 

In fact the danger is even greater than this. 
For even if it were physically possible for the 
difIerent national states to attain self-sufficiency 
at some level of real income, it is quite out of the 
question that they should attain it at the same 
level. So long as the inhabitants of the different 
states were prevented from bettering their posi
tion by exchange or by migration, some self
sufficient states would be richer than others. It 
would always be possible to hope that things 
would be improved by a forcible enlargement of 
frontiers. The populations of the East will be 
increasing long after the population of the West 
has become stationary or declining. If they are 
forcibly prevented from foreign trade, they are 
not likely to forget that, at no very distant date 
in the past, it was deemed justifiable to break 
down similar prohibitions on their part with 

1 Der g~ H(I~ (Tiibingen. 18(0). p. 218. I take 
the translation from the recent Richard Cobden lecture of Profeeaor 
Rappard, The Common Mmaa oj Ewnomu: (1M Milila" Armamenl4. 
a store of much wisdom and information on these topice. 
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cannons and bayonets. Who can believe that 
it is possible, year in year out, for the in
habitants of the richer countries of the world to 
withdraw into economio self-sufficiency without 
raising up against themselves combinations of the 
poorer Powers which are truly fearful to con
template 1 

All this has a most profound bearing on the 
question of restriction of migration, which we were 
discussing in the last section. It is conceivable, 
as we saw, that there may be areas whose economio 
conditions are such that the present inhabitants 
and their descendants will be permanently better 
off if they retain a position of geographical 
monopoly. But this assumes that they are able to 
retain it, that they are able permanently to defy 
the desire of the inhabitants of the areas less 
richly endowed to improve their position by 
migration. And this is a very big assumption. 
It is a very big assumption indeed, in a world 
in which politics are dominated more and more 
by appeals to mass emotion, to suppose that any 
limitation of migration tAat is not internationally 
enforced can be permanently supported against 
the pressure of the poor~ and more populous 
nations. For a time, political accident and judi
cious alliance may permit wide disparities to 
persist. But to believe that they are permanently 
possible is to lose all historical perspective. H 
only for this reason, the preservation of national 
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rights to control migration is a most dubious 
national interest. 

6. If these considerations are correct, it seems 
to follow that there is no long-run advantage for 
the members of the different national groups 
from the preservation of national sovereignty. 
There is no gain from trade, there is no gain of 
security which would not be better provided for 
by some form of international federation. 

We are left, then, with the question whether 
there is not some inherent virtue in national 
separatism, as such, which justifies the retention 
of such arrangements. Is there perhaps some 
ultimate good in the national form of community 
which is worth risking all the wastes and dangers 
of nationalism to preserve 1 

We must not dismiss this question as frivolous. 
In spite of the excesses of continental nationalism, 
we must recognize that love of country and devo
tion to the national good are not negligible virtUC8. 
Patriotism is not always the last refuge of a 
scoundrel. The cosmopolitan is not always an 
improvement on the provincial. A man must have 
something outside himself to which he can give 
devotion if he is to be fully human. The nationalist 
at least has that. 

But it may still be questioned whether, at the 
present stage of history, de.otion to the nation, 
as such, is a .ery fruitful form of emotion. 
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The feelings associated with patriotism which we 
regard as good in themselves are not inseparable 
from particular forms of political organization. 
To love the landscape of the Oxford meadows 
or the fine flexibility of the English tongue, it 
is not necessary to love the Oxfordshire County 
Council or the English Board of Education. The 
sentiment of public service may be best evoked 
by institutions which are most conducive to 
human good. To find the ultimate goods of life 
in particular forms of political machinery, regard
less of the suitability of that machinery to pro
mote human happiness, is surely a delusion-a 
confusion of ends and means, of mechanism and 
purpose. 

But this is just our danger. In the days of 
the decay of the great historical religions, men 
have deified the idea of the nation. They have 
made devotion to particular political machines a 
fanatical idolatry. They have erected a mythology 
of the state, or the race, more ridiculous, more in
consistent, more cruel than the superstitions of 
ancient barbarism. And because there is more 
than one state, there is conflict among the idols. 
Nothing can be more certain than that if we can 
find no ideals more compelling than this much 
of what is best in human achievement hitherto 
must perish. 

But is this really so difficult! Dostoievsky once 
said that if we try to love all humanity we shall 
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only end by hating all humanity. No doubt this 
is profoundly true. But intemationalliberalism 
does not bid uS love humanity. It seeks only to 
persuade us that co-operation between the differ
ent members of humanity is advantageous for the 
furtherance of individual ends. In this respect, 
it is true, it is merely the plan of a mechanism 
more efficient than the world of independent 
nations. Yet nevertheless the idea of the way 
of living with which it is associated is something 
more than that. A society which preserves spon
taneity and freedom, with its manifold play of 
mind on mind and its world-wide heritage of 
art and learning-this surely is a conception as 
congenial to the aspirations of men who are not 
spiritually sick as any nationalism which turns 
inwards. We may no longer be able to believe 
the metaphysics of the age of faith. But, despite 
the antics of guttersnipe racialism, we need not 
cease to do homage to the idea of that fellowship 
in which there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond 
nor free. The ideals of Athens still challenge the 
ideals of Sparta. 

7. It has been the argument ofthis essay that, 
in our day, these ideals can only be sustained by 
far-reaching political changes. On a long view, 
the interests of men who do not love violence, 
as such, are not in conflict. But if the political 
organization is sectional, it may give rise to 
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optical delusions, behind which the for~es ofvio
lence and monopoly may manreuvre. The root 
of our present difficulties is not some inherent. 
tendency to economic catastrophe but a political 
structure which has outlived its utility. Not 
capitalism, which, rightly conditioned, is a safe
guard of liberty and progress, but nationalism, 
which tends to poverty and conflict, is the cause 
of our present distresses," What the world needs 
is not the socialist revolution, which, on every 
reasonable computation of the probabilities,woull.i 
only develop still further the contradictions of 
nationalist separation, but the liberal reforms 
which would create a framework within which 
these contradictions would not be permitted to 
emerge. 

Nationalism is something which must be sur
passed. There was probably never a moment in 
the history of the world when such a task seemed 
so difficult to accomplish. But it can be accom
plished if our hearts and minds tell us that it is 
necessary; and it must be accomplished if all 
that we regard as most valuable is not to perish 
in the wreck of our common civilization. 
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possibility of a Theory of Economic Development have been 
added; and the author has written a new preface in which his 
attitude to certain criticisms of the first edition is explained. 

PRESS OPINIONS OF THE FIRST EDITION 

"Professor Robbins has written a book of high intellectual 
distinction-distinguished in style, distinctive in thought, 
distinct in erudition. No economist can read it without real 
enjoyment, and provocation to argue back."-Bm JosUB 
STAlrll' in Time and Tide. 

"No more convincing demonstration could well be given of 
the nature and necessity of economic reasoning. The pro
fessional economist will applaud the severity of the argument; 
and the ordinary man will be grateful for an exceptionally clear 
outline of • what it is that economists discuss and what may 
legitimately be expected &8 a result of their discU88ions.'''
The Timu Litero'1l SupplemenJ. 
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